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GLOSSARY 

 
Anthropogenic greenhouse gases (GHGs): Greenhouse gases emitted into the 
atmosphere as a result of human activities and listed in the Kyoto Protocol to the United 
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change: Carbon Dioxide (CO2), Methane (CH4), 
Nitrous oxide (N2O), Hydro fluorocarbons (HFCs), Perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and Sulphur 
hexafluoride (SF6). 
 
Associated facilities: Facilities that are not funded as part of a project but whose viability 
and existence depend exclusively on the project, and whose goods or services are essential 
for successful operation of the project. 
 
Biodiversity (biological diversity):The variability among living organisms from all sources 
including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological 
complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between species 
and of ecosystems. 
 
Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e): A universal standard of measurement against which 
the impacts of releasing (or avoiding the release of) different greenhouse gases can be 
evaluated over a time horizon. It is often measured in metric tonnes. 
 
Chance find procedure: Chance find procedure is a project-specific procedure that outlines 
what will happen if previously unknown physical resources are encountered during project 
construction or operation. The procedure includes record-keeping and expert verification 
procedures, chain of custody instructions for movable finds, and clear criteria for potential 
temporary work stoppages that could be required for rapid disposition of issues related to the 
finds.  
 
Cleaner production: The concept of integrating pollution reduction into the production 
process and the design of a product. This involves continuous application of an integrated 
preventive environmental strategy to processes, products, and services in order to increase 
overall efficiency and reduce risks to humans and the environment through the conservation 
of raw materials, water and energy, and through the reduction or elimination of the use of 
toxic and hazardous raw materials. It also includes taking advantage of renewable energy 
sources such as solar energy and geothermal resources. 
 
Critical habitat.A subset of both natural and modified habitat that deserves particular 
attention. Critical habitat includes areas with high biodiversity value, including habitat 
required for the survival of critically endangered or endangered species; areas having 
special significance for endemic or restricted-range species; sites that are critical for the 
survival of migratory species; areas supporting globally significant concentrations or 
numbers of individuals of congregatory species; areas with unique assemblages of species 
or that are associated with key evolutionary processes or provide key ecosystem services; 
and areas having biodiversity of significant social, economic, or cultural importance to local 
communities.  
 
Cumulative impacts: The.combination of multiple impacts from existing projects, the 
proposed project, and anticipated future projects that may result in significant adverse and/or 
beneficial impacts that would not be expected in case of a stand-alone project. 
 
Emergency response plans: Plan to address contingencies associated with process upset 
and accidental circumstances. They include clearly assigned responsibilities for the 
assessment of the degree of risk to life and property with procedures on whom to 
communicate different types of emergencies with and how.  
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Environmental audit: An instrument to determine the nature and extent of all environmental 
areas of concern at an existing facility. The audit identifies and justifies appropriate 
measures to mitigate the areas of concern, estimates the cost of the measures, and 
recommends a schedule for implementation. For certain projects, the environmental 
assessment report may consist of an environmental audit alone; in other cases, the audit is 
part of the environmental assessment documentation.  
 
Environmental management plan (EMP): A planning instrument that contains the following 
key elements: mitigation measures, monitoring program, cost estimates, budget and 
institutional arrangements for implementation. 
 
Environmental monitoring plan: A planning instrument specifying environmental 
monitoring and reporting requirements, including parameters to be measured; methods to be 
used; sampling locations; frequency of measurements; detection limits; and definition of 
thresholds that will signal the need for corrective actions.Typically consists as part of an 
EMP. 
 
Global impacts: Environmental impacts that may not be significant specific to the project, 
but when taken together with impacts created by other human activities, can become 
globally significant.  
 
Hazardous waste: Substances classified as hazardous wastes possess at least one of four 
characteristics- ignitability, corrosivity, reactivity, or toxicity - or appear on special lists.  
 
Indirect impacts: Adverse and/or beneficial environmental impacts which cannot be 
immediately traced to a project activity but can be causally linked. For example, a project's 
pollution may directly impact water quality in the river. This direct impact may lead to an 
indirect impact on fish in the river. In turn, the impact on the fish population may lead to 
reduced harvests of fish with corresponding reductions in fishing incomes. 
 
Induced impacts: Adverse and/or beneficial impacts on areas and communities from 
unintended but predictable developments caused by a project which may occur later or at a 
different location.  
 
Integrated pest management: Refers to a mix of farmer-driven, ecologically based pest 
control practices that seeks to reduce reliance on synthetic pesticides. It involves (a) 
managing pests (keeping them below economically damaging levels) rather than seeking to 
eradicate them; (b) relying, to the extent possible, on nonchemical measures to keep pest 
populations low; and (c) selecting and applying pesticides, when they have to be used, in a 
way that minimizes adverse effects on beneficial organisms, humans, and the environment.  
 
Invasive alien species: Non-native species of flora and fauna that are a significant threat to 
biodiversity due to their ability to spread rapidly and out-compete native species.  
 
Legally protected areas: Areas legally designated to protect or conserve biodiversity, 
including areas proposed by governments for such designation.  
 
Modified habitat: Natural habitat which has been altered as a result of human activities 
such as agricultural, forestry or urban development, or through the introduction of alien 
species. 
 
Natural habitat: Land and water areas where the biological communities are formed largely 
by native plant and animal species, and where human activity has not essentially modified 
the area‘s primary ecological functions. 
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Persistent organic pollutants (POPs): A group of compounds that possess toxic properties, 
resist degradation, bioaccumulate and are transported through air, water and migratory 
species, across international boundaries and deposited far from their place of release, where 
they accumulate in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems. The 12 compounds covered under 
the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants are Aldrin, Chlordane, Dieldrin, 
Endrin, Heptachlor, Hexachlorobenzene, Mirex, Toxaphene, Polychlorinated Biphenyls, DDT, 
PCDD (Dioxin) and PCDF (Furans). 
 
Pesticides: A pesticide is any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, 
destroying, repelling, or mitigating any pest. Pests can be insects, mice and other animals, 
unwanted plants (weeds), fungi, or microorganisms like bacteria and viruses. Though often 
misunderstood to refer only to insecticides, the term pesticide also applies to herbicides, 
fungicides, and various other substances used to control pests.  
 
Physical cultural resources: Movable or immovable objects, sites, structures, groups of 
structures, and natural features and landscapes that have archaeological, paleontological, 
historical, architectural, religious, aesthetic, or other cultural significance. Physical cultural 
resources may be located in urban or rural settings and may be above or below ground or 
under water. Their cultural interest may be at the local, provincial, national, or international 
level. 
 
Polluter pay principle: An environmental policy principle which requires that the costs of 
pollution or other environmental damage be borne by those who cause it. 
 
Pollution: The term is used to refer to both hazardous and nonhazardous pollutants in the 
solid, liquid, or gaseous forms, and is intended to include other forms such as nuisance 
odors, noise, vibration, radiation, electromagnetic energy, and the creation of potential visual 
impacts including light.  
  
Precautionary approach: Where there are threats of serious or irreversible environmental 
damage, lack of full scientific certainty should not be used as a reason for postponing 
measures to prevent environmental degradation.  
 
Residual impacts: Adverse impacts on the environment which remain after all mitigations 
have been applied. 
 
Significant conversion or degradation: (i) the elimination or severe diminution of the 
integrity of a habitat caused by a major, long-term change in land or water use; or (ii) the 
modification of a habitat that substantially reduces the habitat‘s ability to maintain viable 
populations of its native species.  
 
Strategic environmental assessment (SEA): An assessment of environmental impacts 
and risks associated with policies, plans, or programs. An SEA may assess multiple policies, 
plans or programs within one study area, such as a river basin. 
 
Transboundary impacts:Impacts that extend to multiple countries, beyond the MOECAF of 
the project, but are not global in nature. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1. This Manual on Environmental Safeguards has been developed thru Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) technical assistance 1  and based on two workshops: (i) 1st 
workshop was organized in Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar on 10 October 2014; and (ii) 2nd 
workshop was organized in Mandalay City, Myanmar on 13-14 October 2014. The content of 
this manual is largely derived from the workshop proceedings as well as contributions and 
recommendations provided by the participants2 based on their experiences and day-to-day 
work. 
 

Translation:                                                                 
                                                                                       
                                                                       
                            ႕                                                        
                           ႕                        ႕                      
                                                       ႕           
                                                                                 
                                                              
2. This manual on environmental safeguards aims to avoid, minimize or mitigate 
harmful environmental impacts, and to help the Ministry of Construction strengthen their 
capacity to meet the requirement of the Government of Myanmar environmental legal 
framework and multilateral development banks safeguard systems. 
 

Translation:                                                            
                                                                                 
                                                                                   
                                                                                 
   ႕                                                                       
                  ႕                             

 
3. The content covered in this manual has been developed to provide reference 
material and guide for MOC/PWD staff on how to fulfill ADB‘s environmental assessment 
requirements as per ADB Safeguard Policy Statement, 2009. The manual provides 
additional explanation as to the requirements that MOC/PWD should meet in delivering 
safeguards to projects supported by ADB. The manual adds clarity, provide further technical 
guidance, offer templates and other useful tools, and point to additional sources of 
information. However, they are in no way intended to establish policy, and in case of any 
conflict between the manual and the corresponding SPS safeguards requirements, the SPS 
text will takes precedence. 
 
 
Translation:                                         ADB 

                                                 

 
1 Technical Assistance (TA) 7566-REG: Strengthening and Use of Country Safeguards Systems 
2 During the 2 workshops, there are 62 participants from MOC PWD headquarters and 
state/regional/district offices. 
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                                                                      C   D 
                                                              ADB  
                                                                                          
                                                                                         
              ADB                    C    D                      

                                                                                          
                                                                             
                                                                 ႕                
                                                                                    
                                                                                                
                                               SPS                                      
                                                      
 
4. This manual focuses on providing guidance to achieve ADB‘s environmental 
safeguards requirements (SR1 – Appendix 1). It is primarily intended to be used by 
MOC/PWD, but may also be useful to contractors, consultants and ADB staff. It is 
considered a living document which will be updated periodically in light of lessons learned in 
the application of environmental safeguard requirements. 
 
Translation:               ADB                                                        
      –A                                                                     
              MOC/PWD                           ႕                     
              ၢ              ADB                                            
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II. POLICY, LEGAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE FRAMEWORK 

A. National Environmental Assessment and Review Procedures 

5. The Pyidaungsu Hluttaw Law No. 9/2012 also known as the Environmental 
Conservation Law (ECL) became effective on 30 March 2012 but regulations and standards 
have not yet been issued. There are also other laws with environmental policy implications 
such as the 1992 Forest Law and a number of international laws and conventions that 
Myanmar has ratified. In follow up to promulgation of the ECL in March 2012, a new Ministry 
of Environmental Conservationand Forestry (MOECAF) was formed in mid-2012. Since 
October 2012, a new EnvironmentalConservation Department within MOECAF has been the 
focal point for environmentalmanagement matters including environmental safeguards. 
Implementation arrangements for the ECL are elaborated in the Environmental 
ConservationRules, approved in May 2014. Subsequently Environmental Impact 
Assessment(EIA) Procedures have been prepared, detailing out the procedural aspects and 
implementationresponsibilities. These procedures are approaching finalization.3 Work has 
also commenced onpreparation of corresponding Environmental Quality Standards, as 
required under the ECL, and EIA technical guidelines. 
 
6. Applicability to ADB-funded projects. Annex 1 of the draft EIA Procedures 
―Categorization of Economic Activities for Assessment Purposes‖ indicates that all road 
construction and rehabilitation projects will be required to undergo environmental 
assessment regardless of project size. As advised by MOECAF/ECD, although the EIA 
Procedures are yet to be approved, MOC will need to prepare an EIA orinitial environmental 
examination (IEE) for MOECAF‘s approval prior to commencement of civil works. 
 
B. ADB Policy 

7. ADB requires the consideration of environmental issues in all aspects of ADB‘s 
operations, and the requirements for environmental assessment are described in ADB SPS, 
2009. This states that ADB requires environmental assessment of all project loans, program 
loans, sector loans, sector development program loans, loans involving financial 
intermediaries, and private sector loans. 
Translation: ADB     ADB                                                       
                          ADB                                                 
                                                
 
8. Screening and categorization. The nature of the environmental assessment 
required for a project depends on the significance of its environmental impacts, which are 
related to the type and location of the project; the sensitivity, scale, nature, and magnitude of 
its potential impacts; and the availability of cost-effective mitigation measures. Projects are 
screened for their expected environmental impacts, and are assigned to one of the following 
four categories: 
 

(i) Category A. Projects could have significant adverse environmental impacts. 
An EIA is required to address significant impacts. 

(ii) Category B. Projects could have some adverse environmental impacts, but 
of lesser degree or significance than those in category A. An IEE is required 
to determine whether significant environmental impacts warranting an EIA are 
likely. If an EIA is not needed, the IEE is regarded as the final environmental 
assessment report. 

                                                 

 
3 Draft as of October 2014 is attached as Appendix 2. 
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(iii) Category C. Projects are unlikely to have adverse environmental impacts. No 
EIA or IEE is required, although environmental implications are reviewed. 

(iv) Category FI. Projects involve a credit line through a financial intermediary or 
an equity investment in a financial intermediary. The financial intermediary 
must apply an environmental management system, unless all projects will 
result in insignificant impacts. 

 
9. Environmental management plan. An EMP, which addresses the potential impacts 
and risks identified by the environmental assessment, shall be prepared. The level of detail 
and complexity of the EMP and the priority of the identified measures and actions will be 
commensurate with the project‘s impact and risks. 
 
10. Public disclosure. ADB will post the below safeguard documents on its website as 
well as disclose relevant information in accessible manner in local communities: 
 

(i) for environmental category A projects, draft EIA report at least 120 days 
before Board consideration; 

(ii) final or updated EIA and/or IEE upon receipt; and 
(iii) environmental monitoring reports submitted by the project management unit 

(PMO) during project implementation upon receipt. 
 
11. Considering the lack of completed applicable country safeguard requirements, the 
ADB‘s safeguard requirements prevail. 
 

III. THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS 

C. Environmental Assessment and the Project Cycle 

12. Environmental assessment is a generic term describing a process of ongoing 
environmental analysis and planning to address the environmental impacts and risks 
associated with a project.   The process (Figure 1)is most effective when initiated early in 
project preparationas it allows the MOC/PWD to: 
Translation:                                                                  
                                               ႕                                          
                                                                                              
         C    D                                                                 
                  
 

i) assess relevant potential impacts and risks associated with a proposed 
project;  
Translation:                                                 
                                                                     

 
ii) assess the compliance of the proposed project with the applicable  donor 

requirements as well as applicable environmental laws and regulations of the 
jurisdictions in which the project operates; and 
Translation:                                                                       
                                                               
                                                                      

 
iii) incorporate necessary mitigation measures early so that they can be easily 
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accommodated in project design.  
Translation:                                                              
                                                                          
                       

 
13. The environmental assessment should assess and document potential impacts and 
risks for every key stage of the project cycle, including design and planning, construction, 
operation, and decommissioning or closure. However, environmental assessment is not a 
one-time report prepared at the feasibility stage; international good practice dictates that the 
process of analysis and management take place throughout the project cycle. A rigorous 
environmental assessment is one that can address problems as they arise, regardless of the 
project phase.  
Translation:                                                                           
                                                                                            

                                                        ႕                       ႕          
                                                                                      
                                                                                    
                                                                                     
                                                                ႆ                     
 

 

Delays in the implementation of a project because environmental issues 
were not considered during the design phase can be significantly more 
costly than conducting an effective assessment at the outset. In some cases 
the environmental assessment may identify environmental problems that are 
so serious that the project does not proceed. 

 Translation:      ႕  ၥ                                         
                    ႆ                                                     
                           

 
D. Key Steps in the Environmental Assessment Process 

14. The activities and outputs of the environmental assessment process will vary with the 
nature of each project and Government of Myanmar‘s legal and institutional context. 
However, environmental assessments of ADB supported projects will typically include the 
following steps: 
 

i) Screening and Categorization 
ii) Project and Baseline Data Collection 
iii) Impact Analysis 
iv) Impact Mitigation and Environmental Management Plan Development 
v) Information Disclosure 
vi) Consultation and Participation 
vii) Grievance Redress Mechanism Development 
viii) EMP Implementation 
ix) Reporting 

 
Figure 1: Generalized environmental assessment project cycle process flowchart 
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Abbreviations: 
EIA-Environmental Impact Assessment; IEE-Initial Environmental Examination; EMP-Environmental 
Management Plan; ESMS-Environmental and Social Management System. 
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Figure 2: Key Steps in Environmental Assessment Process 
 
- Screening and Categorization: determines the extent and type of environmental 

assessment to be undertaken. 
 
- Project and Baseline Data Collection: the environmental assessment needs to be 

based on current information, including an accurate project description, and 
appropriate environmental and social baseline data.  

 
- Impact Analysis: the environmental assessment needs to analyze all potential 

impacts and risks of the project on physical, biological, socioeconomic and physical 
cultural resources in an integrated way. 

 
- Impact Mitigation and Environmental Management Plan Development: 

theenvironmental management plan (EMP) addresses the project‘s potential impacts 
and risks; it includes proposed mitigation measures, environmental monitoring and 
reporting requirements, emergency response procedures, related institutional or 
organizational arrangements, capacity development and training measures, 
implementation schedule, cost estimates, and performance indicators.  

 
- Information Disclosure: delivers information about the project to the general public 

and to affected communities and other stakeholders, beginning early in the project 
cycle and continuing throughout the life of the project. 

 
- Consultation and Participation: involvescarrying out meaningful consultation with 

affected people and other concerned stakeholders, including civil society, 
andfacilitating their informed participation. 

 
- Grievance Redress Mechanism Development: a systematic process for receiving, 

evaluating and addressing affected people‘s project-related concerns, complaints, 
and grievances.  

 
- EMP Implementation: involves the implementation of the EMP requirements, 

including mitigations, capacity building, and environmental monitoring. 
 
- Reporting: requirements include the preparation, circulation and review of periodic 

monitoring reports prepared under the EMP. 
 
E. Screening and Categorization 

15. At an early stage in the project cycle (typically the project identification stage) ADB 
will screen and categorize the proposed project based on the significance of potential project 
impacts and risks. A project‘s environment category is determined by the category of its 
most environmentally sensitive component, including direct, indirect, induced, and 
cumulative impacts. Project screening and categorization are undertaken to: 
 

i) reflect the significance of the project‘s potential environmental impacts;and 
ii) identify the type and level of environmental assessment4 and institutional 

resources required for the safeguard measures proportionate to the nature, 
scale, magnitude and sensitivity of the proposed project‘s potential impacts..  

                                                 

 
4 ―Type‖ refers to strategic environmental assessment (SEA), project environmental assessment, or 
compliance audit; ―Level‖refers to a full environmental impact assessment for Category A projects, and an initial 
environmental examination for Category B projects. 
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16. Rapid environmental assessment (REA) checklists are a used to assist in the 
screening and categorization.For MOC/PWD projects, ADB REA Checklist for Roads and 
Highways is applicable (Appendix 3). 
Translation:                                            (REA)                  
                                                         MOC/ PWD                   ADB 

REA                                                                             -
 ) 

 

 

To help facilitate the process, MOC/PWD is encouraged to share any 
relevant reports or data with the ADB project team (including the results of 
screening and categorization undertaken to satisfy MOECAF requirements), 
participate in categorization field missions, and otherwise contribute to the 
identification of impacts and risks.  

 
17. ADB assigns a proposed project to one of the following categories:  
 

i) Category A. The proposed project is likely to have significant adverse 
environmental impacts that are irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented; impacts 
may affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to physical works. A 
full-scale EIA including an EMP, is required (sample outline is provided in 
Appendix 4). 

ii) Category B. The proposed project‘s potential environmental impacts are less 
adverse and fewer in number than those of category A projects; impacts are 
site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and impacts can be readily 
addressed through mitigation measures. An IEE, including an EMP, is required 
(sample outline is provided in Appendix 5). 

iii) Category C. The proposed project is likely to have minimal or no adverse 
environmental impacts. No EIA or IEE is required although environmental 
implications need to be reviewed. 

iv) Category FI. The proposed project involves the investment of ADB funds to, or 
through, a financial intermediary.  

 
18. As part of the screening process, ADB also determines whether the project is 
considered highly complex and sensitive, which refers to projects that involve high levels of 
risk, are highly contentious, or which involve significant and multidimensional and generally 
interrelated potential social and/or environmental impacts. In such projects ADB requires the 
MOC/PWD to engage an independent advisory panel. 
Translation:                                                                                         
                                             ႕         ADB                            
                                                                                      
                                                                                    
                                                      MOC/PWD                            
         (    ၢ                )                             
 

 

highly complex and sensitive 
project 

= 
MOC/PWD to engage an 

independent advisory panel 
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F. Project and Baseline Data Collection 

19. An environmental assessment needs to be based on current relevant information, 
including an accurate project description, and appropriate environmental and social baseline 
data. 
Translation:                                                                      
                                                                                
                                
 
20. Project-related information for the environmental assessment, much of which can 
frequently be obtained from the project prefeasibility study or equivalent, may include:  
 

i) the type of project, including whether it is a new project or a project involving 
existing facilities;  

ii) the need for project;  
iii) the location and site layout, including associated facilities (if relevant);  
iv) the size of operation; and, 
v) the proposed implementation schedule.  

 
21. Baseline data presented in the assessment usually covers a range of physical, 
biological, socioeconomic and physical cultural resources in the project‘s area of influence. 
Trend data that shows changes in a parameter over time, such as air quality or river flows, is 
often more useful than single point data.  
 
22. Baseline data may be drawn from secondary or primary data sources.5 Secondary 
data sources include: statistical records, government reports, NGO publications or academic 
studies. Secondary data tends to be readily available and inexpensive to obtain however, 
may be incomplete or out of date. It is recommended that available secondary data sources 
be carefully evaluated and gaps identified where primary collection of baseline data may be 
required. This may include ambient monitoring of air and water quality, biological surveys of 
potentially critical habitats, and archeological surveys of physical cultural resources.    
 
23. Regardless of source, baseline data that is both accurate and relevant is essential 
when assessing potential impacts of the project. 
Translation:                                                                  
         
 

i) Data accuracy can often be evaluated against relevant quality assurance and 
control (QA/QC) standards. For example, baseline data for a potential 
drinking water source can be assessed by evaluation against international 
and/or national QA/QC standards for field sampling, lab analysis, and data 
reporting.   

ii) Data relevance is often a simple matter of ensuring that what is being 
reported adds value to understanding the project's potential impacts. 
Irrelevant data can lead to confusion and should be avoided whenever 
possible.  

                                                 

 
5 Secondary data are existing data obtained from existing internal or external sources; primary data are 
collected directly by the expert(s) conducting the assessment and/or or by researcher/consultants recruited by 
the MOC/PWD for the purpose of conducting surveys, sampling and analysis, or other primary data collection 
techniques. 
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24. Limitations of data used in the environmental analysis, such as the extent and quality 
of available data, assumptions and key data gaps, and uncertainties associated with 
predictions, should be clearly identified and documented in the environmental assessment 
report. Some types of baseline information may have more limitations than others. 
 
G. Assessment of Impacts and Risks 

25. Assessing the type, nature and significance of impacts and risks posed by the project 
is the "technical heart" of the EIA process. This includes identifying all potential direct, 
indirect, cumulative and induced environmental impacts and risks to physical, biological, 
socioeconomic, and physical cultural resources and determine their significance and scope 
in consultation with stakeholders, including affected people and concerned non-government 
organizations (NGOs). 
Translation:                                                                              
                          E A                                                
                                                                                         
           ႕                                                                                
                                                                                           
                                                                                         
                                                                            
    ႕                 
 
26. Impacts and risks are to be evaluated against the requirements presented in SR16 
and the applicable laws and regulations of theMOECAF. 
Translation:                                                                          
                                                                     ႕        

                                                                 
 

1. Project Area of Influence 

27. Project impacts and risks are analyzed in the context of the project‘s area of 
influence.This encompasses: 
 

i) the primary project site and related facilities developed or controlled by the 
MOC/PWD and its contractors, such as road/highway corridors, 
canals/drainages, tunnels, access roads, borrow pits and disposal areas, and 
construction camps; 

ii) associated facilities, which are facilities that are not funded by the project but 
whose viability and existence are entirely dependent upon the project, and 
whose goods or services are essential for the project‘s successful operation; 

iii) areas and communities potentially affected by cumulative impacts; and 
iv) areas and communities potentially affected induced impacts. 

 

                                                 

 
6 Specific environmental safeguard requirements pertaining to biodiversity conservation and sustainable 
management of natural resources, pollution prevention and abatement, occupational and community health and 
safety, and conservation of physical cultural resources are discussed in Chapter III. 
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28. Associated facilities that are not funded by the project are sometimes beyond the 
control and influence of the MOC/PWD. Therefore, they are not evaluated as part of the 
project environmental assessment. However, associated facilities require due diligence on 
the part of both the MOC/PWD and ADB to determine the level of risk to the environment 
and affected people, and assess if the facility's environmental management is generally 
consistent with ADB‘s safeguard objectives and requirements. Due diligence may be 
undertaken through a review of documentation or a site visit. ADB may choose not to fund a 
project if due diligence shows that the environmental practices of associated facilities not 
under the influence of the MOC/PWDare not consistent with ADB‘s safeguard objectives and 
requirements. However, it is international good practice to first explore with the facility 
operator/owner whether the facility (be it existing or proposed) can be brought into 
compliance, and if so to agree on required actions and a time-line for their implementation. 
 
29. The area of influence does not include potential impacts that (i) occur 
eitherindependently of the project,or (ii) impacts that would have occurred had the project 
not taken place.  
 

2. Type, Nature and Significance of Environmental Impacts 

30. Environmental impacts vary in their type, nature and significance. 
Translation:                                                                           
              ႕               
 

a. Type of Environmental Impacts 

31. An environmental assessment is usually able to identify whether or not a project may 
have the following impacts:  
 

i) Physical,including impacts on surface and ground water; soils; minerals; land 
forms and topography; and air and climate.  

ii) Biological, including impacts on aquatic and terrestrial flora and fauna; habitat 
and ecosystems; and endangered or critically endangered species and 
protected areas.  

iii) Socioeconomic, including impacts on occupational health and safety, 
community health and safety, vulnerable groups and gender issues, and 
impacts on livelihoods through environmental media (e.g. dams may disrupt 
downstream fisheries, drinking water supplies, and irrigation networks, etc.; 
project-related pollution may cause demonstrated decreases in agricultural, 
forest, fishing yields, etc.).7 

iv) Impacts on physical cultural resources. 
 

b. Nature of Environmental Impacts 

32. Impacts can typically be classified as direct, indirect, cumulative and induced. 
 

i) Direct Impacts are adverse and/or beneficial environmental impacts which 
can be immediately traced to a project activity. For example, clearing part of a 
forest to build a road will have a direct impact of reduced forest cover.    

ii) Indirect Impactsare adverse and/or beneficial environmental impacts which 

                                                 

 
7 See ADB‘s Safeguard Policy Statement paragraph 6 of Safeguard Requirement 2 for more information 
on safeguard requirements for livelihoods impacts caused by project activities other than land acquisition. 
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cannot be immediately traced to a project activity but can be causally linked.8 
Indirect impacts are more common in large scale projects that have complex 
physical, biological or socioeconomic cause-effect pathways.  

iii) Induced impacts are adverse and/or beneficial impacts on areas and 
communities from unplanned but predictable developments caused by a 
project which may occur later or at a different location. For example, a new 
road may be established crossing a forest or biologically sensitive area to 
provide access to a mining site. If the road remains open to the public after 
project construction it could facilitate population growth and economic activity, 
which could induce deforestation or loss of important biodiversity. The actual 
impacts of induced development over a long time horizon may be difficult to 
predict. 

iv) Cumulative impacts are the combination of adverse and/or beneficial 
impacts on areas and communities from existing projects, the proposed 
project, and anticipated future projects that can be realistically defined at the 
time the assessment is undertaken. It may also include assessing whether 
the incremental pollution contribution from the project is expected to result in 
exceedances of relevant MOECAF ambient air quality standards.  

 
c. Significance of Environmental Impacts 

33. Significant adverse environmental impacts are negative impacts to physical, 
biological, socioeconomic, and physical cultural resources that are irreversible, diverse, or 
unprecedented. These impacts may affect an area larger than the sites or facilities subject to 
physical works.  
 

3. Depth of Environmental Assessment Analysis 

34. The level of detail and comprehensiveness of an environmental assessment should 
be commensurate with the significance of the potential impacts and risks. Projects with 
limited potential risk and impacts often focus assessment effort on direct impacts with site-
specific cause-effect linkages. Projects with a broad range of potential significant risks and 
impacts should conduct a more balanced assessment of direct, indirect, cumulative and 
induced impacts as appropriate.   
 

4. Impacts Assessment Methodologies 

35. There is a variety impact assessment methodologies, including but not limited to the 
ad hoc method; checklists; impact assessment matrices; predictive modeling;9 and the use 
of industry or activity specific guidelines.10  The type of impact prediction methodologies 

                                                 

 
8Indirect impacts are sometimes referred to as secondary impacts; the term is also at times used interchangeably 
with "induced impacts".  For example, a project's pollution may directly impact water quality in the river. This 
direct impact may lead to an indirect impact on fish in the river. In turn, the impact on the fish population may lead 
to an indirect impact of reduced harvests of fish with corresponding reductions in fishing incomes. 
9 If predictive modeling is used, the suitability of the model should be justified, including underlying 
principles and assumptions; objective of the study; the situation being modeled, and expected outputs; 
justification on the choice of the model including citing earlier applications to similar circumstances; data, 
variables, constants and assumptions used; development of the model and its conversion into a software 
package and limitations, if any; details of the experience and training of the consultants using the 
model;  calibration of the model; validation of the model; summary of numerical output; margin of errors, and their 
implications for the objectives of the study and the conclusions. 
10 The MOC/PWD is encouraged to make use international recognized guidance on environmental 
assessment, such as the World Bank Group‘s Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines (the EHS Guidelines) 
which provides guidance on over 60 industry and project activities in 8 sectors.  
See: http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/EnvironmentalGuidelines.  

http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/EnvironmentalGuidelines
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adopted and the breadth and depth of analysis are to be commensurate with the impacts 
and risks posed by the project. In addition to adverse impacts and risks, the assessment can 
also assess potential positive or beneficial impacts of a project and propose measures to 
enhance them.   
 

Table 1: Main advantages and disadvantages of selected impact identification 
methods 

Method Advantages Disadvantages 

Ad Hoc  
e.g. expert 
opinions of an 
assembled group 
of relevant experts 

 Easy to use, quick and can 
be inexpensive. 

 Results may be 
communicated to lay 
people easily, depending 
on communication abilities 
of experts. 

 

 May not encompass all the relevant impacts. 
 The relative weights of various impacts cannot be 

compared because the criteria used to evaluate 
impacts are not comparable. 

 Inherently inefficient as it requires sizeable effort 
to identify and assemble an appropriate panel of 
experts for each assessment; and it provides 
minimal guidance for impact analysis while 
suggesting broad areas of possible impacts. 

Checklists   Easy to understand and 
use.  

 Good for site selection and 
priority setting.  

 Simple ranking and 
weighting.  

 Do not distinguish between direct and indirect 
impacts.  

 Do not link action and impact.  
 The process of incorporating values can be 

controversial.  

Matrices   Link action to impact.  
 Good method for 

displaying results.  

 Difficult to distinguish direct and indirect impacts.  
 Have potential for double-counting of impacts.  

Predictive 
modeling 

 Excellent for impact 
identification and spatial 
analysis.  

 Good for ―experimenting‖.  

 Heavy reliance on knowledge and data.  
 Often complex and expensive.  

 
5. Existing Activities or Facilities 

a. Environmental Audits of Existing Facilities 

36. Existing activities or facilities are those that already existed or were under 
construction prior to ADB's involvement. When a project involves existing activities or 
facilities, environmental audits are required to determine the existence of any areas where 
the project may cause or is causing environmental risks or impacts.  
Translation:                                                                               
                                   ADB                        
 
37. An environmental audit is an independent assessment conducted by external 
expert(s) focusing on an existing facility's environmental compliance policies, practices, and 
controls, and the nature and extent of any significant adverse environmental issues within 
the facility's site and adjacent area as a result of historical or current activities, including 
contamination of soils, surface and ground water, and structures. The audit identifies and 
justifies appropriate measures to mitigate the areas of concern, estimates the cost of the 
measures, and recommends a schedule for implementation. International good practice 
dictates that the audit takes into account facility operations at full load under routine 
circumstances including intermittent exceedances during startups, shutdowns, and warm-up 
periods. It is also good practice for auditors to examine health impacts in nearby 
communities and interview affected stakeholders.If the project does not foresee any new 
major expansion, the audit constitutes the environmental assessment for the project.  
 
38. A typical environmental audit report includes the following major elements (sample 
outline is provided in Appendix 6): 
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i) executive summary;  
ii) facilities description, including both past and current activities; 
iii) summary of national, local, and any other applicable environmental laws, 

regulations, and standards; 
iv) audit and site investigation procedure; 
v) findings and areas of concern; and, 
vi) corrective action plan that provides the appropriate corrective actions for each 

area of concern, including costs and schedule. 
 
39. The environmental audit should be undertaken by external experts who are not 
involved in day-to-day project implementation or supervision and who have the appropriate 
expertise and experience for the activities or facilities under construction. 
Translation:                                                                    
                                                                                         

 
b. Corrective Action Plan 

40. If the environmental audit identifies issues that are not consistent with ADB 
requirements, a corrective action plan should be prepared.A corrective action plan typically: 
Translation:                                   ADB                                 
                                                                                     
                        
 

i) describes corrective actions necessary to address each area of concern;  
ii) prioritizes these actions;  
iii) identifies costs and responsibilities for implementation of each corrective 

action;  
iv) identifies a time-line for their implementation; and, 
v) presents a schedule for communicating the results of plan implementation to 

affected communities (if relevant) and ADB.  
 

6. Assessment of Transboundary and Global Impacts 

41. Project environmental assessment includes identifying potential transboundary 
effects and global impacts. 
 
42. Transboundary impacts are impacts that extend beyond Myanmar to multiple 
countries, but are not global in nature. Examples include air pollution extending to multiple 
countries, the use or pollution of international waterways, and transboundary epidemic 
disease transmission. When evaluating transboundary impacts it may be useful to consider 
an ecosystem or ecoregion approach. 
 
43. Typical transboundary issues to study in the assessment include:  

 
i) adverse regional effects from air pollution or extraction of water from or 

pollution of international waterways;  
ii) whether the affected countries and Myanmar have entered into any 

agreements or arrangements or have established any institutional framework 
regarding the potentially affected airshed, waterway, subsurface water, or 
other resources; and  

iii) any unresolved differences between the affected and Myanmar regarding the 
potentially affected resource.  
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44. Global impacts are impacts that may not necessarily be the result of a specific project, 
but when taken together with impacts created by other human activities can become globally 
significant. Examples include climate change as a result of the emission of greenhouse 
gases and impacts on globally-endangered species and habitats. 
 

7. Impacts on Disadvantaged or Vulnerable Groups. 

45. Environmental assessment includes examining whether vulnerable or disadvantaged 
individuals and groups may be differentially or disproportionately affected by the project‘s 
potential adverse environmental impacts, in particular the poor, women and children, and 
Indigenous Peoples.There may be individuals or groups within the project area of influence 
who are particularly vulnerable or disadvantaged and who could experience adverse impacts 
from the proposed project more severely than others. For example, the poor living adjacent 
to or within a road right-of-way may be disproportionately affected by automotive pollution 
resulting from a road expansion project, and women who harvest mangroves for firewood 
may be affected if those mangrove areas will be cleared to build a port.  
Translation:                                                                     
                                        ႕                                              
                                                                                      
                                                                               
                      
 
46. Where it is anticipated that the project may impact one or more communities, 
accepted sociological methods such as stakeholder analysis, rapid rural appraisal, focus 
group interviews, social surveys, etc, can be used to: 
 

i) identify and locate vulnerable individuals or groups within the affected 
community population;  

ii) assess potential impacts, including differentiated impacts, on these 
individuals and groups; and  

iii) propose measures to ensure that potential impacts and risks to them are 
appropriately avoided, minimized, mitigated or compensated. Following from 
the examples above, physical barriers could be established along the road to 
protect the poor living adjacent to it from noise and air pollution; and women 
could be provided access to alternative fuel sources.  

 
47. It is international good practice for project monitoring to track these individuals or 
groups on a disaggregated basis. Specific considerations and measures for Indigenous 
Peoples are also described in SR3.11 
 
H. Mitigation Measures and Environmental Management Plan 

1. EMP Contents 

48. An EMP is an action and management plan agreed to by the MOC/PWD and ADB. 
The EMP should follow the IFC‘s Environment, Health and Safety Guidelines including the 
following, with the level of detail commensurate with the project‘s impacts and risks: 
Translation:                                         C   D       ADB              

                                                 

 
11 Appendix 3 to the SPS. 
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          ႕                                                                          
                             FC                                                 
                                
 

- Mitigation measures, including a summary of anticipated significant adverse 
environmental impacts and risks; a description of each mitigation measure 
with technical details, including the type of impact to which it relates and the 
conditions under which it is required (for instance, continuously or in the event 
of contingencies), together with designs, equipment descriptions, and 
operating procedures, as appropriate; and, links to any other mitigation plans 
(for example, for involuntary resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, or emergency 
response) required for the project. 

 
- Environmental monitoring and reporting requirements, with technical 

details, including parameters to be measured; methods to be used; sampling 
locations; frequency of measurements; detection limits; and definition of 
thresholds that will signal the need for corrective actions. 

 
- Emergency response procedures (as relevant), with technical details such 

as assigned responsibilities; specific emergency response procedures; 
procedures for training for emergency response teams; emergency contacts 
and communication systems/protocols; procedures for interaction with local 
and regional emergency and health authorities; permanently stationed 
emergency equipment and facilities (e.g. first aid stations, fire 
extinguishers/hoses, sprinkler systems); protocols for fire truck, ambulance 
and other emergency vehicle services; evacuation routes and meeting points; 
drills; etc. 

 
- Institutional or organizational arrangements, describing responsibilities for 

carrying out the mitigation and monitoring measures, plus sanctions for not 
adequately implementing those responsibilities. 

 
- Grievance Redress Mechanism to receive, evaluate, and address affected 

peoples‘ projected-related concerns, complaints, and grievances.  
 
- Capacity development and training measures, including technical 

assistance programs, training programs, procurement of equipment and 
supplies. 

 
- Implementation schedule showing phasing and coordination with overall 

project implementation. 
 
- Cost estimates including capital and recurrent costs, and describing sources 

of funds for implementing the EMP.12 
 

                                                 

 
12 Developing costs estimates for EMP mitigation measures may be challenging, particularly at early 
stages in the project cycle and/or where mitigation measures such as cleaner production technologies are 
integrated into overall project costs. 
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- Performance indicators which describe the desired outcomes as 
measurable events to the extent possible. (See section F of this chapter for 
additional information). 

 
49. The EMP should cover all project stages including design, construction, operation 
and, if relevant, decommissioning/closure. It forms part of the environmental assessment 
report, although in some cases the MOC/PWD may choose to prepare a stand-alone EMP, 
and should also be incorporated into the project financing plans and relevant contractual 
documents. The level of detail and complexity of the EMP should be commensurate with the 
project‘s impacts and risks. 
Translation:                                                                       
                                        /                                            
                                                                                   ႕ 
  ၥ         MOC/PWD                                                                 
                                                                                         
                                                                                              
                                                                    ႕                
                        
 
50. Appendix 7provides an annotated outline for an EMP. Appendix 8 provides several 
sample impact assessment and mitigation matrices which may be useful in preparing 
EMP.Well-planned and implemented EMPs are essential for environmental safeguards 
compliance. EMPs that address these issues (by allocating budget, technical support, etc.) 
are more likely to achieve their compliance objectives.  
Translation:           -                                                               
                                      -             ႕                         
                                                                                          
                                    
 

2. Mitigation Measures 

51. The most common approaches to mitigate impacts are, in order of priority, avoid, 
minimize, mitigate or compensate. 13 
Translation:                                                                          
                                                                                 
 
 

                                                 

 
13 Avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures are commonly collectively referred to as mitigation 
measures. The order of priority in which they are applied is referred to as the mitigation hierarchy. The hierarchy 
is based on the widely acknowledged principle that it is preferable to prevent the generation of an impact rather 
than counteract its effects. 
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52. Implementing measures to avoid negative impacts from occurring at all is first 
priority, and can be the most effective and least cost approach. Options for impact avoidance 
will depend on the nature of the project and its area of influence, and may include alternative 
engineering processes and construction practices; regulating the timing of construction and 
other activities; variations in the layout of the project site; selection of different sites or 
routing of linear facilities; and screening of suppliers to select those with appropriate 
environmental risk management.  
 
53. If complete avoidance of impacts is not achievable, the next level of priority is to 
minimize impacts, typically through changes in project design, technologies, or operating 
rules. For example, adopting cleaner production and energy efficiency technologies and 
practices can minimize the amount of pollutants generated. The assessment of alternatives 
can help determine the best method of achieving project objectives while avoiding or 
minimizing environmental impacts. 
 
54. The third level of priority is to mitigate the negative impacts caused by the project 
when avoidance or minimization are not sufficient.  
 
55. In some cases despite the application of avoidance, minimization and mitigation 
measures the project may still have significant predicted residual impacts. For example, the 
clearing of trees in order build a highwaywill be a residual impact(replanting in the same 
location is not possible since the location will be permanently flooded). When residual 
impacts are expected, compensatory measures such as biodiversity or emission offsets 
that aim to ensure that the project does not cause significant net degradation to the 
environment may be implemented. In exceptional circumstances financial compensation 
may be used to provide a similar benefit for affected peoples who have lost environmental 
benefits as a result of a project‘s residual impacts, such as the inability to harvest plants or 
animals from a projected affected forest. In such cases the compensation may be used, 
frequently by another party such as the government (MOECAF), to provide environmental 
benefits of the same nature (e.g., to provide access to another forested area), and 
compensation should be commensurate with the loss caused by the project. 
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56. The selection of specific measures and the determination of their effectiveness 
should be based on applicable Myanmar laws, regulations and standards, and the 
requirements specified in SR1 such as international good practice.14 Other considerations 
include the polluter pays principle, which requires that the costs of mitigation are borne by 
the polluter. 
 

3. Monitoring and Reporting 

a. Environmental Monitoring 

57. Monitoring involves measuring, tracking, evaluating and reporting compliance with 
action items and outcomes specified in the EMP. An effective monitoring system includes 
performance indicators or targets that can be monitored over defined periods. 
Translation:                                                                  
                                      ႕                                                                    
                                                                   
                                                                                  
                                                                 
 
58. The extent of monitoring activities is commensurate with the project‘s risks and 
impacts.  

 
- For projects with modest impacts that can be readily mitigated monitoring 

may be limited to inspections to verify compliance with EMP avoidance, 
minimization, mitigation and/or compensation requirements and with relevant 
laws and regulations.  

- For projects generating waste streams, in addition to compliance inspections, 
monitoring may also involve the sampling and analysis of air, liquid or solid 
wastes (e.g. source monitoring) in order to assess their quantity and/or quality 
against requirements specified in the EMP.  

- For projects generating waste streams with the potential for significant 
impacts or in already polluted areas, ambient monitoring to assess the quality 
of the receiving environment (e.g., air quality, water quality, or noise levels in 
the project area of influence) in addition to compliance inspections may be 
required. Ambient monitoring may provide useful feedback on the extent and 
severity of actual environmental impacts against predicted impacts and 
relevant ambient standards specified in the EMP.15 

- For projects with potential biodiversity impacts, monitoring could include 
terrestrial or aquatic biodiversity surveys or tracking of habitat extent and/or 
quality.  

 
                                                 

 
14 International good practice for mitigation selection is reflected in various internationally recognized sources, 
including the World Bank Groups‘ Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines (the EHS Guidelines), technical 
reference documents which contain the performance levels and measures that are normally acceptable to ADB 
and are generally considered to be achievable at reasonable costs by existing technology. 
15 For source or ambient monitoring, good practice suggests that the following be clearly identified: 
monitoring objectives, including performance indicators; parameters to be monitored; baseline conditions as 
presented in the environmental assessment (if relevant), or additional baseline sampling needs (if required); 
sampling and analysis methods; frequency of measurements; sampling locations; detection limits (where 
appropriate); standards against which results are to be evaluated and (if different) the definition of thresholds that 
signal the need for corrective actions; and quality assurance/quality control procedures. Good practice also 
indicates that appropriate processes are put in place to ensure the reliability of data, such as calibration of 
sampling and field and laboratory testing equipment. 
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59. Monitoring also covers significant events or issues encountered during construction 
and operation; changes in project design and EMP, including corrective actions, if 
applicable; and compliance with the relevant provisions in the project legal agreement. 
Translation:                                                                        
                                                               ႕                
                                                                                                   
                                                                           
                                          
 

b. Monitoring of Projects with Significant Adverse Environmental 
Impacts 

60. When monitoring projects likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts, 
the MOC/PWDshould retain qualified and experienced externalexperts or qualified NGOs to 
verify its monitoring findings.External experts or NGOs are expected to have extensive 
experience in the design, delivery and quality assurance/quality control aspects of 
monitoring relevant to the specific design of the project monitoring program. The external 
experts or NGOs may need to conduct site inspections so as to be able to review and verify 
with confidence project monitoring reports produced by the MOC/PWD. 
Translation: 
                                                                                         
                      C    D                         ႕            
                                                                                        
                                 G                                                
             G                                                           C   D 
                                                                               
                
 

 

significant adverse impacts = 
MOC/PWD to retain qualified and 
experienced external experts or 

qualified NGOs 

 
c. Corrective Action Plan 

61. If monitoring identifies weakness or deficiencies in the implementation of the EMP, 
the MOC/PWD may need to develop a corrective action plan. Corrective actions could range 
from improving technical aspects of mitigation implementation to enhancing the 
environmental management capacity of implementing agencies. A corrective action plan 
generally: 
Translation:                                                                        
                                                           C   D                    
                                  ႕                   
 

i) describes corrective actions necessary to address each area of concern;  
ii) prioritizes these actions;  
iii) identifies responsibilities for implementation of each corrective action;  
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iv) identifies a time-line for their implementation; and, 
v) presents a schedule for communicating the results of plan implementation to 

affected communities and ADB.  
 
62. The MOC/PWD is encouraged to follow-up systematically until the required actions 
are implemented effectively.  
 

d. Reporting 

63. The MOC/PWDshould prepare periodic monitoring reports that describe progress 
with implementation of the EMP and compliance issues and corrective actions, if any. 
Project budgets should reflect the costs of monitoring and reporting requirements, and 
should be posted in a location accessible to the public. Sample outlines for environmental 
monitoring reports are provided in Appendixes 9 and 10. The World Bank Group‘s 
Environment, Health and Safety Guidelines (the ―EHS Guidelines‖) provide further technical 
guidance on source and air, water and noise ambient monitoring.16 
Translation:       MOC/PWD                                                  
                                                                                
                                                                                               
                                                                                   
                        
 
The reporting requirements are commensurate with the project‘s potential risks and impacts: 
 

i) Construction Phase:  
- for projects likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts 
during the construction period, at minimum semi-annual reporting to ADB is 
required. 
- for projects designated as highly complex and sensitive, at minimum 
quarterly reporting to ADB is required. 

ii) Operation Phase: 
- for projects likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts 
during operation, reporting to ADB will continue at minimum on an annual 
basis.  

 
4. Performance Indicators 

64. The EMP should define expected outcomes as measurable, reportable and verifiable 
performance indicators to the extent possible.Performance indicators provide a linkage 
between impacts and mitigation measures identified in the environmental assessment report, 
and are used to track and assess the overall effectiveness of EMP implementation. Effective 
performance indicators are tailored to the nature of the proposed project, the severity of its 
predicted impacts and risks, and the sensitivity of the project area of influence. They are 
typically based upon data collected as part of the environmental monitoring program 
specified in the EMP.  
Translation:                                                                        
                                                                ႕                          
               

                                                 

 
16 Available at: http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/EHSGuidelines.  

http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/EHSGuidelines
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5. Third Party Risks 

65. At times the involvement of a third party17may influence implementation of the EMP, 
particularly in non-sovereign projects. A third party may include a government agency, a 
contractor, or an operator of an associated facility.The larger the project area of influence, 
the more likely that third party action or nonperformance could pose risks to a project. The 
environmental assessments should identify potential third party risks to the extent practical. 
Engagement and collaboration with the third party may help manage these risks, particularly 
in cases where the MOC/PWD has a degree of control or influence over the third party. 
Specific actions are to be determined on a case-by-case basis. 
 
66. It is particularly important that contractors understand and acknowledge their 
responsibilities under the EMP. The MOC/PWD should incorporated relevant requirements 
from the EMP into their bidding and contract documents. It may be appropriate to include a 
payment procedure that encourages the contractor to fulfill its environmental 
obligations.There are several approaches on how to do this, including: 
Translation:                                                                     
                                                                       MOC/PWD     
                                                                                       
                                         
 

i) mitigation measures to be implemented by the contractor could be 
incorporated into the Bill of Quantities (BoQ) - under this approach the 
contractor will have a direct financial interest in complying with their 
environmental obligations.  Non-certification of the mitigations will prevent 
payment being made. The drawback to this system is that if the contractor 
decides not to carry out the work, then they will simply not be paid. As no 
expenses were incurred the contractor does not lose money and is not 
effectively penalized. 

ii) a performance bond to guarantee the contractor will complete the 
construction works according to the contract terms, including quality, price 
and time 

iii) a penalty for environmental non-compliance by with holding payment (from a 
general with holding amount, which is usually 5-10% of a contract). The 
challenge with this option is that the Engineer usually decides on what will be 
withheld (not the environment specialist); and the Engineer will balance an 
environmental penalty, with other projects issues.  This means that 
‗environment‘ has to compete for limited penalty resources, often being 
dropped in the process.   

 
67. Training for contractors on EMP measures may also be required.In the case of 
operators of associated facilities, if the project has a close relationship with the associated 
facility the MOC/PWD may be able exert influence to address identified risks.  
Translation:
                                                                               
                                                                                      
    MOC/PWD                                                        
                                                          

                                                 

 
17 The other parties are the ADB and the MOECAF. 
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I. Assessment of Alternatives 

68. Environmental assessment includes an examination of alternatives to the project‘s 
location, design, technology, and components that would avoid, and, if avoidance is not 
possible, minimize adverse environmental impacts and risks. Examining alternatives for 
projects with potentially significant impacts helps to determine the best method of achieving 
project objectives while minimizing environmental impacts. This process is most useful when 
the environmental assessment is undertaken early in the project cycle; a retroactive analysis 
of alternatives is not normally considered to be international good practice unless 
circumstances warrant.  
Translation:                                                                         
                                                                                             
                                                                                     ႕          
                           
 
69. The type and range of alternatives open to consideration includes:  
 

i) Location: this may include the entire project (e.g. the location of a thermal 
power plant) or only some of its components (e.g. the location of a bridge as 
part of a road project). 

ii) Design: this may include alternative approaches to any aspect of project 
design, usually analyzed at the planning or detailed that design phase of the 
project cycle (e.g. sealed versus unsealed road, width of road right-of-way). 

iii) Technology: this may include technologies that have large differences in 
environmental impact (e.g. subcritical versus supercritical boilers for thermal 
power plants). 

iv) Components: this may include alternatives to achieve similar objectives (e.g. 
an urban waste management project could include waste incineration or 
alternatively a landfill). 

 
70. Alternatives should be assessed in terms of their potential environmental impacts; 
the feasibility of mitigating these impacts; their capital and recurrent costs; their suitability 
under local conditions; and their institutional, training, and monitoring requirements. The 
rationale for the selected option should be documented. 
 
71. Consideration of alternatives should include a ―no project‖ alternative; in some cases, 
this may be the only alternative to the project that can be realistically analyzed to understand 
the project's outcome and net contribution to development. 
 
J. Information Disclosure, Consultation and Participation and Grievance Redress 

1. Information Disclosure 

72. Information disclosure involves delivering information about a proposed project to the 
general public and to affected communities and other stakeholders beginning early in the 
project cycle and continuing throughout the life of the project. Information disclosure is 
intended to facilitate constructive engagement with affected communities and stakeholders 
over the life of the project. 
Translation: 
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                    stakeholders                                                         
           
 In order to make key documents widely available to the general public, SR1 requires the 
submission of the draft and finalized EIA (for Category A projects) and the final IEE (for 
Category B projects) to ADB for posting on the ADB website.18, 19 
 
73. The disclosure information should be made available in appropriate form and 
language(s) utilized by the affected people and stakeholders and be written in plain (and 
vernacular) language accessible and understandable to the various segments of the affected 
communities. 
Translation:                                                                       
stakeholder                                          ႕                                    
                                                                                           
                                       
 
74. Information may be made available: 
 

i) in project offices, village common areas, or at key project sites through 
booklets, pamphlets, maps, signs, etc;  

ii) via newspapers, radio, TV, etc; and, 
iii) in presentations, workshops, meetings, etc.  

 
75. In areas where affected persons and stakeholders may be illiterate, communication 
methods can utilize non-written methods such as verbal presentations in community 
meetings, radio spots, and pamphlets and signs emphasizing pictorial communication 
methods. It is important to carefully document disclosure activities in terms of timing, 
materials distributed, and targeted audiences. 
Translation:                       ၥ       ႕                                       
                                                              
 
76. The timing and method of disclosure may vary depending on Myanmar law 
requirements, the project‘s risks and impacts, and the stage of the project‘s development or 
operation. For projects with potential adverse impacts to communities, international good 
practice is for the disclosure of information relevant to the environmental issues of the 
project to begin soon after the screening and categorization so as to solicit views and 
concerns of the potentially affected peoples. Such views and concerns can influence site 
selection and other aspects of the project design before excessive expenditure of project 
preparation funds locks the MOC/PWD into a less flexible position. 

                                                 

 
18 Specifically, SR1 requires that the MOC/PWD submit to ADB the following documents for disclosure on 
ADB‘s website:  
(i) a draft full EIA (including the draft EMP) at least 120 days prior to ADB Board consideration, and/or 
environmental assessment and review frameworks before project appraisal, where applicable; 
(ii) the final EIA/IEE;  
(iii) a new or updated EIA/IEE and corrective action plan prepared during project implementation, if any; 
and 
(iv) the environmental monitoring reports.  
19 The reference in SR1 paragraph 17 subparagraph (i) to ―environmental assessment and review 
frameworks‖ applies to sector lending and Multi Tranche Financing Facilities. See section L of this chapter for 
additional information.  
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Translation:                                                                                   

                                                                         
                                                                 
 
77. Information disclosure should continue throughout the project cycle so as to maintain 
a constructive relationship with affected communities over the life of the project, and to 
ensure that communities understand the risks, impacts and opportunities of the project. If 
information is not made available in a timely manner, affected communities and peoples may 
request MOC/PWD and/or project representatives to provide information updates, and if 
necessary may choose to engage the grievance redress mechanism. 
Translation:                                             ႕                       
    
 

2. Consultation and Participation 

a. Meaningful Consultation 

78. Meaningful consultation goes beyond information disclosure. It involves two-way 
communication between the MOC/PWD and the affected communities and stakeholders, 
and active participation of affected communities and stakeholders in project design and 
implementation. Meaningful consultation provides opportunities for the MOC/PWD to learn 
from the experience, knowledge, and concerns of the affected communities, as well as to 
manage community expectations by clarifying the extent of its responsibilities and resources 
so that misunderstandings and unrealistic demands from either the MOC/PWD or affected 
communities can be avoided. Meaningful consultation also allows affected communities and 
stakeholders to engage in a genuinely deliberative process regarding choices they can make 
concerning their future.  
Translation:                                                                         
MOC/PWD                                          ႕              stakeholders      
                                   ႕              stakeholders                  
                                                   
 
 

 
79. Meaningful consultation: 

 
i) begins early and is carried out on an ongoing basis throughout the project 

cycle. Initially the consultation may be implemented as part of the 
environmental assessment process. 

ii) provides timely disclosure of relevant information;  
iii) is free of intimidation or coercion;  
iv) Is gender inclusive and responsive, and tailored to the needs of 

disadvantaged and vulnerable groups; and 
v) requires the incorporation of relevant views of affected people and other 

stakeholders into project design and decision making, including the 
development of mitigation and compensation measures. 

 
80. For environment Category A projects, consultation should take place at the early 
stage of EIA field work, when the draft EIA report is available during project preparation, and 
before project appraisal by ADB.  
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81. Modalities for consultation and participation during project implementation should be 
incorporated into the environmental assessment report and EMP, and throughout the life of 
the project the MOC/PWD is encouraged to build upon established channels of 
communication and engagement with affected communities to disclose information and 
receive feedback on the effectiveness of mitigation measures as well as affected 
communities‘ ongoing interests and concerns about the project. 
 
82. Affected peoples and stakeholders will have access to relevant project information 
prior to any decision-making that will affect them. Relevant information includes: (i) key 
aspects of the assessment such as project activities and locations, (ii) identified impacts, 
mitigations measures, compensatory methods and amounts, and (iii) consultation and 
grievance mechanisms. Information should be provided in a form which is understandable 
and readily accessible to affected people. 
 

 

For example, the MOC/PWD could meet with affected communities and 
stakeholders, presenting information on the project and answering questions 
and listening to comments and suggestions. 20  In addition to community 
meetings open to members of the affected communities, the MOC/PWD 
could identify community leaders so that their input can be sought. 

 
83. Consultation occurs freely and voluntarily, without any external manipulation, 
interference, or threat of retribution, and is conducted in an atmosphere of transparency. 
Translation:                                                                  
                                                                            ၵ        
                             

 
84. Consultation should be inclusive of various segments of the affected community, 
including both women and men, and accessible to the disadvantaged and vulnerable groups 
within the community. In highly stratified communities or societies, lower ranking 
socioeconomic groups, ethnic groups, or castes may normally have little voice in public 
forums, community consultations, and formal meetings with project and/or MOC/PWD 
officials. Similarly, women in some communities are censored or shamed into silence in such 
forums and may be spoken for by their husbands or other male relatives. These barriers to 
participation need to be positively addressed in a culturally sensitive manner. 
Translation:                                           ႕                             
             
 

 

Ensuring consultation with and participation of women may require hiring 
female professionals and technical staff to engage female stakeholders. For 
other excluded low ranking groups, separate consultations without the 
presence of higher ranked groups are usually needed to obtain a full picture 
of the needs of the poor and vulnerable, and specialists in the participation of 
the poor and vulnerable may be required. 

 
85. Meaningful consultation also involves communicating to affected people and other 
stakeholders the measures taken to address their concerns. It facilitates the sharing of 
development benefits and opportunities. 

                                                 

 
20 It is important that members of the MOC/PWD are actively engaged in consultation, participation in 
meetings with local communities, have direct dialogue with local community and government leaders, etc.  
Consultation that is highly dependent upon third party representation (such as consultants who prepared the 
environmental assessment) does not generally yield effective results. 
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b. Approaches to Consultation 

86. There are a number ofapproaches that involve public consultation and information 
dissemination. A critical element ofpreparing for public consultation is associated with the 
selection of appropriate approaches. Available approaches maybe categorized into 3 types: i) 
disseminating information,ii) soliciting input, and iii) getting consensus on issues. Table 2 
presents some good practices for carrying out public consultation. 
 

Table 2: International good practice approaches to consultation 
 Disseminating 

Information 
Soliciting Input Getting Consensus 

Approaches - Printed materials 
- Displays and 
exhibits 
- Advertising 
- Open houses 

- Community liaison 
officer 
- Surveys and 
questionnaires 
- Interviews 
- Small public meetings 
- Public hearings 

- Advisory panels 
- Problem solving 
techniques 
- Consensus-building 
techniques 
- Arbitration 

Benefits - Reaches large 
audience 
- Minimum demand 
on thepublic 
- Can provide 
detailedinformation 

- Allows 
immediateresponse and 
feedback 
- Allows detailed 
andfocused discussion 
- Show sociological 
dataand quantify 
opinions,priority and concerns 
- Allows direct 
communication and exchange 
of informationand debate 

- Can address 
highlytechnical problems 
- Helps prioritize and 
reach consensus 
- Impartiality from 
anuninvolved party 

Challenges - Ability to handle 
specificinterest is low 
- Excludes illiterates 
- Costs of preparation 
andstaffing 

- Potential 
conflictsbetween officer 
andemployers 
- Requires specialists 
todeliver and analyze toavoid 
bias 
- Can be diverted 
byspecial interest groups 

- Difficult to include 
fullrange of views 
- Requires highly 
skilledmediators 
- Difficult to identify 
anacceptable neutral party 
- Can be time 
consuming and costly 

 
87. Consultation needs to be commensurate with the impacts on affected communities. 
The MOC/PWD can seek ADB‘s input to assist in developing an appropriatelyscaled 
consultation process. The MOC/PWD may also wish to consult ADB‘s Staff Guide to 
Consultation and Participation for further guidance on consultation and participation.21 
 

c. Reporting on Consultation 

88. The consultation process and its results should be documented and reflected in the 
environmental assessment report. 
Translation: 

                                                                               
                                                   
89. Key reporting aspects include: 
 

i) relevant Myanmarlaws and regulations; 
ii) methodologies used to inform and involve the public in the environmental 

assessment process; 
                                                 

 
21 Available at: http://www.adb.org/participation/toolkit-staff-guide.asp.  

http://www.adb.org/participation/toolkit-staff-guide.asp
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iii) analysis of the data and information gathered; 
iv) discussion of strategic issues raised by various stakeholders;  
v) recommendations on how the project might address concerns raised during 

public consultation; 
vi) recommended measures for continuous public consultation during the 

environmental management program; and, 
vii) documentation of public meetings and interviews, including dates, names, 

topics of discussion, and important outcomes. 
 

3. Grievance Redress Mechanism 

90. A grievance mechanism, is a systematic process for receiving, evaluating and 
addressing affected peoples project-related concerns, complaints, and grievances.  
Translation:                                                                    
                                                                               
                                                                           
 
Benefits of Establishing a Grievance Redress Mechanism 
91. A well-functioning grievance mechanism: 

 
i) provides a predictable, transparent, and credible process to all parties, 

resulting in outcomes that are seen as fair, effective, and lasting;  
builds trust as an integral component of broader community relations activities; and, 
ii) enables more systematic identification of emerging issues and trends, 

facilitating corrective action and pre-emptive engagement. 
 

a. Grievance Redress International Good Practice 

92. International experience indicates that there is a core set of good practices that mark 
effective and credible grievance redress mechanisms. 
 

i) Start early in the project cycle. The most successful grievance mechanisms 
are put in place as early as possible—ideally, during the project feasibility 
phase—and are modified for later project phases. Problems are often resolved 
more easily, cheaply, and efficiently when they are dealt with early and locally. 

ii) Involve the community in the design. Involve stakeholders from the affected 
community in identify key factors such as the kinds of disputes that could arise 
during the project life, how people in the community actually want to raise 
concerns, the effectiveness of current procedures for resolving complaints (if 
relevant), and the availability of local resources to resolve conflicts.  

iii) Ensure accessibility. An effective grievance mechanism should be 
understandable, transparent and accessible to diverse members of the 
community, including more vulnerable groups such as women and youth, at 
no costs and without risk of retribution. Multiple points of entry, including face-
to-face meetings, written complaints, telephone conversations, or e-mail, may 
be required. Opportunities for confidentiality and privacy for complainants 
should be honored where this is seen as important. 

iv) Maintain a wide scope of issues. The grievance mechanism should be open 
to a wide range of concerns, including those based in factual data and those 
arising from perceptions or misperceptions (perceived concerns can be as 
critical to address as actual impacts). In addition, the mechanism need not be 
limited to environmental performance issues; it should also be able to deal 
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with community concerns covered by ADB's safeguard requirements on 
involuntary resettlement and Indigenous Peoples. 

v) Develop culturally appropriate procedures. The grievance mechanism 
should be responsive, respectful, and predictable—clearly laying out an 
expected timetable for key process milestonesin order to address affected 
people's concerns and complaints promptly. The mechanism should be 
capable of bridging deep divides, including cultural divides. The design and 
operation of the grievance mechanism should consider cultural differences, 
such as communities‘ preferences for direct or indirect negotiation; attitudes 
toward competition, cooperation, and conflict; the desire to preserve 
relationships among complainants; authority, social rank, and status; ways of 
understanding and interpreting the world; concepts of time management; 
attitudes toward third parties; and the broader social and institutional 
environment. 

vi) Incorporate a variety of grievance resolution approaches. To 
accommodate differences in personal and cultural preferences, the grievance 
mechanism may need to offer a variety of grievance resolution approaches, 
not just a single grievance procedure. The complainant should have influence 
over which approach to select. Some complaints may be managed in an 
informal way solely by those directly involved, such as a project representative 
and the complainant. Others may rely on more formal independent redress, 
such as arbitration or using a neutral third party. Where possible, local, 
customary ways of grievance resolution may be evaluated and incorporated 
into the system. 

vii) Utilize a graduated grievance response process. Solutions to many 
grievances are best sought at the local project level. If a complaint cannot be 
resolved at the project level there should be a procedure for elevating the 
response to higher level of authority and/or to more formal process such as 
such as arbitration or using a neutral third party. Depending on the judicial and 
administrative mechanisms available in Myanmar for resolution of disputes, 
the MOC/PWD may choose to facilitate access to these mechanisms if project 
level or other responses are unsuccessful.22 

viii) Identify a central point for coordination. A well-publicized and consistently 
staffed position, held by an individual or team, should be maintained. This 
central coordinator facilitates the development and implementation of the 
grievance mechanism, administers some of its resources, monitors internal 
and external good practice, ensures coordination among access points, and 
makes certain that the system is responsive to the information it manages. 

ix) Maintain and publicize multiple access points. Expanding access beyond 
those individuals who have the primary responsibility to receive grievances 
can significantly reduce barriers to entering the system and encourage 
community members to address problems early and constructively. Individuals 
serving as access points are most effective if they are trustworthy, trained, 
knowledgeable, and approachable regardless of the ethnicity, gender, or 
religion of the complainant. 

x) Report back to the community. Regular feedback should be provided to 
relevant stakeholders to clarify expectations about what the mechanism does 
and does not do; to encourage people to use the mechanism; to present 
results; and to gather feedback to improve the grievance system. Information 
reported back might include types of cases and how they were resolved and 

                                                 

 
22 The grievance mechanism should not impede access of complainants to these host country judicial and 
administrative processes.  
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the way the grievance has influenced company policies, procedures, 
operations, and the grievance mechanism itself.  

xi) Use a grievance log to monitor cases. A grievance log (or register) can be 
used to analyze information about grievance and conflict trends, community 
issues, and project operations to anticipate the kinds of conflicts they might 
expect in the future, both to ensure that the grievance mechanism is set up to 
handle such issues and to propose organizational or operational changes. 
Sometimes, enacting policies or other types of structural change can resolve 
grievances around a common issue, rather than continuing to settle individual 
complaints on a case-by-case basis. Confidentiality should be maintained 
where this is seen as important. 

xii) Evaluate and improve the system. The grievance redress mechanism 
should be assessed periodically to evaluate and improve its effectiveness. 
Important elements of evaluation include general awareness of the 
mechanism; whether it is used and by whom; the types of issues addressed; 
the ability of the mechanism to resolve conflicts early and constructively; the 
actual outcomes (impacts on project operations, management systems, and 
benefits for communities); its efficiency; and, most fundamentally, the ability to 
accomplish its stated purpose and goals. The assessment should solicit and 
include the views of stakeholder representatives to see if the mechanism is 
proving effective in practice.  

 
b. Establishing a Grievance Redress Mechanism 

93. The scope, timing, form and level of complexity of the grievance mechanism should 
be proportionate to the potential adverse impacts on, and interactions with, the local 
communities. To assist in scaling the grievance mechanism, the results of the project social 
and environmental assessments can be used to understand who will be affected and what 
the scope and nature of impacts on them are likely to be.  
 
94. The process of developing and implementing a grievance mechanism can generally 
be broken down into four phases, each with its own set of activities: 
 

i) Define scope and determine goals. Develop the overarching purpose and 
goals for the grievance mechanism and ensure design decisions flow from its 
purpose. 

ii) Design. Assemble a preliminary plan that outlines the purpose, goals, scope, 
resolution approaches, structure, and specifics about how the grievance 
mechanism will function. This preliminary plan is tested and refined through 
consultation with affected community members and ADB. Except in the 
simplest cases, a grievance mechanism includes a procedure for receiving 
grievances, recording/documenting 23  them and responding to the 
complainants in a reasonable period of time. This procedure clearly defines 
who can raise complaints, and ensures that the confidentiality of the persons 
raising the complaint is protected.The procedure needs to be easily accessible 
and understandable and appropriately communicated to the affected 

                                                 

 
23 A grievance record may include the name of the individual or organization; the date and nature of the 
complaint; any follow up actions taken; the final decision on the complaint; how and when relevant project 
decision was communicated to the complainant; and whether management action has been taken to avoid 
recurrence of community concerns in the future. 
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community.24The grievance redress mechanism design should be acceptable 
to both the MOC/PWD and the ADB. 

 
iii) Implement. The MOC/PWD and the community work together to introduce, 

refine, and institutionalize the grievance mechanism. 
iv) Monitor, report, and learn. Information is gathered on the effectiveness of 

the mechanism in particular and, more generally, on the project‘s ability to 
prevent and address grievances. This information is used to refine the system. 

 
95. Figure 3 provides an example of a basic grievance mechanism structure, and a 
sample grievance intake form is provided in Appendix 11.Good practice dictates that the 
responsibility for receiving and responding to grievances is handled by experienced and 
qualified personnel within the MOC/PWD organization. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Basic grievance redress mechanism structure and steps25 
 

K. Preparing the Environmental Assessment Report and EMP 

96. EIA Report Structure. An EIA report typically includes the following major elements:  
 

i) executive summary; 
ii) description of the project; 
iii) description of the environment (with comprehensive baseline data); 

                                                 

 
24  When designing the mechanism, accessibility to communities is normally assessed based on physical 
locations of surrounding communication and access to transportation and roads; literacy and education levels; 
and access to conventional communication infrastructure (phone, mail, internet). 
25 Source: A Guide to Designing and Implementing Grievance Mechanisms for Development Projects. The 
Office of the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman for IFC and MIGA, World Bank Group, June 2008. p 4. 
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iv) anticipated environmental impacts and mitigation measures; 
v) analysis of alternatives; 
vi) environmental management plan(s); 
vii) consultation and information disclosure, and  
viii) conclusion and recommendations.  

 
97. A detailed sample outline for an EIA report is presented inAppendix 4. 
 
98. IEE Report Outline.An IEE report typically contains many of the same major 
elements as an EIA, but may have a narrower scope and depth of analysis. A detailed 
sample outline for an IEE report is presented in Appendix 5. 
 

1. Use of Experts 

a. Preparation of the Environmental Assessment 

99. Whether in-house or independent, experts should have qualifications and field 
experience in the Myanmar or similar developing country relevant to the nature of the project. 
The expertise required varies greatly and depends on the project nature, the magnitude of 
potential impacts, and the location in which it is to be implemented. In some projectsthe 
environmental assessment will require a team with expertise drawn from a range of 
disciplines, such as natural sciences, engineering, modeling, or social sciences. Within those 
disciplines specialized expertise in areas such as biodiversity and natural resource 
management; pollution prevention, resource conservation and energy efficiency; health and 
safety; and/or physical cultural resources, may need to be recruited. 
 

b. Highly Complex and Sensitive Projects and Independent 
Advisory Panels 

100. An Independent Advisory Panel(IAP) is an important tool to objectively verify and 
report on compliance with ADB's and the MOECAF's safeguard requirements during project 
preparation and implementation.  It increases the MOC/PWD's ability to document, manage, 
and reduce risk exposure to environmental and social issues, and provides additional 
technical expertise to assist the MOC/PWD to take timely actions to address complex and 
controversial issues to ensure compliance with social and environmental commitments.   
Translation: 
                                        ADB         ECAF                                  
                                                                                    
       

 

highly complex and sensitive 
project 

= 
MOC/PWD to engage an 

independent advisory panel (IAP) 

 
101. The overall role of an IAP is to provide (i) an objective, balanced, and impartial view 
of the overall project preparation, design, and implementation, including identification of 
potential issues, as they arise, concerning social and environmental impacts; and (ii) 
independent advice to facilitate decision making on often complex and controversial issues 
to ensure compliance with ADB's and the MOECAF's safeguard requirements. The panel's 
terms of reference (TOR) is project-specific, but normally covers the following generic 
elements, among others:  
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i) to establish a thorough and transparent site visit and monitoring process;  
ii) to create a well-defined reporting process for which the IAP has ultimate 

responsibility for final content; and 
iii) to establish and abide by clear operational protocols which define the 

relationship of the IAP to other project stakeholders and allow the IAP 
supervisor/monitor to avoid conflicts of interest.  

 
102. The IAP is expected to hold periodic meeting throughout the project preparation and 
implementation process. IAP reports are be submitted to the MOC/PWD and ADB. 
Translation:  C   D       ADB      IAP                           
 
103. The IAP should consist of a sufficient number of experts in environmental and social 
safeguard fields to be able address all identified high risk issues; for many projects a multi-
disciplinary panel will be required. The IAP members should: 
 

i) Be professionals with demonstrated qualifications and relevant working 
experience in a discipline directly related to the main environmental issues of 
the project. This could include natural sciences (e.g., terrestrial biodiversity or 
aquatic ecology), civil engineering or specialized areas within civil engineering 
such as hazardous waste management, social sciences (e.g., anthropology, 
sociology, gender and development), occupational health and safety, etc.  

ii) Have significant demonstrated experience in conducting or reviewing 
environmental impact assessments.  

 
104. The panel members are appointed and contracted by the MOC/PWD in consultation 
with ADB. ADB may recommend individuals as panel members. One IAP member will need 
to formally serve as the chairperson. The panel members should be independent of 
government agencies and project owner and have had no involvement in studies, design or 
implementation of the project. It is recommended that a balance be sought in panel 
composition between international and national knowledge and experience.  
 
105. Panels should not be used as a substitute for the normal consultation process or 
work of government agencies.   
 
106. In addition to the IAP, the project may be subject to other oversight conducted 
directly by the ADB, government regulators and civil society groups.  
 
L. Unanticipated Environmental Impacts 

107. Unanticipated impacts are impacts that are not predicted during the project 
environmental assessment and are identified or become evident thereafter or during project 
construction or operation.26 They may occur when specific locations or alignments of major 
infrastructure or project facilities are uncertain at the time of environmental assessment 
preparation and new locations or alignments are confirmed at a later date. 
Translation:                                                              
                                                                                       
                                                                                    

 

                                                 

 
26 Unanticipated impacts do not include impacts arising from avoidance, minimization or mitigation 
measures which are not implemented as designed. 
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Example: The alignment of a road may be known within a broad corridor when 
the assessment is undertaken, but final alignment might only be decided during 
implementation (final design phase). 

 
108. Unanticipated impacts may also occur if the assessment incorrectly predicts the 
significance of environmental impacts. The MOC/PWD may become aware of such 
unanticipated impacts through environmental monitoring, complaints received via a 
grievance mechanism, project periodic progress reports, or other mechanisms. 
Translation:MOC   D                                                             
                                                ႕                                       
                                                
 
109. If the unanticipated environmental impacts are significant, it may be necessary to 
prepare a new environmental assessment and EMP to assess the potential impacts, 
evaluate the alternatives, and outline mitigation measures and resources to address those 
impacts.ADB will provide advice as to when unanticipated impacts are significant enough to 
warrant preparation of a new environmental assessment. 
Translation:  
 
                                                                   
                                                                                         
                               ADB                                                  
                                                                                 
                                     
 
110. Where it is known that unanticipated impacts are likely, (such as in linear projects), it 
is recommended that the EMP include agreed and detailed provisions for:  
 

i) updating the existing assessment and EMP or preparing a new assessment 
and EMP, depending on the significance of the impacts:  

ii) institutional arrangements, including capacity development, for managing 
environmental impacts and risks associated with the uncertainties; and  

iii) financial commitments for implementing measures to mitigate unanticipated 
impacts. For example, the EMP for the Nam Theun 2 Hydroelectric project in 
Laos explicitly acknowledged that unanticipated impacts occur, and amongst 
other measures earmarked US$ 10,000,000 to address these impacts when 
identified. It is important to reflect the details of the agreed process in the loan 
agreement. 

 
M. Strategic Environmental Assessment 

111. SEA Requirements at ADB.  The requirements for strategic environmental 
assessment are described in Safeguard Policy Statement (i) Principle 2, (ii) Para 11 of SR1, 
(iii) para. 2 of SR4, and (iv) OM F1 on  Multilateral Financing Facilities.  
 
112. Understanding SEA.  SEA is an assessment of environmental impacts and risks 
associated with policies, plans, or programs.  It employs a variety of tools, rather than a 
single, fixed and prescriptive approach. A good SEA is adapted and tailor-made to the 
context in which it is applied. This can be thought as a continuum of increasing integration: 
at one end of the continuum, the principle aim is to integrate environment, alongside 
economic and social concerns, into strategic decision making; at the other end, the 
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emphasis is on the full integration of the environmental, social and economic factors into a 
holistic sustainability assessment. 
 
113. SEA is applied at the very earliest stages of decision making both to help formulate 
policies, plans and programs and to assess their potential development effectiveness and 
sustainability. This distinguishes SEA from more traditional environmental assessment tools, 
such as environmental impact assessment (EIA), which have a proven track record in 
addressing the environmental threats and opportunities of specific projects but are less 
easily applied to policies, plans and programs. SEA is not a substitute for, but complements, 
EIA and other assessment approaches and tools. 
 
114. When to Apply SEA. The most likely activities required to initiate an SEA are 
program loans, sector loans and MFFs whose actions are likely to have transformational 
effect on a specific sector, demographic group, or geographic area.   
 

 
When to Apply SEA? 

Whether or not an SEA is required can normally be answered by 
asking the question: will the program, policy, or plan to be supported 
have a transformational effect over time and space?  If yes, then the 
strategic impacts of this intervention may need to be investigated 
through SEA. 
- A program loan that aims to restructure major transport policy for a 
province 
- An MFF that aims to shift the current trajectory of urban 
development for a specific city. 

 
115.  How to Apply SEA.  Most SEAs undergo the following basic stages: (i) establish the 
context; (ii) undertake the needed analysis with appropriate stakeholders; (iii) inform and 
influence decision-making; and (iv) monitor and evaluate.27 
 
116. How to Evaluate an SEA.  The key deliverable of an SEA is a process with 
development outcomes, not a product. Quality control therefore considers how well 
procedures have been carried out. But in the long term, the achievement of development 
outcomes, while ensuring the maintenance of environmental sustainability, will be the key 
measure of success.  
 
117. Key questions to help evaluators focus on development outcomes of an SEA relate 
to: the accuracy of assumptions made during the SEA; its influence on the policy, program, 
or plan process, on the implementation process, on development goals and on 
accountability; and the outcome of capacity-building activities. 
 
N. Special Requirements for Different Finance Modalities 

118. This manual pertains primarily to standard project loans. ADB also provides a variety 
of other investmentinstruments, including program loans, sector finance, multitranche 
financing facilities, emergency assistance loans, financial intermediary loans, general 
corporate finance, and cofinancing as presented in Safeguard Requirements 4 
(SR4). 28 Environmental safeguard requirements vary with the nature of the lending 

                                                 

 
27  Due to broad scope of application, detailed SEA steps vary by project.  See OECD, 2006.  Applying Strategic  
Environmental Assessment: Good Practice Guidance for Development Cooperation;  GRDP, 2006: Handbook on 
SEA for Cohesion Policy 2007-2013.   World Bank provides online tools, TORs, and evaluation criteria for SEAs 
in 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:20885941~menuPK:24
50778~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:244381,00.html 
28 Appendix 4 to the SPS. 

http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:20885941~menuPK:2450778~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:244381,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:20885941~menuPK:2450778~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:244381,00.html
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instrument, and are summarized in Table 3. Appendix 12an outline for environmental 
assessment and review framework. 
 
Table 3: Safeguard requirements for different finance modalities 

Types of Loans and Environmental Safeguard Requirements 
Instrument Requirements 

Program Loan - Prepare a matrix of environmental impacts associated with policy actions to be 
supported, including qualitative estimates of magnitude and reasons for the judgment, and 
appropriate mitigation measures. 
- A strategic environmental assessment which facilitates systematic evaluation of the 
environmental and social impacts of a program and its alternatives may be useful in the 
preparation of program loans. 

Sector Loan - An environmental assessment and review framework is to be in place before project 
approval. 
- One or more sample subprojects, and associated EIA or IEE (as relevant), will be 
appraised before project approval.   
- SR1 applies to all subprojects.  

Multitranche 
Financing 
Facility (MFF) 

- An environmental assessment and review framework is to be in place before project 
approval. 
- Where significant sector or regional environmental impacts from the investments 
under an MFF are anticipated, ADB requires the MOC/PWD to undertake a strategic 
environmental assessment to identify mitigation measures to be built into the MFF design. 

Emergency 
Assistance 
Loan 

- An environmental assessment and review framework is to be in place before project 
approval. 

Existing 
Facilities 

- An environmental compliance audit of facilities and/or business activities that already 
exist or are under construction is to be undertaken to assess compliance with SR1 
requirements. 
- If in noncompliance, a corrective action plan, including remedial actions, budget, and 
timetable, is to be prepared. 
- For a project involving an upgrade or expansion of existing facilities that have 
potential impacts on the environment, the requirements for environmental assessment and 
planning specified in SR1 apply in addition to the audit. 

Financial 
Intermediary29 

- Where investments of the financial intermediary have minimal or no adverse social or 
environmental risks, the financial intermediary project will be treated as environment Category 
C and need not apply any other specific requirements.  
- All other financial intermediaries will be required to have in place or establish an 
appropriate environmental and social management system (ESMS)agreed with ADB before 
project approval.30 
- The screening procedure established under the ESMS will ensure that all subprojects 
are screened against the prohibited investment activities list. 
- Where the financial intermediary's subprojects to be funded by ADB are classified as 
environment Category A, the ESMS will incorporate relevant provisions that such subprojects 
meet ADB‘s requirements specified in SR1. 
- Except for financial intermediaries that have minimal or no adverse environmental 
impacts or risks, the financial intermediary will prepare and submit periodic reports (at 
minimum annually) on the implementation status of its ESMS.  
- If an annual report or ADB‘s review mission finds that the ESMS is not functioning 
properly, a corrective action plan will be prepared agreed to by the financial intermediary and 
ADB. The financial intermediary implements the corrective action plan. 

General 
Corporate 
Finance 

- An external audit of the ESMS‘s past and current performance against ADB‘s 
safeguard policy statement will be undertaken. 
- If required, a corrective action plan agreed with ADB to achieve or maintain 
compliance with ADB‘s safeguard policy statement will be developed. 

Projects with 
Cofinancing 

- ADB collaborates with the MOC/PWD and cofinanciers to adopt a single social and 
environmental assessment and planning process and unified safeguard documentation, 
consultation, and disclosure requirements to satisfy the safeguard principles and requirements 
of ADB and the cofinanciers.  

 

                                                 

 
29 In the case of financial intermediaries, the term "project" is used to mean ADB‘s transaction with the 
financial intermediary, whereas "subproject" means business activities financed by the financial intermediary. 
30A model ESMS is currently under preparation, and will be made available once finalized. 
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IV. SPECIFIC SAFEGUARD REQUIREMENTS 

A. Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Natural Resource Management 

1. Applicability of Requirements to Projects 

119. The applicability of biodiversity and natural resource management requirements are 
based on the potential for the project to constitute a threat to biodiversity such as through 
destruction of habitat, and whether the project will involve the use or management of natural 
resources. 
Translation:                                                                              
                                                                                     

                                                                                   
Biodiversity 
120. Biological diversity or biodiversity is the variability among living organisms from all 
sources including, inter alia, terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems and the 
ecological complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within species, between 
species and of ecosystems. Biodiversity is recognized as an integrating concept that 
includes the complex web of genes, species, ecosystems and ecological processes that 
sustain life on Earth and provides human society with food, medicines, natural resources, 
ecological services and spiritual and aesthetic benefits.  
 
121. Biodiversity can be expressed at the genetic, species, or ecosystem level:  
 

i) Genetic diversity refers to the total number of characteristics in the genetic 
makeup of a species, or more simply the diversity within a species, such as 
between varieties of a crop or within a tree species. It is particularly important 
with rare and declining species as it can affect species resilience.  

ii) Species diversity means the frequency and diversity of different species 
which inhabit an area.  

iii) Ecosystem diversity encompasses the variety of habitats that occur within a 
region, or the mosaic of patches found within a landscape. 

 
2. Biodiversity and Environmental Assessment 

a. General Biodiversity Requirements 

122. If the screening indicates that biodiversity impacts are anticipated, the environmental 
assessment should assess: 

 
i) the type and importance of biodiversity present in the project area of influence, 

whether at the genetic, species, or ecosystem level;  
ii) the location and scale of project activities, including those of associated 

facilities and material impacts on biodiversity arising through supply chains or 
other third party relationships; and,  

iii) the potential impacts of project-related activities on biodiversity present in the 
project area of influence.   

 
123. The level of detail and comprehensiveness of the environmental assessment should 
be commensurate with the significance of the potential impacts and risks., including 
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evaluation of impacts on ecosystem services. 31International good practice suggests that the 
MOC/PWD may need to consult with affected peoples and other stakeholders regarding 
potential impacts, especially where these stakeholders are known to have extensive 
indigenous and/or localized knowledge in relation to biodiversity. Significant biodiversity 
impacts identified in the assessment may require further analysis through specific studies 
undertaken by qualified and experienced professionals using standard sampling programs 
and tools.  
 
124. The environmental assessmentshould identify measures to avoid, minimize, mitigate 
or compensate for potentially adverse impacts and risks, so as achieve ―no net loss or a net 
gain‖ of the affected biodiversity. This principle requires that the pre-project status quo be 
maintained or, preferably enhanced, in terms of key biodiversity components such as 
species diversity (numbers and/or composition), habitat extent and/or structure, and 
ecosystem function. In other words, as a result of the project, biodiversity should be the 
same or better. 
 
125. Priority should be given to avoidance and minimization of impacts at source, such as 
through alternative engineering processes and construction practices; regulating the timing 
of construction and other activities; variations in the layout of the project site; selection of 
different sites or routing of linear facilities; and screening of suppliers to select those with 
appropriate environmental/social risk management.  
 
126. If it is not possible to fully avoid or minimize adverse impacts, it may be necessary to 
seek additional measures to mitigate the expected impacts such as restoring impacted areas 
with appropriate native species and consistent with local ecological conditions. As a last 
resort compensatory measures, such as biodiversity offsets, may be implemented so as to 
achieve no net loss or a net gain of the affected biodiversity. Biodiversity offsets are 
conservation actions intended to compensate for the residual, unavoidable harm caused to 
biodiversity by development projects. Offsetting frequently involves the creation of 
ecologically comparable areas (comparable in size, quality and function), generally close to 
the project site (if possible), in which biodiversity is managed and protected. Offsetting may 
involve undertaking positive management interventions such as improving the conservation 
status of an area by restoring habitats or ecosystems and reintroducing native species, or 
establishing ecosystems where they did not previously exists, such as with the 
establishment of new wetlands. It may also involve reducing or removing current biodiversity 
threats or pressures by, for instance, entering into agreements such as contracts or 
covenants with individuals or communities in which they give up the right to convert habitat 
in the future in return for payment or other benefits now.  
 
127. Mitigation and/or compensation measures identified during the assessment 
processshould be defined in the project EMP (and in some cases may also be presented in 
a Biodiversity Action Plan or equivalent document), and will need to be supported by 
adequate financial resources from the MOC/PWD supplemented, if necessary, by other 
financial sources. The EMP should identify roles and responsibilities for the MOC/PWD and 
any third parties for mitigation implementation and monitoring. 
 

                                                 

 
31 Ecosystem services are the benefits that people obtain from ecosystems, and include provisioning 
services (such as food, fiber, fresh water, fuel wood, biochemicals, genetic resources); regulating services (such 
as climate regulation, disease regulation, water regulation, water purification, degradation of pollutants, carbon 
sequestration and storage, nutrient cycling); and cultural services (spiritual and religious aspects, recreation and 
ecotourism, aesthetics, inspiration, educational values, and sense of place). 
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b. Specific Requirements by Habitat Type 

128. Habitats can be divided into modified habitats and natural habitats, both of which can 
support important biodiversity including endemic or threatened species, and critical habitat, a 
subset of both natural and modified habitat that deserves particular attention. In practice, 
natural and modified habitats exist on a continuum that ranges from completely undisturbed, 
pristine natural habitats at one end of the scale, through habitats with some degree of 
human impact, to modified habitats that are intensively managed and have an artificial 
assemblage of plants and animals. The identification of an area as either a natural or a 
modified habitat can therefore be complex, and a project may involve a mosaic of habitats 
that will each need to be addressed. Suitably qualified professionals can advise on how to 
recognize, delineate and assess habitats.   
 

i. Modified Habitats 

129. In areas of modified habitat the natural habitat has been altered, often through the 
introduction of alien species of plants and animals and/or conversion to other uses. 
Agricultural areas are a common example of modified habitat. Modified habitat can still 
provide living space for many species of plants and animals, and in some cases may contain 
unique ecosystems not found elsewhere. In addition, there is evidence to indicate that that 
biodiversity can be particularly high in the transition areas between modified habitat and 
undeveloped areas, as more species seem to be able to find appropriate ecological niches 
and these zones can serve as breeding grounds for adaptive variations.  
 
130. The MOC/PWD is encouraged to recognize these values and exercise care to avoid 
or minimize any further conversion or degradation where technically and financially feasible 
and cost-effective. In addition, if appropriate to the scale and nature of the project, it may be 
possible to identify opportunities for habitat protection or enhancement. 
 

 

A road/highway may have wild land and/or wetland areas on the periphery of its 
site. These areas could be left undisturbed as a buffer zone, or enhanced 
through planting of native species and removal of alien invasive species. 

 
ii. Natural Habitats 

131. Natural habitats are areas of land and water where the biological communities are 
formed largely by native plant and animal species, and where human activity has not 
essentially modified the area‘s primary ecological functions. Environmental assessments aim 
to help the MOC/PWD avoid significant conversion or degradation of natural habitat (e.g., 
through project relocation or re-routing). Significant conversion or degradation is i) the 
elimination or severe diminution of the integrity of a habitat caused by a major, long-term 
change in land or water use; or ii) the modification of a habitat that substantially reduces the 
habitat‘s ability to maintain viable populations of its native species. Significant conversion or 
degradation may result from activities such as land clearing; replacement of natural 
vegetation (for example, by crops or tree plantations); permanent flooding (by a reservoir for 
instance); drainage, dredging, filling, or channelization of wetlands; or surface mining.   
 
132. Where avoidance is not possible, conversion or degradation should be restricted to 
cases where it can be demonstrated that: 
 

i) there are no technically and financially feasible alternatives;  
ii) the benefits of the project substantially outweigh the costs; and  
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iii) the conversion or degradation is reduced (e.g., through minimizing land take) 
or mitigated in a manner appropriate to the circumstances of the particular 
project, such that there is no net loss of biodiversity. 

 
133. Mitigation measures may include a combination of actions, including: 
 

i) Post-project restoration of impacted areas with appropriate native species 
and consistent with local ecological conditions. 

ii) Offsetting biodiversity losses through the creation or effective conservation of 
ecologically comparable area(s) elsewhere (comparable in size, quality and 
function) that are managed for biodiversity. When developing offset measures 
it is important that ongoing use of such biodiversity by Indigenous Peoples or 
traditional communities is respected.  

iii) Providing compensation to direct users of biodiversity. For example, financial 
compensation may be used to provide a similar benefit for affected peoples 
who have lost environmental benefits as a result of a project‘s residual 
impacts, such as the inability to harvest plants or animals from a projected 
affected forest. In such cases compensation may be used, frequently by 
another party such as the MOECAF, to provide environmental benefits of the 
same nature (e.g., to provide access to another forested area). The 
compensation should be commensurate with the loss caused by the project. 

 
134. The construction phase can be particularly damaging to natural habitat, and the 
MOC/PWD is recommended to give specific attention to impacts likely to arise at this stage. 
 

iii. Critical Habitats 

135. Critical habitat areas have high biodiversity value, and include: 
 

i) habitat required for the survival of critically endangered or endangered 
species; 

ii) areas having special significance for endemic or restricted-range species; 
iii) sites that are critical for the survival of migratory species; 
iv) areas supporting globally significant concentrations or numbers of individuals 

of congregatory species; 
v) areas with unique assemblages of species that cannot be found anywhere 

else; 
vi) areas with key scientific value due to their association with evolutionary 

processes; 
vii) areas recognized as particularly important for the provision of ecosystem 

services (such as water supply or flood control); and, 
viii) areas having biodiversity that has significant social, cultural or economic 

importance to local communities. 
 
136. Critical habitats include those areas either legally protected or officially proposed for 
protection, such as areas that meet the criteria of the IUCNclassification, the Ramsar List of 
Wetlands of International Importance, and the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and 
Cultural Organization‘s (UNESCO) world natural heritage sites. 
 
137. The determination of critical habitat requires professional expertise and judgment; the 
MOC/PWD may need to retain suitably qualified external experts to provide assistance if the 
project area of influence has not yet received an adequate biodiversity analysis. 
 
138. Critically endangered or endangered species are species that are under threat of 
extinction. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (the IUCN Red List) is generally 
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considered to be the world‘s most comprehensive information source on the global 
conservation status of plant and animal species. In addition to the Red List, IUCN provides 
useful information on protected areas, conservation and biodiversity expertise, and other 
biodiversity and natural resources issues and has developed guidelines on protected areas 
including an outline of distinct categories of protected areas. These and other sources of 
information can be found in Chapter V(Additional Information Sources).Myanmar may also 
have their own listings of threatenedplant and animal species.  
 
139. The probability of measurable adverse impacts on critical habitat, populations of 
endangered or critically endangered species, viable and representative host ecosystems and 
overall levels of biodiversity can be determined through a detailed biodiversity assessment. 
 

 
Biodiversity 
Assessment 

A biodiversity assessment involves measuring or surveying what exists in the 
area and what is known about it, judging its value and identifying the most 
important features, and assessing expected reductions in population 
numbers, habitat carrying capacity or other relevant parameters. It typically 
involves field-based surveys supported by reviews of relevant scientific 
literature and protected area management plans, and consultations with 
relevant MOECAF conservation authorities and local communities, including 
Indigenous Peoples. It may also utilize airphoto surveys and satellite imagery. 

 
iv. Legally Protected Areas 

140. When project activities are proposed within a legally protected area,32 in addition, it is 
important to: 
 

i) Act in a manner consistent with any national land use, resource use, and 
management criteria (including Protected Area Management Plans, National 
Biodiversity Action Plans or similar documents). This will entail securing the 
necessary approvals from the responsible government agencies, and 
consulting with protected area sponsors and the local communities, including 
communities of Indigenous Peoples, and other key stakeholders.  

ii) Consult protected area sponsors and managers, local communities, and other 
key stakeholders on the proposed project. 

iii) Implement additional programs, as appropriate, to promote and enhance the 
conservation aims of the protected area. This can be achieved through 
implementing programs that, for example, provide support for park 
management, address alternative livelihoods for local residents, or carry out 
research needed for the conservation aims of the protected area. 

 
141. If project activities take place in or near legally protected areas which do not have 
clearly mapped or demarcated boundaries, international good practice is to consult with the 
relevant protected area management body so as to accurately define boundaries such that 
the location of project activities in relation to the protected areas is clearly understood. 
 
142. There may be situations where it is appropriate for the MOC/PWD to give recognition 
to community conserved areas that are not legally protected areas. These areas can be 
natural and modified ecosystems with significant biodiversity values, voluntarily conserved 
by indigenous peoples and local communities through customary laws or other effective 

                                                 

 
32 An area may be designated as legally protected for different purposes. Legally protected here refers to 
areas legally designated for the protection or conservation of biodiversity, including areas proposed by 
governments for such designation. 
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means.33 In the event that a project is proposed inside or in proximity to a community 
conserved area, the MOC/PWD is encouraged to ensure that relevant Indigenous Peoples 
and local communities are appropriately consulted as part of the environmental assessment 
process. 
 

c. Invasive Alien Species 

143. An alien plant or animal species is one that is introduced beyond its original range of 
distribution. Invasive alien species are alien species that become invasive or spread rapidly 
by out-competing native plants and animals when they are introduced into a new habitat that 
lacks their traditional controlling factors. Introductions can occur deliberately or accidentally 
through, for example, discharge of ballast water from ships, on-deck migration, movement 
along road corridors, etc. Invasive alien species are now recognized to be a major threat to 
biodiversity globally.34 
 
144. Additional information sources on invasive species are presented in Chapter V, and 
through international sources of information such as the Global Invasive Species Database.. 
 

d. Genetically-Modified Organisms 

145. Genetically-modified organisms (GMOs, also known as living modified organisms 
orLMOs), can also be considered to be alien species, with similar potential for invasive 
behavior as well as the potential for gene flow to related species. It is good practice for any 
new introduction of such organisms to be assessed in a manner consistent with the 
approach described above, and with due regard to the Government of Myanmar 
responsibilities (if a signatory) under the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety.35 
 

e. Biodiversity Action Plans 

146. In projects with potentially significant biodiversity impacts and risks (e.g. involving 
critical habitats),the development of a Biodiversity Action Plan or equivalent document is one 
approach the MOC/PWD may wish to choose to highlight these issues and illustrate how 
they will be addressed. Regardless of whether also presented in a separate plan, mitigations 
and associated timelines for addressing biodiversity issues should be incorporated into the 
environmental assessment, and implemented through the MOC/PWD‘s EMP.  
 

                                                 

 
33 Community conservation areas are characterized by: 
(i) one or more communities closely related to the ecosystems and/or species, because of cultural, 
livelihood, economic or other ties; 
(ii) community management decisions and efforts lead to the conservation of habitats, species, ecological 
benefits and associated cultural values, although the conscious objective of management may not be 
conservation per se; and 
(iii) communities are the major players in decision-making and implementing actions related to ecosystem 
management, implying that some form of community authority exists and is capable of enforcing regulations. 
34 According to IUCN (2009), invasive species are the fifth most severe threat to amphibians, following 
habitat loss, pollution, disease and fires; the third most severe threat to bird species after agriculture and logging; 
the third most severe threat to mammals after habitat loss and utilization (mostly for food and medicine); and the 
fourth most severe threat to reptiles after pollution, persecution and natural disasters. 
35 A supplementary agreement to the Convention on Biological Diversity, the Cartegena Protocol is an 
international treaty governing the movements of LMOs resulting from modern biotechnology from one country to 
another. The Cartegena Protocol defines a LMO as: any living organism that possesses a novel combination of 
genetic material obtained through the use of modern biotechnology. Modern biotechnology means the application 
of: a) in vitro nucleic acid techniques, including recombinant deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and direct injection of 
nucleic acid into cells or organelles, or b) fusion of cells beyond the taxonomic family, that overcome natural 
physiological reproductive or recombination barriers and that are not techniques used in traditional breeding and 
selection. 
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3. Management and Use of Renewable Natural Resources 

147. Sustainable resource management is use, development, and protection of resources 
in a way, or at a rate, that enables people and communities, including Indigenous Peoples, 
to provide for their current social, economic, and cultural well-being while also sustaining the 
potential of those resources to meet the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations. 
This includes safeguarding the life-supporting capacity of atmospheric, hydrological and soil 
systems. Experience has shown that the sustainable management and use of renewable 
natural resources is best achieved by balancing conservation and development priorities, 
and recognizing that this may require trade-offs on each side. 
 
B. Pollution Prevention and Abatement 

148. Urbanization can results in pollution levelsthat may threaten people and the 
environment at the local, regional and global level36. However, pollution prevention and 
control technologies and practices are becomingincreasingly more accessible and 
achievable.. 
 

1. Applicability of Requirements to Projects 

149. Pollution prevention and abatement requirements are determined at the screening 
stage of the environmental assessment based on the potential for the project to generate 
pollution or anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions, or to undertake pest and/or vector 
management activities. 
 

2. International Good Pollution Prevention and Control Practice 

150. Pollution prevention and control technologies and practices should be adopted to 
address impacts and risksconsistent with international good practice, as reflected in 
internationally recognized standards such as the World Bank Group‘s Environment, Health 
and Safety Guidelines (EHS Guidelines). The EHS Guidelines contain discharge effluent, air 
emissions, and other numerical guidelines and performance indicators as well as prevention 
and control approaches that are normally acceptable to ADB and are generally considered to 
be achievable at reasonable costs by existing technology.  
 

3. Pollution Prevention, Resource Conservation, and Energy Efficiency 

a. Pollution Prevention 

151. For projects with limited potential emissions, pollution prevention or minimization may 
be achieved through compliance with emissions and effluent standards and the application 
of other pollution prevention and control approaches.  
 

b. Resource Conservation and Energy Efficiency 

152. Cleaner production refers to the concept of integrating pollution reduction into the 
production process and the design of a product. This involves continuous application of an 
integrated preventive environmental strategy to processes, products and services in order to 
increase overall efficiency and reduce risks to humans and the environment through the 
conservation of raw materials, water and energy, and through the reduction or elimination of 

                                                 

 
36 The term ―pollution‖ refers to both hazardous and nonhazardous pollutants in the solid, liquid, or 
gaseous forms, and also includes other forms such as nuisance odors, noise, vibration, radiation, 
electromagnetic energy, and the creation of visual impacts including light. 
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the use of toxic and hazardous raw materials. Cleaner production can also mean taking 
advantage of renewable energy sources such as solar energy and geothermal resources. 
Cleaner production and energy efficiency are often cost-effective, especially when assessed 
over the project life-cycle.  
 

c. Degraded Areas 

153. In areas where air quality is already compromised, it is international good practice to 
evaluate whether the existing background ambient levels are in compliance with the relevant 
ambient quality guidelines and/or standards. If the project has the potential to contribute 
significant emissions in an already degraded airshed, and maximum technically and 
financially feasible reductions in pollution discharge intensity and/or loading have already 
been integrated into the design, additional strategies may be required to avoid further 
impacts to the airshed. This may include evaluating alternative project locations where 
ambient conditions are not as degraded, and/or introducing emission offsets. Emission 
offsetting involves compensating for a project‘s emissions by obtaining emission reductions 
elsewhere in the airshed. For example, the establishment of a central heating thermal power 
plant in eastern Asia may allow for the closure of a number of less efficient and more 
polluting small boilers, resulting in a net reduction in emissions and a resultant improvement 
in ambient air quality. 
 

4. Wastes and Hazardous Materials 

a. Waste Avoidance, Minimization and Recovery 

154. Waste generally refers to unwanted or unusable materials. Substances classified as 
hazardous wastes possess at least one of four characteristics - ignitability, corrosivity, 
reactivity, or toxicity - or appear on special lists, such as Annex I of the Basel Convention on 
the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes, or a comparable list under 
MOECAFlaws and rules. As part of the project‘s environmental assessment, the MOC/PWD 
should apply control techniques for avoidance, minimization, recovery and disposal of both 
hazardous and nonhazardous wastes during all stages of the project construction, operation 
and decommissioning. 
 

i) Avoidance refers to actions by the producer to avoid generating waste. The 
most effective way to prevent the release of hazardous materials is to avoid 
using or producing them in the first place. The MOC/PWD is strongly 
encouraged to explore opportunities throughout the project life-cycle to use 
non-hazardous materials in place of hazardous materials, especially where the 
hazards of the materials cannot easily be prevented under normal use and 
disposal at the end of their life cycle. Substitutions have been found, for 
example, for the use of asbestos in building materials, polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCBs) in electrical equipment, persistent organic pollutants in 
pesticides formulations, and ozone depleting substances in refrigeration 
systems. 

ii) Minimization refers to actions that minimize the production of waste, including 
the range of actions that make the waste a useful input to other processes 
(e.g. reuse), eliminating the need for disposal.   

iii) Recovery is the extraction from a waste of some components that have value 
in other uses. The level of effort in addressing this requirement will depend on 
the risks associated with the waste materials generated by a project.  

 
155. The EHS Guidelines provide general and industry specific guidance and examples of 
international good practice with respect to hazardous and nonhazardous waste management. 
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The MOC/PWD is also required to comply with all relevant MOECAF environmental 
regulations. 
 

b. Waste Treatment and Disposal 

156. If waste cannot be reused or recovered, it can be treated, destroyed and/or disposed 
of it in an environmentally acceptable manner according to international good industry 
practice and in compliance with relevant MOECAF regulations.  
 
157. Third party waste disposal is best undertaken by legitimate qualified enterprises that 
have all necessary regulatory approvals and/or licenses.  It may be prudent to inquire about 
the location of the final disposal of their waste by the third party, and to ensure the final 
disposal facility is licensed by the relevant regulatory agencies. If no suitable disposal 
method is available through commercial or other means, the MOC/PWD may consider 
developing their own recovery or disposal facilities or work through local waste management 
business association or other similar entities to identify viable alternatives or approaches 
consistent with international good practice as expressed in the EHS Guidelines. 
 
158. If the generated waste is considered hazardous, the MOC/PWDmay explore 
reasonable alternatives for environmentally sound disposal consistent with the Basel 
Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and their 
Disposal. The Basel Convention is the most comprehensive global environmental treaty on 
hazardous wastes; it has 170 members (Parties), including 31 countries from the Asia 
Pacific region. The Convention aims to protect human health and the environment against 
the adverse effects resulting from the generation, management, transboundary movements 
and disposal of hazardous and other wastes.  International good practice is to comply with 
all relevant requirements of the Basel Convention with respect to the transboundary 
movements of hazardous and other wastes, including applying the ―Prior Informed Consent‖ 
procedure (shipments made without consent are illegal).  
 

c. International Phaseouts or Bans 

159. The MOC/PWDshould avoid the manufacture, trade or use of hazardous substances 
subject to international bans or phaseout under international conventions. Relevant 
conventions include the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants; the 
Rotterdam Convention of Prior Informed Consent for Certain Hazardous Chemicals and 
Pesticides in International Trade; and, the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the 
Ozone Layer. In such cases substitutes that are less hazardous may be sought. See 
Chapter IV for additional guidance on compliance with these international conventions. 
 
160. Additional information on the environmentally sound handling and disposal of wastes 
can be found in the General and Industry Sector EHS Guidelines, in numerous publications 
in support of the Basel Convention, and in the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic 
Pollutants (see Chapter V). 
 

5. Pesticide Use and Management 

161. Indiscriminate or misuse of pesticides can cause severe illness or death, 
contamination of soil and water, harm to crops, livestock and wildlife, and even reduction or 
elimination of the natural enemies of targeted pests. 
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a. Integrated Pest Management and Integrated Vector Management 

162. The environmental assessment should assess potential impacts of any proposed 
pesticide use to the environment and the health and resources of nearby communities37. 
Identified impacts should be avoided, minimized or mitigated through the adoption of 
integrated pest management (IPM) and integrated vector management (IVM). IPM and IVM 
are environmentally sensitive approaches to pest control that use current, comprehensive 
information on the life cycles of pests and their interaction with the environment, in 
combination with available pest control methods (including mechanical devices, physical 
devices, genetic controls, biological controls, cultural practices management, and as a last 
resort, chemical pesticides), to manage pest damage to an acceptable level by the most 
economical means and with the least possible hazard to people, property, and the 
environment. Through the adoption of IPM/IVM approaches the use of synthetic chemical 
pesticides in agricultural and public health projects can be minimized, and they need only be 
utilized to the extent that other environmentally sound pest management practices have 
failed or proved inefficient. 
 
163. If pesticides are to be used, international good practice involves exercising a high 
degree of diligence selecting those that are: 

 
i) low in human toxicity (see also section 5.b below); 
ii) known to be effective against the target species; 
iii) have minimal effects on non-target species and the environment; 
iv) are packaged insafe containers and clearly labeled for safe and proper use; 

and, 
v) have been manufactured byan entity currently licensed by relevant regulatory 

agencies. 
 
164. Appropriate consideration should also be given to precautions to prevent the 
improper use of the pesticides and to protect the health and safety of the project workers 
and the affected community. If required a program of capacity building may be provided in 
the regulation and monitoring of pesticide distribution and use, and in the development and 
application of IPM/IVM approaches. 
 

b. Hazardous Pesticides 

165. The WHO Recommended Classification of Pesticides by Hazard (2005) sets out a 
classification system to distinguish between the more and the less hazardous forms of 
selected pesticides based on acute risk to human health (e.g., the risk of single or multiple 
exposures over a relatively short period of time). It takes into consideration the toxicity of the 
technical compound and its common formulations. The document lists common technical 
grade pesticides and recommended classifications together with a listing of active 
ingredients believed to be obsolete or discontinued for use as pesticides, pesticides subject 
to the prior informed consent procedure, limitations to trade because of international 
conventions, and gaseous or volatile fumigants not classified under these recommendations.  
 

                                                 

 
37 Pesticide generally means any substance or mixture of substances intended for preventing, destroying 
or controlling any pest, including vectors of human or animal disease, unwanted species of plants or animals 
causing harm during or otherwise interfering with the production, processing, storage, transport or marketing of 
food, agricultural commodities, wood and wood products or animal feedstuffs, or substances which may be 
administered to animals for the control of insects, arachnids or other pests in or on their bodies. The term 
includes substances intended for use as a plant growth regulator, defoliant, desiccant or agent for thinning fruit or 
preventing the premature fall of fruit, and substances applied to crops either before or after harvest to protect the 
commodity from deterioration during storage and transport. 
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166. Products classified in the WHO Recommended Classification of Pesticides by 
Hazard as Class Ia (extremely hazardous), Ib (highly hazardous) and Class II (moderately 
hazardous) may only be utilized where the MOC/PWD can demonstrate that there is a 
pesticide regulatory framework, and technical and occupational health and safety capacity 
for its implementation, consistent with the WHO Recommended Classification of Pesticides 
by Hazard. 
 

c. International Good Practice 

167. Good practice on handling, storing, applying and disposing of pesticides is set out in 
the International Code of Conduct on the Distribution and Use of Pesticides. The Code of 
Conduct establishes voluntary standards of conduct for all public and private entities 
engaged in, or associated with, the distribution and use of pesticides, and since its adoption 
has served as the globally accepted standard for pesticide management.The 
MOC/PWDshould handle, store, apply and dispose of pesticides in accordance with 
international good practice such as the Code of Conduct. 
 

6. Greenhouse Gas Emissions 

a. Anthropogenic Greenhouse Gases  

168. Greenhouse gases (GHGs) are gases in the atmosphere that absorb and emit 
infrared radiation, thereby warming the atmosphere through the ―greenhouse affect‖. 
Anthropogenic GHGs arethose GHGs which emitted into the atmosphere as a result of 
human activities and which are listed in the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change: 
 

i) Carbon dioxide (CO2); 
ii) Methane (CH4); 
iii) Nitrous oxide (N2O); 
iv) Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs); 
v) Perfluorocarbons (PFCs); and, 
vi) Sulphur hexafluoride (SF6). 

 
b. Applicability Requirements to Projects 

169. The environmental assessment screening process should determine if the project 
falls into a sector38 that has the potential for emitting GHGs listed in the Kyoto Protocol. 
Although project GHG emissions vary by sector, it is generally considered that the threshold 
for project significance is 100,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e)39 per year or 
greater for the project‘s aggregate direct and indirect emissions.40 
 

c. Quantification and Monitoring of GHGs 

170. The environmental assessment of projects that are expected to or currently produce 
100,000 tonnes CO2e per year should quantify i) net (e.g. after all reduction measures are 
adopted) GHG direct emissions from the facilities within the physical project boundary, and 
ii) indirect emissions associated with the off-site production of power used by the project.  

                                                 

 
38 Sectors that have the potential to generate significant emissions of GHGs include energy, transport, heavy 
industry, agriculture, forestry and waste management. 
39Carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) is a universal standard of measurement against which the impacts of 
releasing (or avoiding the release of) different greenhouse gases can be evaluated over a time horizon. 
40 This is based on good international practice presented in IFC Performance Standard 3: Pollution Prevention 
and Abatement, in Performance Standards on Social and Environmental Sustainability 2006.  
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171. There are many internationally recognized methodologies for estimating and 
monitoring direct greenhouse gas emissions of projects, including the 2006 IPCC Guidelines 
for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories. Indirect emissions associated with the off-site 
production of power used by the project can be estimated by using national average GHG 
emissions performance for electricity generation (e.g., national average of carbon dioxide 
emissions per unit of electricity generated for the country), although this may not be 
appropriate if the project can preferentially obtain its electricity from a renewable source. 
Project specific GHG emissions performance for electricity generation are preferred, if 
available (e.g., utility average of carbon dioxide emissions per unit of electricity generated for 
the utility from which the project purchases electricity).  
 

d. Applying GHG Monitoring Data 

172. GHG monitoring data can help (i) understand CO2 emission amount and trend of 
ADB supported projects; (ii) test and improve the methodology for CO2 quantification and 
monitoring; (iii) help the borrowers to enhance their awareness and promote emission 
reduction (see below). 
 

e. GHG Reduction, and Offsets 

173. For projects with potential significant GHG emissions, the environmental assessment 
may evaluate technically and financially feasible alternatives to reduce or offset project GHG 
emission levels. Reduction options the MOC/PWD may consider include:  
 

i) enhancement of energy efficiency;  
ii) promotion, development and increased use of renewable forms of energy; and  
iii) limitation and/or reduction of methane emissions through recovery and use in 

waste management, as well as in the production, transport and distribution of 
energy (coal, oil, and gas).  

 
174. Carbon finance through emissions trading under the Clean Development Mechanism 
or similar carbon markets may create additional funding sources for pursuing these reduction 
and control options.  
 
175. Carbon offsetting may be undertakenby carbon capture and storage technologies, 
the protection and enhancement of sinks and reservoirs of greenhouse gases, the promotion 
of sustainable forms of agriculture and forestry, or through other activities that sequester 
carbon, such as forest or mangrove restoration projects which store carbon in the biomass of 
the trees and other vegetation. Carbon offsets are measured in metric tonnes of CO2e. 
 
C. Health and Safety 

176. Occupational health and safety refers to protecting workers, including contracted 
workers and any others who work at project sites or provide project-related services (e.g. 
cooks, cleaners), from accident, injury or illness associated with exposure to hazards 
encountered in the workplace. 41  Hazards can arise from materials (including chemical, 

                                                 

 
41 Occupational health and safety is not the same as core labor standards, and SR1 does not include core 
labor standards (e.g. (a) freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining, 
(b) the abolition of all forms of forced or compulsory labor, (c) the elimination of discrimination in respect of 
employment and occupation, and (d) the elimination of child labor). Core labor standards are addressed through 
ADB‘s Social Protection Strategy, and through routine inclusion of relevant covenants in loan agreements, and 
tender and bidding documents. Further, all Asian and Pacific DMCs, by virtue of being members of the 
International Labour Organization, are held to respect, promote, and realize fundamental core labor standards. 
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physical and biological substances and agents), environmental or working conditions (such 
as oxygen deficient environments, excessive temperatures, improper ventilation, poor 
lighting, faulty electrical systems or unshored trenches), or work processes (including tools, 
machinery and equipment).. 
 
177. Community health and safety refers to protecting local communities from project 
related hazards, including flooding, landslides or other natural hazards exacerbated by 
project activities; disease; and the accidental collapse or failure of project structural elements 
such as dams. Project related activities may directly, indirectly or cumulatively change 
community exposure to hazards. For example, abandoned borrow pits filled with stagnant 
water may promote establishment or growth of Anopheles mosquitoes, the vector by which 
malaria is transmitted; and an influx of workers during the construction stage may overwhelm 
local sanitation and waste management systems and result in increased traffic and traffic 
accident fatalities. These types of impacts may cause project delays and damage 
relationships with communities. Proper management of health and safety impacts can 
reduce unnecessary costs and help create positive community perceptions of the project. 
 

1. Applicability of Health and Safety Requirements to Projects 

178. If relevant, the environmental assessment should include an analysis of the project‘s 
potential impacts and risks on occupational and community health and safety, and develop 
preventive and protective measures. The assessment should consider all stage of the 
project cycle (design, construction, operation, and decommissioning). The depth and breadth 
of analysis and the preventive measures should be commensurate with the identified risks 
and impacts. 
 

2. Occupational Health and Safety 

179. Keyaspects in providing workers with a safe and healthy working environment are 
summarized below.  
 

i) Identify and eliminate or minimize the causes of potential hazards to 
workers, so far as reasonably practicable. It is preferable to eliminate sources 
of hazard to workers‘ health and safety rather than allowing the hazards to 
continue and providing personal protective equipment. 

ii) Establish preventive and protective measures. When an occupational 
hazard is inherent to a project activity or it is otherwise not feasible to 
eliminate or further minimize the hazard, appropriate protective measures 
(such as barriers or machine guards) should be installed, and as necessary 
adequate personal protective equipment (PPE) should be provided at no cost 
to the workers. PPE includes respirators, eyewear, gloves, clothing, hearing 
protection, and steel toed shoes.  
Preventive and protective measures should be consistent with international 
good practice, as reflected in internationally recognized standards such as the 
EHS Guidelines. 

iii) Train workers on relevant aspects of occupational health and safety 
associated with their work, including emergency arrangements,and provide 
them with appropriate incentives to use protective equipment and comply with 
health and safety procedures. 

iv) Document and report occupational accidents, diseases, and incidents to 
relevant local authorities and to ADB. It is good practice to retain related 
monitoring data, such as exposure levels and health testing. Workers should 
not face any disciplinary measures or negative consequences for reporting or 
raising concerns about occupational health and safety conditions. 
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v) Have emergency prevention, preparedness, and response plans in place. 
Effective emergency preparedness and response plans are tailored to the 
risks faced by the project and include an integrated approach to address 
emergency needs and protect the health and safety of workers, the local 
affected communities and the environment inside and outside the project 
physical boundary. Emergency preparedness and response plans encompass 
all persons normally working on or visiting the project site, are prepared in 
cooperation with external emergency services and agencies such as local fire 
departments and emergency response teams, and include adequate 
procedures for communication with workers, local communities and relevant 
authorities during emergency events. 

vi) Comply with Government of Myanmar laws. Most countries have laws 
regulating occupational health and safety and workplace conditions and the 
MOC/PWD is expected to comply with such laws.  

 
180. Occupational health and safety measures should be incorporated into the project 
EMP.Additional guidance on occupational health and safety is provided in the general and 
sector-specific EHS Guidelines. Additional sources of information on occupational health and 
safety are presented in Chapter V.  
 

3. Community Health and Safety 

181. Key aspects in protecting local communities from project related hazards are 
summarized below.  
 

 

A road rehabilitation project may create increased traffic, noise, dust, and 
movement of heavy machinery during construction phase. Affected communities 
should be informed in advance of construction schedules, alternate travel 
routes, and measures they can take to safeguard their families near construction 
sites (e.g. by following construction signage, taking extra precautions near the 
site, especially if dark/rainy weather), and their views on both impacts and 
planned responses should be elicited. 

 
i) Identify and assess risks to, and potential impacts on, the safety of affected 

communities during the all stages of the project.  
ii) Establish preventive and protective measuresin a manner commensurate 

with the identified risks and impacts. These measures should favor the 
prevention or avoidance of risks and impacts over their minimization and 
reduction, such as properly managing borrow pits so they do not become 
sources of disease vectors. However, when potential impacts and risks are 
inherent to the project activity or it is otherwise not feasible to completely 
eliminate them, the MOC/PWDshould implement appropriate minimization and 
mitigation measures. Many community health issues can be resolved with the 
application of well established, simple and cost effective public health 
interventions, such as information and education programs, while safety 
concerns may be addressed by, for example, fencing and posting warning 
signs so as to avoid accidental community intrusion onto hazardous project 
sites, or implementing traffic control and calming measures such as 
enforcement of traffic safety regulations, establishment of controlled 
intersections and/or roundabouts, and pedestrian safety measures such as 
pedestrian crossings, tunnels or bridges.42 

                                                 

 
42 Research indicates that up to 75% of all road fatalities in developing countries involve pedestrians. 
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iii) Conduct contractors and subcontractors due diligence.Even if the 
MOC/PWD cannot exert direct control over the actions of its contractors and 
subcontractors, the MOC/PWD should use reasonable means to investigate 
their capacity to address safety issues, communicate its expectations of safety 
performance, and otherwise influence the safety behavior of contractors, 
especially those involved in the transportation of hazardous materials to and 
from the project site. 

iv) Manage natural hazards. Measures should avoid or minimize the 
exacerbation of impacts caused by natural hazards, such as landslides or 
floods that could result from significant changes to vegetation cover, 
topography, and hydrologic regimes. For example, clearing forest cover on a 
slope may result in increased erosion and the risk of landslides and/or flooding, 
especially during high rainfall events, as well as a subsequent reduction in the 
quality of water in local streams or rivers. In such cases, relevant precautions 
include preventing geological instability, safely managing storm water flow, 
preventing a reduction in the availability of surface water and groundwater for 
human and agricultural use (depending on the sources of water that the 
community has traditionally relied on), and preventing degradation in the 
quality of these resources.  

v) Have community emergency prevention, preparedness, and response 
arrangements in place where the consequences of emergency events are 
likely to extend beyond the project site or originate outside of the project site 
(e.g. a hazardous material spill during transportation on public roadways). 
Emergency response plans should be designed based on the risks to 
community health and safety identified during the environmental assessment, 
should be developed in close collaboration and consultation with potentially 
affected communities and local authorities. 
Additional emergency response guidance is provided in the general and 
sector-specific EHS Guidelines.  

vi) Inform affected communities, local authorities and emergency 
serviceson the nature and extent of environmental and human health effects 
that may result from routine operations or unplanned emergencies at the 
project facility. Information campaigns should describe appropriate behavior 
and safety measures in the event of an accident involving project facilities, and 
actively seek community views concerning risk management and associated 
community preparedness.Disclosure may be in the form of newspaper articles, 
temporary signs, community meetings, etc. Information should be disclosed in 
a culturally appropriate manner in language(s) utilized by the affected people. 
The process should reflect communities‘ capacities to understand and act on 
health and safety information. 

vii) Conduct an independent review of high-risk structural elements or 
components. High risk structural elements are most commonly encountered 
in larger projects and include those that could threaten human life in the event 
of failure, such as dams located upstream of communities. In these cases,in 
addition to local engineering certification requirements, a risk assessment 
should be undertaken by qualified and experienced external experts. In the 
case of dams and impoundments, the experts can base their evaluation of 
safety on specific risk criteria. 43  Experts can initially refer to national 
regulations and methodologies. Should such regulations not be available in 
the country, existing well-developed methodologies promulgated by authorities 

                                                 

 
43 Including hydroelectric power dams, mine tailings dams, dams for ash ponds, fluid overburden and 
spoils, water and other liquid storage, and dams for wastewater and storm water management. 
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in countries with mature dam safety programs can be referred to and adapted 
as necessary to local conditions.  

 
182. Community health and safety measures should be incorporated into the project EMP. 
Additional guidance on community health and safety is provided in the general and sector-
specific EHS Guidelines, and in the IFC Introduction to Health Impact Assessment which 
provides good practice guidance for conducting a health impact assessment of a project. 
Additional sources of information on community health and safety are presented in Chapter 
V. 
 
D. Physical Cultural Resources 

183. Physical cultural resources are movable or immovable objects, sites, structures, 
groups of structures, and natural features and landscapes that have archaeological, 
paleontological, historical, architectural, religious, aesthetic or other cultural significance. 
Physical cultural resources may be located in urban or rural settings and may be above or 
below ground or underwater. Their cultural interest may be at the local, provincial, national or 
international level. Protecting these resources from deterioration or loss is recognized as 
being vitally important in the 1972 Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage (commonly known as the World Heritage Convention). The 
World Heritage Convention is one of the most widely adopted international legal instruments 
with 186 member states having ratified the Convention, including 41 countries from the Asia 
Pacific region. Chapter IV (Tools and Templates) discusses types of physical cultural 
resources in more detail. 
 

1. Screening for Physical Cultural Resources 

184. The applicability of this requirement is initially determined at the screening stage of 
the environmental assessment based on: 
 

i) the nature of the project activities (e.g. the project will involve significant 
excavations, demolition, movement of earth, flooding or other environmental 
changes); and/or  

ii) the location of the project being in, or in the vicinity of, a known physical 
cultural resources site based upon a review of global and relevant national 
heritage lists (e.g. the World Heritage List; the Government of Myanmar‘s 
World Heritage Tentative List44 and other national or local heritage lists) and in 
consultation with competent national and localheritage authorities. 

 
185. If the screening indicates that there is the potential for a project to affect physical 
cultural resources, the environmental assessment should include a more detailed analysis of 
the project‘s potential impacts and risks. This is typically accomplished through a physical 
culture resources survey. 
 

2. Physical Cultural Resources Survey 

186. A physical cultural resources survey is an internationally recognized process for 
identifying and gathering information on, and assessing potential risks to, physical cultural 
resources within a project‘s area of influence. The survey typically involves: 
 

                                                 

 
44 A Tentative List is an inventory of those properties which each State Party to the World Heritage 
Convention considers to have cultural and/or natural heritage of outstanding universal value suitable for 
inscription on the World Heritage List, and which they intend to nominate to the List in later years. 
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i) a review of relevant available literature, maps, satellite photos and satellite 
imagery; 

ii) a field-based investigation to locate, photograph, map and assess physical 
cultural resources; and,  

iii) consultation with local and international experts, government authorities, and 
members of local communities and Indigenous Peoples. The knowledge of 
local communities is particularly important for identifying physical cultural 
resources that may be tied to the natural environment and not evident to 
outsiders.  

 
187. Physical cultural resource surveys should be undertaken by experts with relevant 
academic qualifications and extensive relevant field and geographic experience. The level of 
detail and comprehensiveness of the survey should be commensurate with the significance 
of the potential impacts and risks. The results of the physical cultural resources survey 
should be integrated into the project environmental assessment. 
 

3. Protections of Physical Cultural Resources 

188. When a physical cultural resource survey indicates that a project is likely to have 
adverse impacts onthese resources, the environmental assessment should identify 
appropriate protection measures. These measures may include, in order of preference: 

 
i) Avoidance - changes to project location, design, technology, and components 

which eliminate predicted impacts. 
ii) Minimization - changes to project location, design, technology, and 

components which reduce predicted impacts to acceptable levels. 
iii) Mitigation - project design measures such as protection measures or other 

actions, procedures and technologies designed to counteract negative 
impacts. Physical cultural resources are best protected by full protection in 
place (e.g. preservation)through local, national or international mechanisms, 
since removal may result in irreparable damage or destruction of the heritage 
resource. These measures may also include selective mitigation, including 
salvage and documentation, in cases where a portion or all of the physical 
cultural resources may be lost. 

 
189. Avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures should be incorporated into the 
project EMP. When the proposed location of a project is in an area where physical cultural 
resources are expected to be found as determined during the environmental assessment 
process, chance finds procedures should also be included in the EMP. 
 

4. Chance Find Procedure 

190. A chance find procedure is a project-specific procedure that outlines what will happen 
if previously unknown physical cultural resources are encountered during construction or 
operation. The procedure typically requires that chance finds shall not be disturbed until an 
assessment by a competent expert is made and avoidance, minimization or mitigating 
measures are developed. The breadth, depth and type of analysis should be proportionate to 
the nature and scale of the proposed project‘s potential adverse impacts on the chance find. 
Consideration should be given, where feasible, to alternative siting or design of the project to 
avoid significant damage to the chance find physical cultural resources. 
 
191. A chance find procedure generally includes record keeping and expert verification 
procedures, chain of custody instructions for movable finds, and clear criteria for temporary 
work stoppages. It is important that the procedure outline the roles, responsibilities and 
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response times required on the part of project staff and any relevant heritage authority, as 
well as any agreed consultation procedures.  
 

5. Removal of Physical Cultural Resources 

192. Where avoidance is not feasible, no alternatives to removal exist, and the project 
benefits outweigh the anticipated cultural heritage loss from removal, the MOC/PWD may 
remove and preserve the physical cultural resource according to the best available 
technique. International good practice dictates that the technique proposed by the 
MOC/PWD or its expert will benefit from a peer review by other qualified experts. In addition, 
prior to removal of the physical cultural resources, the MOC/PWDshould consult the 
historical or traditional owners and users of the physical cultural resources and take their 
views into account. Any removal should be conducted in accordance with relevant provisions 
of national and/or local laws and regulations, protected area management plans (if relevant), 
and national obligations under international laws. 
 

6. Consultation and Disclosure 

193. When the environmental assessment process indicates that a project may affect 
physical cultural resources, meaningful consultation should be undertaken with the affected 
communities to identify physical cultural resources of importance (e.g. during the survey) 
and, where possible, their views on the resources should be incorporated into the project 
design. Affected communities include communities currently using physical resources for 
long-standing cultural practices and/or which have used those resources within living 
memory.45Consultation should also include relevant national or local regulatory agencies that 
are entrusted with protecting physical cultural resources, such as ministries of archeology, 
culture or similar national or heritage institutions, national and local museums, and cultural 
institutes. 
 
194. The assessment findings shouldbe disclosed in the environmental assessment 
report. Exceptions may be considered where the MOC/PWD, in consultation with ADB and 
specialists with relevant expertise, determines that disclosure would compromise or 
jeopardize the safety or integrity of the physical cultural resources involved, such as through 
uncontrolled tourism, theft or vandalism. In such cases sensitive information relating to these 
particular aspects may be omitted from the environmental assessment documentation. 

                                                 

 
45 There is no formal definition of ―living memory‖; for the purposes of this Sourcebook it is considered to 
be the period of time experienced and remembered by the oldest people who are now alive, or roughly 100 
years. 
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V. TOOLS AND TEMPLATES 

A. Biodiversity Protection 

1. IUCN Red List Protection Categories 

195. The IUCN Red List of Threatened Species (or the IUCN Red List) has a long 
established history as the world‘s most comprehensive information source on the global 
conservation status of plant and animal species. It is based on an objective system of 
assessing the risk of extinction for a species. Species listed as Critically Endangered, 
Endangered or Vulnerable are collectively described as ―threatened‖. The IUCN Red List is 
available at www.iucnredlist.org.  
 
196. There are nine categories in the IUCN Red List system: 
 

EXTINCT (EX) - A taxon is Extinct when there is no reasonable doubt that the last 
individual has died. A taxon is presumed Extinct when exhaustive surveys in known 
and/or expected habitat, at appropriate times (diurnal, seasonal, annual), throughout 
its historic range have failed to record an individual. Surveys should be over a time 
frame appropriate to the taxon's life cycle and life form. 
 
EXTINCT IN THE WILD (EW) - A taxon is Extinct in the Wild when it is known only to 
survive in cultivation, in captivity or as a naturalized population (or populations) well 
outside the past range. A taxon is presumed Extinct in the Wild when exhaustive 
surveys in known and/or expected habitat, at appropriate times (diurnal, seasonal, 
annual), throughout its historic range have failed to record an individual. Surveys 
should be over a time frame appropriate to the taxon's life cycle and life form. 
 
CRITICALLY ENDANGERED (CR) - A taxon is Critically Endangered when the best 
available evidence indicates that it meets any of the criteria A to E for Critically 
Endangered, (see Red List Categories and Criteria booklet for details) and it is 
therefore considered to be facing an extremely high risk of extinction in the wild. 
 
ENDANGERED (EN) - A taxon is Endangered when the best available evidence 
indicates that it meets any of the criteria A to E for Endangered (see Red List 
Categories and Criteria booklet for details), and it is therefore considered to be facing 
a very high risk of extinction in the wild. 
 
VULNERABLE (VU) - A taxon is Vulnerable when the best available evidence 
indicates that it meets any of the criteria A to E for Vulnerable (see Red List 
Categories and Criteria booklet for details), and it is therefore considered to be facing 
a high risk of extinction in the wild. 
 
NEAR THREATENED (NT) - A taxon is Near Threatened when it has been 
evaluated against the criteria but does not qualify for Critically Endangered, 
Endangered or Vulnerable now, but is close to qualifying for, or is likely to qualify for, 
a threatened category in the near future. 
 
LEAST CONCERN (LC) - A taxon is Least Concern when it has been evaluated 
against the criteria and does not qualify for Critically Endangered, Endangered, 
Vulnerable or Near Threatened. Widespread and abundant taxa are included in this 
category. 
 
DATA DEFICIENT (DD) - A taxon is Data Deficient when there is inadequate 
information to make a direct, or indirect, assessment of its risk of extinction based on 

http://www.redlist.org/
http://data.iucn.org/themes/ssc/redlists/RLcats2001booklet.html
http://data.iucn.org/themes/ssc/redlists/RLcats2001booklet.html
http://data.iucn.org/themes/ssc/redlists/RLcats2001booklet.html
http://data.iucn.org/themes/ssc/redlists/RLcats2001booklet.html
http://data.iucn.org/themes/ssc/redlists/RLcats2001booklet.html
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its distribution and/or population status. A taxon in this category may be well studied, 
and its biology well known, but appropriate data on abundance and/or distribution are 
lacking. Data Deficient is therefore not a category of threat. Listing of taxa in this 
category indicates that more information is required and acknowledges the possibility 
that future research will show that threatened classification is appropriate. It is 
important to make positive use of whatever data are available. In many cases great 
care should be exercised in choosing between DD and a threatened status. If the 
range of a taxon is suspected to be relatively circumscribed, and a considerable 
period of time has elapsed since the last record of the taxon, threatened status may 
well be justified. 

 

 
Figure 4:Structure of the Red List Categories. (Source: IUCN, 2008) 

 
2. Biodiversity Action Plans 

197. In situations with potentially significant biodiversity issues associated with a project, 
the preparation of a Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) or equivalent document is one approach 
to highlight these issues and illustrate how they will be addressed. The BAP is developed as 
an integral part of the project‘s environmental assessment, and is incorporated into the 
assessment documentation. 
 
198. A BAP typically assesses how proposed project activities will affect biodiversity and 
renewable natural resources; determines how biodiversity and renewable natural resources 
can be managed as part of the project activities and how adverse impacts can be mitigated 
or compensated; and identifies responsibilities (internally and externally) and resources for 
management and mitigation. 
 
199. The scope and content of a BAP may vary considerably depending on the size and 
scale of the project and the location in which it is operating. The scale, depth and complexity 
of the BAP is thus be defined on a case-by-case basis, but the following components will 
typically be present: 
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i) Baseline Review and Impact Assessment - Baseline review involves the 
collection and analysis of relevant information. The review should consider: 
- What biological and other natural resources will be affected by the 

proposed activity (including short-term, long term and cumulative 
impacts). 

- Who has legitimate interests in and responsibilities for these 
resources, and who represents those interests. 

- Whether there are there already biodiversity (or other natural 
resources) management plans that cover the area of operations. 

- What the key environmental and social issues are for the area (and 
whether these will affect biodiversity plans that the MOC/PWD is 
developing). 

In situations where projects are being developed in locations where little is 
known about the range and importance of biodiversity, but where it is likely to 
be significant, a rapid assessment program may be appropriate. Rapid 
appraisals are increasingly used as the first stage of a comprehensive 
biodiversity assessment. They utilize a combination of international and local 
expertise to undertake an initial assessment of the biological value of poorly 
known areas (including assessment of the value of biodiversity to local 
communities, Indigenous Peoples, and other resource dependent peoples), 
and help define any additional more detailed studies which may be required. 

ii) Defining Scope of the Plan - When sufficient information on biodiversity and 
natural resources has been gathered and agreement has been reached on 
the likely project impacts, as well as an understanding of wider impacts on 
natural resources that may become apparent, the scope and scale of the 
plan, and its timescale can be defined. This will be informed by a range of 
factors including regulatory and compliance expectations, the use of natural 
resources by the project, and the need to engage and consult with 
stakeholders (particularly local communities) who use or have interests in the 
biodiversity and natural resources that will be affected by project operations. 
The BAP will need to demonstrate how the project will avoid significant 
adverse impacts. Impacts should be avoided where possible, reduced and 
mitigated where avoidance is not practical, and offset where impacts are 
unavoidable. Opportunities for enhancing biodiversity (through active 
management of natural habitats) should also be considered, as appropriate to 
the specific circumstances. 

Iii) Establishment of Objectives, Targets, and Responsibilities - The BAP 
should identify detailed objectives and targets which specify the desired 
outcomes. Targets should be prioritized, discussed with relevant 
stakeholders, and be realistic and time-bound. The MOC/PWD may choose to 
use indicators to monitor progress towards targets and objectives as well as 
to measure performance in their achievement. Indicators can be set at site 
and project levels depending on needs. Site-based indicators are used for 
measuring impacts in and around project sites and reporting on the impact of 
biodiversity management efforts at specific locations or as part of specific 
activities (e.g., impacts of supply chains). Project-level indicators may reflect 
a more process-oriented set of targets, such as the delivery of strategic policy 
commitments (e.g., training programs for staff, number of sites with active 
BAPs).Overall, the indicators should have the following attributes: 
- Focus on factors that have the greatest impacts on biodiversity (these 

may be direct or indirect impacts). 
- Reflect the key risk management needs (at site or project level). 
- Reflect both positive and negative impacts. 
- Be quantitative where possible and be practical in terms of the 

collection of data/monitoring. 
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Biodiversity objectives should, to the extent possible, be aligned with and 
integrated into wider project objectives and targets. The ―mainstreaming‖ of 
biodiversity objectives increases the likelihood of their successful 
implementation and ensures that biodiversity aspects are seen as an integral 
part of core project decision-making. Responsibilities for specific outcomes 
and reporting lines need to be defined. 

 
3. Biodiversity Decision Framework 

200. Figure 5(biodiversity decision framework) illustrates ―no-go‖ circumstances (i.e., not 
meeting the requirements of SR1 and therefore unlikely to be eligible for financing by ADB) 
for projects working in various types of habitat and legally protected areas. 
 

 

Figure 5: Biodiversity decision framework for project siting 
 

4. Biodiversity Offsets 

a. Introduction 

201. Biodiversity offsets are conservation actions intended to compensate for unavoidable 
residual harm (e.g., after all avoidance, minimization and mitigation measures have been 
exhausted) caused to biodiversity by development projects. Offsetting frequently involves the 
creation of ecologically comparable areas (comparable in size, quality and function), 
generally close to the project site (if possible), in which biodiversity is managed and 
protected. Offsetting may includeundertaking positive management interventions such as 
improving the conservation status of an area by restoring habitats or ecosystems and 
reintroducing native species, or establishing ecosystems where they did not previously 
exists, such as with the establishment of new wetlands. It may also involve reducing or 
removing current biodiversity threats or pressures by, for instance, entering into agreements 
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such as contracts or covenants with individuals or communities in which they give up the 
right to convert habitat in the future in return for payment or other benefits now. 
 

b. Critical Design Elements 

202. International literature and experience in biodiversity offsets suggest that the 
following crucial elements should be addressed in the design of offsets:  

 
(i) Equivalence: impacted biodiversity values should be the same as those that 

are offset. 
(ii) Additionally: biodiversity benefits should be the direct result of new and 

additional efforts, and would not have existed otherwise; an action that 
protects an area that is not being degraded is not an offset. 

(iii) Ratio: the biodiversity benefits of the offset should be greater than the 
biodiversity costs the offset is intended to address, to account for risk of offset 
failure (e.g., no net loss or a net gain). 

(iv) Timing and duration: the biodiversity offset should be implemented when the 
negative impacts to biodiversity begin, and last for the duration of the impacts 
(e.g., the offset is established in perpetuity if the development project impacts 
are permanent). In addition, depending on the nature of the offset it may be 
decades before its full biodiversity value is realized, such as with the planting 
of a new forest to offset clearing of mature trees. 

 
203. The principle of no net loss or a net gain of biodiversity requires that the pre-project 
status quo be maintained or, preferably enhanced, in terms of key biodiversity components 
such as species diversity (numbers and/or composition), habitat extent and/or structure, and 
ecosystem function. In other words, biodiversity should be at minimum the same but 
preferably better as a result of the project.  
 
204. During the environmental assessment process baseline biodiversity data should be 
collected in order to allow a determination whether or not ―no net loss or a net gain‖ has 
been achieved, though in practice it is not always easy to determine what should be 
measured or accounted for in an offset. Biodiversity in its entirety is impossible to measure, 
so the process of offset design involves decisions about suitable biodiversity metrics. A 
variety of objective measures have been created in order to empirically measure biodiversity, 
including but not limited to species diversity (the least sophisticated); Simpson's diversity 
index (which takes into account the number of species present as well as the relative 
abundance of each species); the Shannon-Wiener Index (which takes into account number 
of species and the evenness of species populations); and the Mean Species Abundance 
Index (which calculates the trend in population size of a cross section of indicator species). 
Although there is no international consensus on biodiversity metrics, experience indicates 
that the most effective metrics are those which are simple (e.g., avoid compound indices), 
allow for a variety of analytical options, are suitable for statistical analysis, allow for rapid 
assessments, and are low cost. 
 
205. It is also important to consider how similar the biodiversity structure, composition and 
function at an offset site needs to be to that affected by the development project for no net 
loss or a net gain to be achieved. Exchange rules may be used to determine what levels of 
difference might be acceptable and to show how exchange between different sites will be 
accounted for in the metrics.  
 
206. Biodiversity offsets should be designed to comply with all relevant national and 
international law, and planned and implemented in accordance with the Convention on 
Biological Diversity and its ecosystem approach, as articulated in National Biodiversity 
Strategies and Action Plans. The use of experts with relevant academic qualifications in 
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biology, ecology or ecological restoration, and experience in offset implementation in the 
Government of Myanmar or similar developing country when preparing and implementing 
biodiversity offsets is highly recommended. 
 

c. Uncertainty in Biodiversity Offsetting 

207. There is considerable uncertainty associated with the success of biodiversity 
mitigation and compensation measures, and the MOC/PWD is encouraged to take a 
precautionary approach in the design of offsets. For example, a 1:1 ratio of habitat area 
replacement may be insufficient to ensure no net loss due to edge effects (drying, fire, blow-
down, etc) and partial failures of rehabilitation and/or protection methods. There is no 
generally accepted standards for this ratio, and best practice might be considered a ratio of 
3:1 in some countries and 10:1 or beyond in others.  
 
208. Given the uncertainties associated with offsets, the MOC/PWD is encouraged to 
provide evidence of the effectiveness of recommended offset measures, and if possible 
information from similar projects should be used to support statements about the level of 
success that can be reasonably expected. Consultation with relevant national and local 
authorities, affected communities and biodiversity experts when developing mitigation and 
compensatory measures is encouraged. Given the importance of biodiversity in not only 
environmental but also economic, social, cultural and scientific terms, the various 
components of biodiversity can have different values to different stakeholders, and these 
different values should be clarified during consultation and taken into account in the 
biodiversity assessment. 
 

d. Key Steps in Developing an Offset 

209.  The design of a biodiversity offset is undertaken as part of the environmental 
assessment process, and will be incorporated into the relevant project documentation. Table 
5 presents a summary of the design steps typically undertaken. The process is presented in 
a broadly chronological order and some later steps depend upon the outcomes from earlier 
steps. Some of these activities and steps are interdependent and may be addressed in 
parallel, rather than sequentially. This is particularly the case for the first four steps, all of 
which are necessary to understand a project‘s context, its likely implications for biodiversity, 
the likely need for and appropriateness of an offset, and who should be involved at what 
stage in the process of offset design.  
 
210. There may be opportunities to bundle steps to achieve greater efficiency without 
undermining the quality of the offset design process. There may also be several ways of 
undertaking a particular step. For example, as noted above, there are a number of different 
ways to quantify biodiversity loss and gain and this aspect of offset design is the subject of 
considerable ongoing debate among practitioners. Choose the method most applicable to 
the specific project site and context, and best suited to available time and resources. 
 

Table 5: Summary of steps in the offset design process 
Steps in offset design Purpose 

1 Review project scope and 
activities 

To understand the purpose and scope of the development project and the 
main activities likely to take place throughout the different stages of its life 
cycle. Identify key decision ―windows‖ and suitable ―entry points‖ for 
integration of biodiversity offsets with project planning. 

2 Review the legal 
framework and / or policy 
context for a biodiversity 
offset 

To clarify any legal requirement to undertake an offset and understand the 
policy context within which a biodiversity offset would be designed and 
implemented. The policy context would cover government policies, financial 
or lending institutions‘ policies (e.g. ADB), as well as internal MOC/PWD 
policies. 

3 Initiate a stakeholder 
participation process 

To identify relevant stakeholders at an early stage and establish a process 
for their effective involvement in the design and implementation of any 
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Steps in offset design Purpose 

biodiversity offset. 
4 Determine the need for an 

offset based on residual 
adverse effects 

To confirm whether there are residual adverse effects on biodiversity 
remaining after appropriate application of the mitigation hierarchy, for which 
an offset is required and appropriate. 

5 Choose methods to 
calculate loss / gain and 
quantify residual losses 

To decide which methods and metrics will be used to demonstrate that ―no 
net loss‖ will be achieved through the biodiversity offset and to quantify the 
residual loss using these metrics. 

6 Review potential offset 
locations and activities and 
assess the biodiversity 
gains which could be 
achieved at each location 

To identify potential offset locations and activities using appropriate 
biophysical and socioeconomic criteria, to compare them, and to select 
preferred options for more detailed offset planning. 

7 Calculate offset gains and 
select appropriate offset 
locations and activities 

To finalize the selection of offset locations and activities that should result in 
no net loss of biodiversity. Applying the same metrics and methods that were 
used to quantify losses due to the project, calculate the biodiversity gains that 
could be achieved by the shortlist of preferred offset options, check they offer 
adequate compensation to any communities affected so they benefit from 
both the project and the offset, and select final offset location(s) and 
activities. 

8 Record the offset design 
and enter the offset 
implementation process 

To record a description of the offset activities and location(s), including the 
final ―loss / gain‖ account which demonstrates how no net loss of biodiversity 
will be achieved, how stakeholders will be satisfied and how the offset will 
contribute to any national requirements and policies. 

Source: Business and Biodiversity Offsets Programme (BBOP). 2009. Biodiversity Offset Design Handbook. 
BBOP, Washington, D.C. Available from: www.forest-trends.org/biodiversityoffsetprogram/guidelines/odh.pdf 
 
B. Hazardous Materials 

1. Compliance with International Conventions 

211. Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (Stockholm 
Convention).The Stockholm Convention onpersistent organic pollutants (POPs) is a global 
treaty to protect human health and the environment from organic chemicals that are toxic, 
remain intact in the environment for long periods, become widely distributed geographically, 
magnify in the food chain, and accumulate in the fatty tissue of humans and wildlife. Their 
high mobility makes POPs a global issue, while their other properties mean that they are 
hazardous to animal and human health even at low levels of exposure. Exposure to POPs 
can lead to serious health effects including certain cancers, birth defects, dysfunctional 
immune and reproductive systems, greater susceptibility to disease and even diminished 
intelligence.  
 
212. As part of the environmental assessment the list of active ingredients included in 
Annex A and B of the Stockholm Conventionshould be reviewed, and no chemical 
formulations should be manufactured, imported, exported, sold or used in the project that 
include these ingredients unless it is under the highly exceptional circumstances noted in 
Annexes A and B of the Convention. Where projects have pre-existing involvement with 
such ingredients, including the presence of existing stockpiles of obsolete chemicals, the 
project should develop a strategy for their phase-out within a reasonable amount of time.  
 
213. The project should manage and ultimately dispose of PCBs identified on the project 
site in an environmentally sound manner according to the terms of Annex A of the Stockholm 
Convention. Further guidance on the management and disposal of PCBs can be found in the 
EHS Guidelines. 
 
214. The project should minimize the unintentional generation and release, such as by 
incineration, of chemicals listed in Annex C of the Stockholm Convention. Guidance on how 
to identify, quantify and reduce emissions of Annex C chemicals from potentially significant 
sources is included in the publications in support of the Stockholm Convention (see Chapter 

http://www.forest-trends.org/biodiversityoffsetprogram/guidelines/odh.pdf
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V). For projects that manufacture Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) products the overall benefits of 
the project should be weighed against costs, including those to the environment and the 
communities. This is due to their association with the unintentional release of POPs, 
primarily through the incineration of mixed waste streams containing PVC products,  
 
215. Rotterdam Convention of Prior Informed Consent for Certain Hazardous 
Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade (Rotterdam Convention).The 
objectives of the Rotterdam Convention are to promote shared responsibility and 
cooperative efforts among members (Parties) in the international trade of certain hazardous 
chemicals in order to protect human health and the environment from potential harm; and to 
contribute to the environmentally sound use of those hazardous chemicals by facilitating 
information exchange about their characteristics, providing for a national decision-making 
process on their import and export, and disseminating these decisions to Parties.  
 
216. The list of chemicals included in Annex III of the Rotterdam Conventionshould be 
reviewed, and the project should avoid their manufacture, trade and use. These chemicals 
are listed in the convention because their use has been banned or severely restricted in one 
or more national jurisdictions in order to protect human health and the environment. The list 
also includes some pesticide formulations considered severely hazardous due to their 
severe health or environmental effects. 
 
217. Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (Montreal 
Protocol).The Montreal Protocol is an international treaty designed to protect the ozone 
layer by phasing out the production of (currently) ninety-six chemicals believed to be 
responsible for ozone depletion. The list of controlled chemicals found in Annexes A, B, C 
and E of the Protocol should be reviewed, and the project should avoid their manufacture, 
trade and use. 
 
C. Climate Change 

1. Methods for Quantifying GHG Emissions 

a. Project GHG Emission Threshold for Significance 

218. Although project GHG emissions vary by sector, SR1 generally considers that the 
threshold for project significance is 100,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) per 
year or greater for the project‘s aggregate direct and indirect emissions.46 
 

b. GHG Emission Estimation and Monitoring Methodologies 

219. There are many internationally recognized methodologies for estimating and 
monitoring direct greenhouse gas emissions of projects. The most authoritative 
methodologies can be found in the 2006 IPCC Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas 
Inventories. The 2006 IPCC Guidelines consist of: 
 

- Volume 1 – General Guidance and Reporting: gives general information on 
inventory compilation, QA/QC, uncertainty and guidance on the choice of 
methods. 

- Volume 2 – Energy: covers the use, production and transport of energy. 
Includes coverage of carbon dioxide capture and storage. 

                                                 

 
46 Based on good international practice presented in IFC Performance Standard 3: Pollution Prevention and 
Abatement, in Performance Standards on Social and Environmental Sustainability 2006.  
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- Volume 3 – Industrial Processes and Product Use (IPPU): covers 
industrial processes such as metal production, petrochemicals and other 
chemical production. Also covers the use of products including fluorinated 
gases. 

- Volume 4 – Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU): 
integrates agriculture with all other land uses and changes in land use. 
Covers agricultural sources such as livestock, manure management and 
fertilizer use as well as emissions and removals of greenhouse gases from 
differing land uses such as forestry, grasslands and settlements. 

- Volume 5 – Waste: covers the collection, treatment and disposal of wastes 
including solid wastes, landfills and waste water treatment. 

 
220. The 2006 IPCC Guidelines build on the previous Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines and 
the subsequent Good Practice reports, and cover new sources and gases as well as 
updates to previously published methods where technical and scientific knowledge have 
improved. They can be found at: http://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/2006gl/index.html 
 
221. Depending on the type and sector of the project MOC/PWDs may wish to refer to 
several other internationally-recognized greenhouse gas emissions methodologies, 
including: 
 

- Greenhouse Gas Protocol (GHG Protocol), a widely used international 
accounting tool for government and business leaders to understand, quantify, 
and manage greenhouse gas emissions. The GHG Protocol is the result of a 
decade-long partnership between the World Resources Institute and the 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development. 
http://www.ghgprotocol.org/ 

- ClimateLeaders GHG Inventory Protocol (US Environmental Protection 
Agency), which provides guidance on how to inventory and report GHG 
emissions. 
http://www.epa.gov/climateleaders/resources/guidance.html 

- Guidelines for the Measurement and Reporting of Emissions (UK 
Department of Environment and International Affairs, 2003), a set of 
reporting guidelines and protocols for direct participants in the UK emissions 
trading scheme. 
http://www.defra.gov.uk/environment/climatechange/trading/uk/pdf/tradingrep
orting.pdf 

- Emission Inventory Improvement Program, Volume VIII – Estimating 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions (US Environmental Protection Agency, 
2003) currently under revision. 
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/eiip/techreport/ 

 
D. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SOURCES 

1. Environmental Impact Assessment 

- International Association for Impact Assessment 
IAIA is a forum for advancing innovation, development, and communication of best practice 
in impact assessment.  
http://www.iaia.org/ 
 
- International Association for Impact Assessment - Principles of Environmental Impact 
Assessment Best Practice. 1999. The Principles of EIA Best Practice are designed primarily 
for reference and use by those professionally involved in environmental impact assessment. 
The aim is to promote the effective practice of environmental impact assessment consistent 

http://www.ipcc-nggip.iges.or.jp/public/2006gl/index.html
http://www.ghgprotocol.org/
http://www.iaia.org/
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with the institutional and process arrangements that are in force in different countries. 
Accordingly, the Principles are broad, generic, and non-prescriptive, emphasize EIA as a 
process, and are intended to be applicable to all levels and types of proposals, having 
regard to the limits of available time, information and resources. 
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/Principles%20of%20IA_web.pdf 
 
- International Association for Impact Assessment- Biodiversity in Impact Assessment. 
2005. These principles are intended to promote biodiversity-inclusive impact assessment, 
including EIA for projects, and strategic environmental assessment. 
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP3.pdf 
 
- International Association for Impact Assessment. Health Impact Assessment. 
International Best Practice Principles. 2006. These principles are intended to promote health 
impact assessment (HIA), to lead to better consideration of the health implications of 
decisions and render them more sustainable. They should help practitioners to integrate 
health into impact assessment (IA), decision-makers to commission and review IAs and 
other stakeholders to ensure that health concerns and aspirations are addressed in 
development planning. 
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP5.pdf 
 
- International Association for Impact Assessment- Public Participation - International 
Best Practice Principles. August 2006. The Public Participation Best Practice Principles 
document aims to promote a meaningful practice of public participation amongst impact 
assessment practitioners. 
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP4%20web.pdf 
 
- EU - Guidelines on the Assessment of Indirect and Cumulative Impacts as well as 
Impact interactions. These Guidelines consider the Assessment of Indirect and Cumulative 
Impacts as well as Impact Interactions within the EIA process. They are intended for use by 
the EIA practitioner and developer. The aim is to provide guidance on practical methods and 
approaches to assess indirect and cumulative impacts of a project as well as impact 
interactions. The Guidelines are not intended to be formal or prescriptive but are designed to 
assist EIA practitioners in developing an approach which is appropriate to a project, and to 
consider these impacts as an integral part of the EIA process. 
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/eia-studies-and-reports/guidel.htm 
 
- A Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment. Beth Mileson, Elaine Faustman, 
Stephen Olin, P. Barry Ryan, Sue Ferenc, Thomas Burke, Eds. An ILSI Risk Science 
Institute Workshop Report.  
http://www.ilsi.org 
 
- Conducting Environmental Impact Assessment for Developing Countries. Prasad 
Modak and Asit K. Biswas. United Nations University, 1999. 
 
- Environmental Assessment in Developing and Transitional Countries. Norman Lee 
and Clive George, Eds. John Wiley and Sons, 2000. 
 
- Multicriteria Environmental Assessment: A Practical Guide. Nolberto Munier, 2004. 
 
- Theory and Practice of Transboundary Environmental Impact Assessment. Kees 
Bastmeijer, Timo Koivurova,, eds. 2007. 

 

http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/Principles%20of%20IA_web.pdf
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP3.pdf
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP5.pdf
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP4%20web.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/eia-studies-and-reports/guidel.htm
http://www.ilsi.org/
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2. Strategic Environmental Assessment 

- OECD – Applying Strategic Environmental Assessment: Good Practice for 
Development Co-operation. DAC Guidelines and References Series, 2006. 
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/28/12/36451340.pdf?bcsi_scan_7823DFCE46415F3E=0&bcs
i_scan_filename=36451340.pdfhttp://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/4/21/37353858.pdf;  
 
- World Bank provides online tools, TORs, and evaluation criteria for SEAs in 
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:20
885941~menuPK:2450778~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:244381,00.html 
 
- International Association for Impact Assessment - Strategic Environmental 
Assessment Performance Criteria. 2002. This set of criteria aims to provide general 
guidance on how to build effective new SEA processes and evaluate the effectiveness of 
existing SEA processes.  
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/sp1.pdf 
 
- Strategic Environmental Assessment Information Service. This website seeks to 
provide a gateway to the latest information on Strategic Environmental Assessment and 
Sustainability Appraisal.  
http://www.sea-info.net/ 
 
- European Commission - SEA and Integration of the Environment into Strategic 
Decision-Making – Volume 1: Main Report, (May 2001).  
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/sea-studies-and-reports/sea_integration_main.pdf 
 

3. Stakeholder Consultation and Participation 

- IFC (International Finance Corporation). 2007. Stakeholder Engagement: A Good 
Practice Handbook for Companies Doing Business in Emerging Markets. Washington, DC. 
 
- ADB - Strengthening Participation for Development Results: A Staff Guide to 
Consultation and Participation. This guide provides practical tools and tips to make 
participation more accessible and effective in improving ADB operations. It also helps staff to 
fulfill ADB obligations and strategic objectives to consult or otherwise promote participation. 
The publication targets ADB mission teams and staff working in Resident Missions, but will 
also prove helpful to consultants, project executing and implementing agencies, and 
government departments in applying participatory methods.  
http://www.adb.org/Documents/guidelines/strengthening-participation-for-dev/default.asp 
 

4. Stakeholder Consultation and Participation 

- IFC (International Finance Corporation). 2008. A Guide to Designing and 
Implementing Grievance Mechanisms for Development Projects. Washington, DC.Published 
by the Compliance Advisor/Ombudsman, the independent office that ensures accountability 
of IFC and MIGA projects and programs, this advisory note on designing and implementing 
grievance mechanisms for development projects addresses challenges that clients face in 
establishing effective grievance mechanisms and how they can be operationalized. It is 
intended as a good practice guide for IFC and MIGA, as well as for client companies and 
communities.  
http://www.cao-ombudsman.org/howwework/advisor/documents/implemgrieveng.pdf 
 

http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/28/12/36451340.pdf?bcsi_scan_7823DFCE46415F3E=0&bcsi_scan_filename=36451340.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/28/12/36451340.pdf?bcsi_scan_7823DFCE46415F3E=0&bcsi_scan_filename=36451340.pdf
http://www.oecd.org/dataoecd/4/21/37353858.pdf
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:20885941~menuPK:2450778~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:244381,00.html
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/TOPICS/ENVIRONMENT/0,,contentMDK:20885941~menuPK:2450778~pagePK:148956~piPK:216618~theSitePK:244381,00.html
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/sp1.pdf
http://www.sea-info.net/
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eia/sea-studies-and-reports/sea_integration_main.pdf?bcsi_scan_B90AE85AF6AB15C6=0&bcsi_scan_filename=sea_integration_main.pdf
http://www.adb.org/Documents/guidelines/strengthening-participation-for-dev/default.asp
http://www.cao-ombudsman.org/howwework/advisor/documents/implemgrieveng.pdf
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A. Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Natural Resource Management 

1. Relevant International Agreements 

- Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) – the Convention on Biological Diversity 
(CBD) is an international legally-binding treaty with three main goals: conservation of 
biodiversity; sustainable use of biodiversity; fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising 
from the use of genetic resources. Its overall objective is to encourage actions which will 
lead to a sustainable future.The website provides information on the convention, lists of 
signatory nations and biodiversity experts and other useful information. 
http://www.biodiv.org 
 
- Convention on Wetlands of International Importance (1971) -  known as the Ramsar 
Convention, it is an intergovernmental treaty which provides the framework for national 
action and international cooperation for the conservation and wise use of wetlands and their 
resources. As of 2009 there are 159 Contracting Parties to the Convention, with 1,855 
wetland sites totaling 181.9 million hectares designated for inclusion in the Ramsar List of 
Wetlands of International Importance. The website provides extensive information on 
Ramsar sites, wetlands management, wise use of wetlands, etc.  
http://www.ramsar.org 
 
- CITES - The Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild 
Fauna and Flora (1973) - an international agreement with 175 Parties to the Convention, 
aimed at ensuring that international trade in specimens of wild animals and plants does not 
threaten their survival. Around 28,000 plant species and 5,000 animal species are covered 
by the provisions of the Convention. The CITES website provides substantial resources on 
endangered species. http://www.cites.org 
 
- Convention on Migratory Species (1983) - The Convention on Migratory Species 
(CMS), also known as the Bonn Convention, is an intergovernmental treaty which aims to 
conserve terrestrial, marine and avian migratory species throughout their range. The CMS 
website includes information on species covered by the Convention and on other supporting 
international agreements.  
http://www.cms.int 
 
- Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety (2000) – The Cartagena Protocol is a 
supplementary agreement to the Convention on Biological Diversity. The Protocol seeks to 
protect biological diversity from the potential risks posed by living modified organisms 
resulting from modern biotechnology.  
http://www.cbd.int/biosafety/ 
 

2. Biodiversity 

- A Guide to the Convention on Biological Diversity (1994) – provides analysis on the 
Convention for those involved in its implementation. Glowka, L, et al., (1994), IUCN Gland 
and Cambridge. xii + 161pp., 2nd printing 1996. 
 
- World Conservation Union (IUCN) – in 2008 the IUCN Red List web site was 
revamped. The User‘s Guide provides guidance on how to search the web site, how to 
navigate through the species fact sheets, how to save searches and export data from the 
site, and where to find and download GIS data for amphibians and mammals. 
http://www.iucnredlist.org/documents/redlist_website_users_guide.pdf 
 

http://www.cms.int/
http://www.cbd.int/biosafety/
http://www.iucnredlist.org/documents/redlist_website_users_guide.pdf
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- World Conservation Union (IUCN) – provides useful information on endangered 
species (http://www.redlist.org/), protected areas (http://www.iucn.org/themes/wcpa/), 
conservation and biodiversity expertise and other biodiversity and natural resources issues. 
 
- World Conservation Union (IUCN) – the IUCN Guidelines for Protected Area 
Management Categories (1994) also provides useful information on protected areas and 
outlines a number of distinct categories of protected areas. 
http://app.iucn.org/dbtw-wpd/edocs/1994-007-En.pdf 
 
- World Conservation Monitoring Centre (WCMC) – provides information on 
biodiversity, habitats and species, as well as protected areas, conservation legislation and 
related issues. 
http://www.unep-wcmc.org/ 
 
- Global Environment Facility (GEF), established in 1991, helps developing countries 
fund projects and programs that protect the global environment. GEF grants support projects 
related to biodiversity, climate change, international waters, land degradation, the ozone 
layer, and persistent organic pollutants. IFC works with GEF to assist IFC clients to protect 
and enhance global biodiversity benefits associated with their operations. 
http://www.gefweb.org/ 
 
- The World Bank-WWF Alliance for Forest Conservation and Sustainable Use 
maintains a website which includes information on the identification and conservationof high 
conservation value forests and forest certification systems. 
www.forest-alliance.org 
 
- Birdlife International – Birdlife International is a global partnership of conservation 
organizations that focuses on conservation of birds, bird habitat and global biodiversity. 
Birdlife International makes available data on endangered bird species and important bird 
areas through its publications and on-line database.  
http://www.birdlife.org/ 
 
- FAO – Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations – FAO is the UN 
agency which specializes in agriculture, forestry and fisheries. Their website provides 
information on biodiversity aspects in food and agriculture, including aspects related to agro-
ecosystems and biotechnology.  
http://www.fao.org/biodiversity/ 
 
- IFC’s Biodiversity Guide - provides further information to guide IFC clients in the 
development of Biodiversity Action Plans and also provides further information on how 
businesses can address biodiversity in their business activities. 
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/Content/BiodiversityGuide 
 
- The HCV High Conservation Value Resource Network - developed by WWF, 
provides useful tools and information in assessing conservation value and critical habitats. 
http://www.hcvnetwork.org/ 
 
- Business and Biodiversity Resource Centre, (BBRC), hosted by Earthwatch Institute 
(Europe), provides case studies and information resource covering a number of commercial 
and industrial sectors.  
http://www.businessandbiodiversity.org/ 
 
- Integrated Biodiversity Assessment Tool (IBAT). IBAT has been developed by UNEP, 
IUCN, Conservation International and Birdlife International, for businesses, to facilitates 
access to information about high priority sites for conservation – namely protected areas and 

http://app.iucn.org/dbtw-wpd/edocs/1994-007-En.pdf
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key biodiversity areas – to inform the implementation of corporate biodiversity policies and 
enhance environmental management systems and project planning processes. The tool 
includes interactive maps and data, useful for site and landscape level assessment 
processes.  
http://www.ibatforbusiness.org/ 
 
- Millennium Ecosystem Assessment. From 2001 to 2005 the MEA involved the work 
of more than 1,360 experts worldwide to assess the consequences of ecosystem change for 
human well-being. Their findings provide a state-of-the-art scientific appraisal of the 
condition and trends in the world's ecosystems and the services they provide, as well as the 
scientific basis for action to conserve and use them sustainably. 
http://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/index.aspx 
 

3. Biodiversity and Impact Assessment 

- The International Association for Impact Assessment (IAIA) (http://www.iaia.org/) 
provides a variety of resources on the impact assessment process 
 
- Principles of Environmental Impact Assessment Best Practice 
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/Principles%20of%20IA_web.pdf 
 
- Biodiversity in Impact Assessment 
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP3.pdf 
 
- The Capacity Building for Biodiversity in Impact Assessment (CBBIA) project is a 
three-year global project managed by the International Association for Impact Assessment 
(IAIA) and funded by the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The project set out to 
develop capacity amongst stakeholders in a number of regions, including south and south-
east Asia. 
http://www3.webng.com/jerbarker/home/eia-toolkit/overall/home.html 
 
- The Good Practice Guidance for Mining and Biodiversity was developed as part of an 
extensive dialogue between the International Council on Mining and Metals (ICMM) and the 
World Conservation Union (IUCN), which has been set up to explore different aspects of 
biodiversity conservation in the mining and metals sector. The guide provides an informative, 
accessible and highly practical reference source on biodiversity which can be used by 
mining companies at all stages of their operations, from initial exploration to mine closure 
planning and implementation. 
http://www.icmm.com/document/13 
 

4. Biodiversity Offsets 

- The Business and Biodiversity Offset Program (BBOP), a partnership between 
companies, governments and conservation experts to explore biodiversity offsets, has 
developed a series of guidance and resource documents, including: 
 

- Business, Biodiversity Offsets and BBOP, An Overview. 
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/overview.pdf 

- Principles on Biodiversity Offsets 
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/principles.pdf 

- Biodiversity Offset Design Handbook 
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/odh.pdf 

- Biodiversity Offset Design Handbook Appendices 
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/odh-appendicies.pdf 

- Biodiversity Offset Cost-Benefit  Handbook 

http://www.ibatforbusiness.org/
http://www.millenniumassessment.org/en/index.aspx
http://www.iaia.org/
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/Principles%20of%20IA_web.pdf
http://www.iaia.org/publicdocuments/special-publications/SP3.pdf
http://www.iaia.org/modx/
http://www.iaia.org/modx/
http://www3.webng.com/jerbarker/home/eia-toolkit/overall/home.html
http://www.icmm.com/document/13
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/overview.pdf
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/principles.pdf
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/odh.pdf
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/odh-appendicies.pdf
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http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/cbh.pdf 
- Biodiversity Offset Implementation Handbook 

http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/oih.pdf 
- The Relationship Between Biodiversity Offsets and Impact Assessment 

http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/eia.pdf 
- Biodiversity Offsets and Stakeholder Participation 

http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/participation.pdf 
 
- Biodiversity Offsets: Views, experience and the business case. This report -- 
produced jointly by Insight Investment and IUCN -- explores the potential of biodiversity 
offsets: it considers the concepts involved, such as ―net benefit‖ and ―no net loss‖, as well as 
why, where, when and by whom biodiversity offsets might be used. November 2004. 
http://cmsdata.iucn.org/downloads/bdoffsets.pdf 
 

5. Invasive Species 

- The Global Invasive Species Programme (GISP) was established in 1997 to address 
global threats caused by invasive alien species, and to provide support to the 
implementation of Article 8(h) of the Convention on Biological Diversity. GISP maintains a 
website with links to databases and related information on invasive species, including the 
Global Invasive Species Database (GISD) a free, online searchable source of information 
about species that negatively impact biodiversity. 
www.gisp.org 
 
- Pacific Island Ecosystems at Risk (PIER) project provides information on invasive 
plants that threaten Pacific ecosystems. 
www.hear.org/pier. 
 
B. Pollution Prevention and Abatement 

1. World Bank Group Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines 

- World Bank Group‘s Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines (the EHS 
Guidelines). The EHS Guidelines include both general EHS guidance and specific guidance 
covering over 60 industry and project activities in 8 sectors. 
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/EnvironmentalGuidelines 
 

2. Cleaner Production 

Various examples of cleaner production are being compiled by international organizations 
such as: 
 
- United Nations Environmental Program (UNEP). The Sustainable Consumption & 
Production Branch website provides a summary of UNEP's Cleaner Production activities. 
www.unep.fr/scp/cp/ 
 
- United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). The UNIDO Cleaner 
Production programme (CP) aims at building national CP capacities, fostering dialogue 
between industry and government and enhancing investments for transfer and development 
of environmentally sound technologies. 
http://www.unido.org/index.php?id=o4460 
 
- Asian Productivity Organization (APO). 
http://www.apo-tokyo.org 
 

http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/cbh.pdf
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/oih.pdf
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/eia.pdf
http://bbop.forest-trends.org/guidelines/participation.pdf
http://cmsdata.iucn.org/downloads/bdoffsets.pdf
http://www.gisp.org/
http://www.hear.org/pier
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/EnvironmentalGuidelines
http://www.unep.fr/scp/cp/
http://www.unido.org/index.php?id=o4460
http://www.apo-tokyo.org/
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3. Waste and Hazardous Materials 

- Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous 
Wastes and their Disposal (UNEP, 1989) provides assistance and guidelines on legal and 
technical issues, gathers statistical data, and conducts training on the proper management 
of hazardous waste 
http://www.basel.int/index.html 
 
- Supportinginformation to the Basel Convention are available at: 
http://www.basel.int/meetings/sbc/workdoc/techdocs.html 
 
- Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (UNEP, 2001) promotes the 
reduction or elimination of releases of POPs through intentional and/or unintentional 
production and use of chemicals, and from stockpiles and wastes. 
http://www.pops.int/ 
 
- Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer (UNEP, 2000). Sets 
targets for reducing the production and consumption of ozone depleting substances. 
http://hq.unep.org/ozone/Montreal-Protocol/Montreal-Protocol2000.shtml 
 
- Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Informed Consent for Certain Hazardous 
Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade (UNEP, revised 2005). Procedure for 
certain hazardous chemicals and pesticides in international trade (Annex III). 
http://www.pic.int/home.php?type=t&id=49 
 

4. Internationally Recognized Ambient Quality Guidelines and Standards 

- Air Quality Guidelines – Global Update 2005 (World Health Organization, 2006). 
http://www.euro.who.int/Document/E90038.pdf 
 
- Guidelines for Safe Recreational Water Environments - Volume 1. Coastal and Fresh 
Waters (World Health Organization, 2003). Describes the present state of knowledge 
regarding the impact of recreational use of coastal and freshwater environments upon the 
health of users. 
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/bathing/srwe1/en/ 
 
- Guidelines for Drinking-Water Quality - Third Edition (World Health Organization, 
2004). Sets worldwide basis for regulation and standard setting to ensure the safety of 
drinking-water. 
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/gdwq3/en/ 
 
- Guidelines for Community Noise (World Health Organization, 1999) provide guidance 
to environmental health authorities and professional trying to protect people from the harmful 
effects of noise in non-industrial environments. 
http://www.who.int/docstore/peh/noise/guidelines2.html 
 
C. Health and Safety 

1. Health and Safety Impact Assessment 

- Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines (IFC) - technical guidance informing 
those parts of the new policy structure related to environmental, health and safety issues. 
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/Content/EnvironmentalGuidelines 
 

http://www.basel.int/index.html
http://www.basel.int/meetings/sbc/workdoc/techdocs.html
http://www.pops.int/
http://hq.unep.org/ozone/Montreal-Protocol/Montreal-Protocol2000.shtml
http://www.pic.int/home.php?type=t&id=49
http://www.euro.who.int/Document/E90038.pdf
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/bathing/srwe1/en/
http://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/dwq/gdwq3/en/
http://www.who.int/docstore/peh/noise/guidelines2.html
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- Introduction to Health Impact Assessment(IFC) - provides good practice guidance for 
conducting a health impact assessment of a project. 
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/Publications_GoodPractice_HealthAssess
ment 
 
- Fundamental Principles of Occupational Health and Safety.(International Labor 
Office). 2008.  
 
- Health Impact Assessment: Main Concepts and Suggested Approach (WHO/ECHP)  
- creates a common understanding of health impact assessment and provides a departure 
point for discussion, comments and suggestions for the further development of an HIA 
approach. http://www.euro.who.int/document/PAE/Gothenburgpaper.pdf 
 
- A Guide to Health Impact Assessment in the oil and gas industry (IPIECA/OGP2005) 
–provides a summary checklist of activities consider when conducting health impact 
assessments. 
http://www.ipieca.org/activities/health/downloads/publications/hia.pdf 
 
- Strategic Health Management: Principles and Guidelines for the Oil & Gas Industry, 
International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (OGP 2000) - provides a basis for 
incorporating workforce and community health consideration systematically into project 
planning and management. 
http://www.ogp.org.uk/pubs/307.pdf 
 
- Environmental Health: Bridging the Gap (World Bank 2001), James A. Listorti and 
Fadi M. Doumani, World Bank Discussion Paper 422 – This review written by World Bank 
consultants provides a detailed analysis of an approach to environmental health 
assessment. 
 
- Banken, R. 2001. ―Strategies for Institutionalizing Health Impact Assessment.‖ Health 
Impact Assessment Discussion Paper, Number 1 (September). WHO European Centre for 
Health Policy. Brussels, Belgium. 
 
- enHealth Council, Commonwealth of Australia. 2001. Health Impact Assessment 
Guidelines (September). Canberra, Australia. 
 
- Erlanger, T. E., G. R. Krieger, B. H. Singer, and J. Utzinger. 2008. Environmental 
Impact Assessment Review 28 (2008): 349–358. 
 
- Kemm, John, et al. (eds). 2004. Health impact assessment: concepts, theory, 
techniquesand applications. Oxford University Press. Oxford, United Kingdom. 
 
- Kemm, J. 2003. Perspectives on health impact assessment. Bulletin of the World 
Health Organization 81: 387.  
 
- Krieger, N., M. Northridge, S. Gruskin, et al. 2003. – ―Assessing health impact 
assessment: multidisciplinary and international perspectives.‖ Journal of Epidemiology and 
Community Health 57: 659–662.  
 
- Morgan, R. K. 2003. Health impact assessment: the wider context. Bulletin of the 
World Health Organization 81: 390. 
 
- Public Health Advisory Committee (New Zealand). March 2004. A guide to health 
impact assessment: A policy tool for New Zealand. National Health Committee. Wellington, 
New Zealand. 

http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/sustainability.nsf/Content/Publications_GoodPractice_HealthAssessment
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- Ezzati, M., J. Utzinger, S. Cairncross, A. J. Cohen, and B. H. Singer. 2004. 
"Environmental exposure indicators in the developing world: review, conceptual framework, 
and examples." Journal of Epidemiology and Community Health (submitted for publication). 
 

2. Health Impact Assessment Methods Websites 

http://www.iaia.org 
http://www.who.int/hia 
 
http://www.hiagateway.org.uk 
http://www.hiadatabase.net 
http://www.who.dk/eprise/main/WHO/Progs/HMS/Home 
http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/ewh-semt/pubs/eval/index_e.html 
 

3. Health and Safety Data Sources 

- WHO Statistics and Health Information Systems – This information systems 
introduce disability-adjusted life years (DALY), which is a health gap measure that extends 
the concept of potential years of life lost due to premature death (PYLL) to include equivalent 
years of ―healthy‖ life lost by virtue of being in states of poor health or disability 
http://www.who.int/healthinfo/boddaly/en/index.html 
 
- Demographic Surveillance Site (DSS) (The INDEPTH Network) – DDS is an 
extremely cost-effective and well established program that can transparently and 
longitudinally collect and evaluated a wide range of social, health and economic survey data. 
http://www.indepth-network.org/ 
 
- Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (UNICEF) - developing-country national/country-
level surveys for under-five children. 
http://www.childinfo.org/MICS2/Gj99306k.htm  
 
- DHS (Demographic Health Surveys) - Key health surveys for the developing world. 
http://www.measuredhs.com/countries/start.cfm 
 
- WHO Statistical Information System (WHOSIS) - Country-specific health Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs). 
http://www.who.int/whosis/en/ 
 
- Roll Back Malaria (RBM) - Country-specific data for malaria.  
http://www.rbm.who.int/countryaction/index.html 
 
- National Library Medicine (PubMed) - Key medical database search engine for peer-
reviewed papers. 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sites/entrez?db=PubMed&itool=toolbar 
 
- World Bank Living Standards Measurement Surveys (LSMS) - Key statistical source 
for LSMS data for developing countries.  
http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/EXTLSMS/0,,con
tentMDK:21610833~pagePK:64168427~piPK:64168435~theSitePK:3358997,00.html  
 
- Core Welfare Indicators Questionnaire (CWIQ) - Key survey, including selected 
health outcomes.  
http://www4.worldbank.org/afr/stats/cwiq.cfm 
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- World Bank Data and Statistics.  
http://web.worldbank.org/WBSITE/EXTERNAL/DATASTATISTICS/0,,menuPK:232599~page
PK:64133170~piPK:64133498~theSitePK:239419,00.html 
 

4. Disasters, Natural Hazards, Emergency Preparedness 

- Guidance for Life and Fire Safety for new buildings accessible for public can be 
found in the “Life and Fire Safety” section of the sub section “3.0 Community Health and 
Safety” included in the General Environmental, health and Safety Guidelines of the IFC. 
http://www.ifc.org/ifcext/enviro.nsf/AttachmentsByTitle/gui_EHSGuidelines2007_GeneralEH
S_3/$FILE/3+Community+Health+and+Safety.pdf 
 
- Natural Disasters: Protecting the Public's Health (Pan American Health Organization, 
2000) - provides a framework to make effective decisions in managing the health sector‘s 
activities to reduce the consequences of disasters. 
http://www.paho.org/English/PED/sp575.htm 
 
- Davis, Jan, and Robert Lambert. 2002. Engineering in Emergencies, A Practical 
Guide for Relief Workers. Warwickshire, UK: Practical Action Publishing. 
 

5. Disease Control 

- Prüss-Üstün, A., C. Mathers, C. Corvalán, and A. Woodward. 2003. Introduction and 
methods: Assessing the environmental burden of disease at national and local levels. World 
Health Organization Environmental Burden of Disease Series, No. 1: Geneva, Switzerland. 
 
- Chin, J., ed. 2000. Control of Communicable Diseases Manual. 17th ed. Washington, 
DC: APHA. 
 
- Ezzati, M., A. D. Lopez, A. Rodgers, et al. 2002. "Selected major risk factors and 
global and regional burden of disease." Lancet 360: 1347–60. 
 
- Hunter, J. M., L. Rey, K. Y. Chu, E. O. Adekolu-John, and K. E. Mott. 1993. Parasitic 
diseases in water resources development: the need for intersectoral negotiation. World 
Health Organization, Geneva. 
 
- Lindsay, S. W., M. Jawara, K. Paine, et al. 2003. "Changes in house design-reduce 
exposure to malaria mosquitoes." Tropical Medicine and International Health 8: 512–517. 
 
- A Guide to Malaria Management Programmes in the oil and gas industry 
(IPIECA/OGP 2006) - This Guide outlines and describes the scientific concepts, rationale 
and value of Malaria Management Programmes (MMPs). The Guide provides a broad 
overview of MMPs, and templates such as implementation checklists and audit protocols 
that might typically form part of key activities when implementing. 
http://www.ipieca.org/activities/health/downloads/publications/malaria.pdf 
 
D. Physical Cultural Resources 

1. Relevant International Agreements 

- Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage 
(UNESCO, 1972) - establishes a system of collective identification, protection, and 
preservation of cultural and natural heritage and to provide both emergency and long-term 
protection for cultural and natural heritage. 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/convention 

http://whc.unesco.org/en/convention
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- Convention on the Means of Prohibiting and Preventing the Illicit Import, Export and 
Transfer of Ownership of Cultural Property (UNESCO, 1970) - states the necessary means 
in order to prohibit and prevent illicit import, export and transfer of ownership of cultural 
property. 
http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-
URL_ID=13039&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html 
 
- Convention on the Protection of Underwater Cultural Heritage (UNESCO, 2001) -
protects underwater cultural heritage. 
http://www.unesco.org/culture/laws/underwater/html_eng/convention.shtml 
 

2. Guides and Resources 

- Operational Guidelines for the Implementation of the World Heritage Convention 
(UNESCO, 2008) - aims to facilitate the implementation of the World Heritage Convention by 
setting forth the procedure for: a) the inscription of properties on the World Heritage List and 
the List of World Heritage in Danger; b) the protection and conservation of World Heritage 
properties; c) the granting of International Assistance under the World Heritage Fund; and d) 
the mobilization of national and international support in favor of the Convention. 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/guidelines 
 
- World Heritage List (from the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World 
Cultural and Natural Heritage) - currently includes 890 properties forming part of the cultural 
and natural heritage which the World Heritage Committee considers as having outstanding 
universal value.  
http://whc.unesco.org/en/convention 
 
- List of World Heritage in Danger (from the Convention Concerning the Protection of 
the World Cultural and Natural Heritage) - designed to inform the international community of 
conditions which threaten the very characteristics for which a property was inscribed on the 
World Heritage List, and to encourage corrective action. 
http://whc.unesco.org/en/158/ 
 
- Akwé: Kon Guidelines (Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, 2004) - 
voluntary guidelines for the conduct of cultural environmental and social impact assessments 
regarding developments proposed to take place on, or which are likely to impact on, sacred 
sites and on lands and waters traditionally occupied or used by indigenous or local 
communities. 
http://www.biodiv.org/doc/publications/akwe-brochure-en.pdf 
 
- Streetwise Asia, a practical guide for the conservation and revitalisation of heritage 
cities and towns in Asia. Vines, Elizabeth 2005. Jointly published by the World Bank and 
UNESCO, this is a practical and accessible guide for residents and professionals concerned 
to preserve and revitalize heritage cities in Asia. Using inset color photographs to 
complement the text, the realities of destructive and constructive development, repairs, 
restoration and usage are made clear. Legal, financial, administrative, historical and 
educational aspects of conservation policies, incentives and implementations are discussed. 
With outlines for strategy, goals and bibliography. 
http://www2.unescobkk.org/elib/publications/StreetWise_Asia/index.htm 
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Appendix 1: ADB Safeguard Policy Statement: Safeguards Requirement 1 (SR1) 
 
Objectives: To ensure the environmental soundness and sustainability of projects and to 
support the integration of environmental considerations into the project decision-making 
process. 
 
Scope and Triggers: Environmental safeguards are triggered if a project is likely to have 
potential environmental risks and impacts. 
 
Policy Principles: 
 
1. Use a screening process for each proposed project, as early as possible, to determine the 
appropriate extent and type of environmental assessment so that appropriate studies are 
undertaken commensurate with the significance of potential impacts and risks. 
 
2. Conduct an environmental assessment for each proposed project to identify potential direct, 
indirect, cumulative, and induced impacts and risks to physical, biological, socioeconomic 
(including impacts on livelihood through environmental media, health and safety, vulnerable 
groups, and gender issues), and physical cultural resources in the context of the project‟s area 
of influence. Assess potential transboundary and global impacts, including climate change. Use 
strategic environmental assessment where appropriate. 
 
3. Examine alternatives to the project‟s location, design, technology, and components and their 
potential environmental and social impacts and document the rationale for selecting the 
particular alternative proposed. Also consider the no project alternative. 
  
4. Avoid, and where avoidance is not possible, minimize, mitigate, and/or offset adverse impacts 
and enhance positive impacts by means of environmental planning and management. Prepare 
an environmental management plan (EMP) that includes the proposed mitigation measures, 
environmental monitoring and reporting requirements, related institutional or organizational 
arrangements, capacity development and training measures, implementation schedule, cost 
estimates, and performance indicators. Key considerations for EMP preparation include 
mitigation of potential adverse impacts to the level of no significant harm to third parties, and the 
polluter pays principle. 
  
5. Carry out meaningful consultation with affected people and facilitate their informed 
participation. Ensure women‟s participation in consultation. Involve stakeholders, including 
affected people and concerned nongovernment organizations, early in the project preparation 
process and ensure that their views and concerns are made known to and understood by 
decision makers and taken into account. Continue consultations with stakeholders throughout 
project implementation as necessary to address issues related to environmental assessment.  
Establish a grievance redress mechanism to receive and facilitate resolution of the affected 
people‟s concerns and grievances regarding the project‟s environmental performance. 
   
6. Disclose a draft environmental assessment (including the EMP) in a timely manner, before 
project appraisal, in an accessible place and in a form and language(s) understandable to 
affected people and other stakeholders. Disclose the final environmental assessment, and its 
updates if any, to affected people and other stakeholders. 
  
7. Implement the EMP and monitor its effectiveness. Document monitoring results, including the 
development and implementation of corrective actions, and disclose monitoring reports.   



8. Do not implement project activities in areas of critical habitats, unless (i) there are no 
measurable adverse impacts on the critical habitat that could impair its ability to function, (ii) 
there is no reduction in the population of any recognized endangered or critically endangered 
species, and (iii) any lesser impacts are mitigated. If a project is located within a legally 
protected area, implement additional programs to promote and enhance the conservation aims 
of the protected area. In an area of natural habitats, there must be no significant conversion or 
degradation, unless (i) alternatives are not available, (ii) the overall benefits from the project 
substantially outweigh the environmental costs, and (iii) any conversion or degradation is 
appropriately mitigated. Use a precautionary approach to the use, development, and 
management of renewable natural resources. 
   
9. Apply pollution prevention and control technologies and practices consistent with international 
good practices as reflected in internationally recognized standards such as the World Bank 
Group‟s Environmental, Health and Safety Guidelines. Adopt cleaner production processes and 
good energy efficiency practices. Avoid pollution, or, when avoidance is not possible, minimize 
or control the intensity or load of pollutant emissions and discharges, including direct and 
indirect greenhouse gases emissions, waste generation, and release of hazardous materials 
from their production, transportation, handling, and storage. Avoid the use of hazardous 
materials subject to international bans or phaseouts. Purchase, use, and manage pesticides 
based on integrated pest management approaches and reduce reliance on synthetic chemical 
pesticides. 
  
10. Provide workers with safe and healthy working conditions and prevent accidents, injuries, 
and disease. Establish preventive and emergency preparedness and response measures to 
avoid, and where avoidance is not possible, to minimize, adverse impacts and risks to the 
health and safety of local communities. 
  
11. Conserve physical cultural resources and avoid destroying or damaging them by using field-
based surveys that employ qualified and experienced experts during environmental 
assessment. Provide for the use of “chance find” procedures that include a pre-approved 
management and conservation approach for materials that may be discovered during project 
implementation. 



 

Appendix 2: Myanmar EIA Procedures (Draft as of October 2014) 
 
 



DRAFT – ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT RULES 
 

The Government of the Union of Myanmar 
Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry 

Notification No. ‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐/12 
Nay Pyi Taw, the ________________________Day of____________________, 1374 M.E. 

(________________________________________, 2012) 
 
In exercise of the powers conferred by Section ??, Subsection (?) of the Myanmar Environmental 
Conservation Law and with the approval of the Government, the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry hereby makes the following Rules:‐ 
 

CHAPTER I 
Title and Definitions 

 
1. These Rules shall be called the Environmental Impact Assessment Rules. 
2.  The expressions contained in these Rules shall have the same meanings as defined in Section (?) 
of the Myanmar Environmental Conservation Law.  In addition thereto the following expressions have 
the meanings given hereunder:‐ 
(a)  Law means the Myanmar Environmental Conservation Law 2012 and any subsequent 
amendments; 
(b)  Environment shall have the same meaning as defined in Section (?) of the Law; 
(c)  Environmental Impacts means the probable effects or consequences of proposed projects or 
businesses or activities or undertakings on the physical, biological and socioeconomic environment that 
can be direct or indirect, cumulative and positive or negative; 
(d)    Environmental Impact Assessment means the process of studying the significant impact of a 
proposed project or business or activity on the physical, biological and socioeconomic environment, 
which is required as part of the decision making process; 
(e)   Initial Environmental Examination means a preliminary examination of the possible impacts of 
a proposed project or business or activity with a view to determining whether such impacts are 
significant and, as such, require the preparation of an environmental impact assessment report and any 
other documents as may be prescribed; 
(f)  Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan means a document which describes the 
measures to be taken for preventing, mitigating and monitoring significant environmental impacts 
resulting from the implementation and operation of a proposed project or business or activity; 
(g)  National Committee means the Myanmar National Environmental Conservation Committee as 
established by Section ? of the Law; 
(h)  Project means any activity or combination of activities including actions or undertakings, 
regardless of magnitude, which may have a significant impact on the environment; 
(i)   Project Proponent means an individual, company, or organization proposing to initiate a 
project; 



(j)  Screening means an initial assessment undertaken to determine whether or not an Initial 
Environmental Examination and/or an Environmental Impact Assessment, or any other form of reporting 
are required; and 
(k)  Scoping means the stage in the environmental impact assessment process where information 
and assessment requirements are established to provide the project proponent with the scope and 
terms of reference for the Environmental Impact Assessment. 
 

CHAPTER II 
Establishment of Environmental Impact Assessment Scheme 

 
3.  Pursuant to Section ? of the Law there shall be established a system of environmental impact 
assessment which shall require any proposed project or business or activity or undertaking in Myanmar 
by any ministry, government department, corporation, board, development committee, local authority, 
company, cooperative, institution, enterprise, firm or individual likely to have a significant impact on the 
environment to obtain approval for its implementation in accordance with these Rules. 
 
4.  (a)  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall be the executing agency 
for the purpose of these Rules; 

(b)  There shall be established under policy guidance of the National Committee an 
Environmental Impact Assessment Committee that shall, after obtaining and considering 
the recommendation of the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry, give 
environmental approval under these Rules; 

(c)  The composition of the Environmental Impact Assessment Committee shall be 
determined by the National Committee and the Minister responsible for the 
environment or a person delegated by the Minister and may vary depending on the 
project to be assessed but shall involve at least five persons with the requisite expertise 
from, inter alia, government, industry, academia and civil society; 

(d)  Any project which requires an Initial Environmental Examination or Environmental 
Impact Assessment shall not be issued a permit to commence exploration or 
construction or operation by the Myanmar Investment Commission or any relevant 
authority without the written environmental approval of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Committee, and agreement in writing by the project proponent with any of 
the conditions attached to that approval, in the form required by the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry; 

(e)  Subject to the provisions of these Rules, the functions and duties of the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall include:‐ 
(i)  defining project screening criteria; 
(ii)  creating guidelines for Initial Environmental Examinations and Environmental 

Impact Assessments; 
(iii)  reviewing and approving Initial Environmental Examination Reports; 
(iv)  providing guidelines for and approving terms of reference for Environmental 

Impact Assessments; 



(v)  reviewing Environmental Impact Assessment reports and requiring any 
amendments thereof; 

(vi)  providing recommendations to the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Committee in relation to approval of Environmental Impact Assessment reports, 
including any possible conditions that may be required; 

(vii)  evaluating Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans; 
(viii)  reviewing and recommending to the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Committee any contract provision or other legally binding document to fully 
incorporate the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plans; 

(ix)  monitoring and enforcing the implementation of the Environmental 
Management and Monitoring Plans, and recommending to the Environmental 
Impact Assessment Committee any amendments thereof occasioned by 
experience during implementation of the project;  and 

(x)  performing other duties relating to Environmental Impact Assessment as 
stipulated by the Government. 

 
  (b)  The powers and functions of the Environmental Impact Assessment Committee shall 

include:‐ 
(i)  approval of project screening criteria; 
(ii)  approval, subject to conditions, if any, of the Environmental Impact Assessment 

Reports; and 
(iii)  approval, subject to conditions, if any, of the Environmental Management and 

Monitoring Plans. 
 
6.  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall arrange, as it deems necessary, 
for the public participation of civil society and relevant agencies in the conduct of Environmental Impact 
Assessment and in implementation of the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan. 
 

CHAPTER III 
Screening 

 
7.  The project proponent shall present the project proposal in the prescribed format to the 
Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry for screening, at the same time as the project is 
submitted to the Myanmar Investment Commission or other relevant agencies for project approval. 
 
8.  (a)  With respect to screening, the powers and functions of the Ministry for Environmental 

Conservation and Forestry shall include:‐ 
(i)   prescribing those projects or businesses or activities that require an Initial 

Environmental Examination, even though the project or activity is not included 
in Schedule 1 of these Rules, having regard to whether or not the project or 
business or activity involves any of the following: 
(a)  modification of landforms, natural ecosystems and natural landscapes; 



(b)  exploitation of renewable and non‐renewable natural resources; 
(c)  processes and activities with the potential to cause waste, damage, or 

decline in ecosystem services; 
(d)  processes and activities which may affect the social and cultural 

environment; 
(e)  processes and activities which may affect the preservation of natural 

resource conservation areas and/or the protection of cultural and 
historical reserves; 

(f)  introduction of new species of plants, animals and microorganisms, 
including genetically modified organisms; 

(g)  applications of technology which are predicted to have considerable 
potential to affect the environment; 

(h)   activities having high risks and potentially affecting national security; 
(i)   production and use of biotic and abiotic substances; and 
(j)  such other criteria as may be prescribed by the National Committee to 

safeguard the environment. 
(ii)  prescribing the format and timeframe for the Statement of No Significant 

Impact to the Environment, Initial Environmental Examination Reports and 
Environmental Impact Assessment Reports; and 

(iii)  reaching a decision based on the Initial Environmental Examination Report as to 
whether or not the proposed project or business or activity may have 
potentially significant environmental impacts and where it so determines  
requiring the project or business or activity to undergo a full Environmental 
Impact Assessment. 

(b)  The selection of the type of projects or businesses or activities as referred to in the 
above sub‐rule (a) and Schedule 1 shall be reviewed periodically, at least once every five 
years. 

9.  With respect to screening, the project proponent shall carry out the following duties, under 
guidance of the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry:‐ 
(a)  If the proposed project or business or activity falls within the activities listed in Schedule 

1, the project proponent shall conduct an Initial Environmental Examination of the 
proposed project or business or activity and shall ensure that it is carried out by experts 
in the field of environmental impact assessment, who are duly certified by the Ministry 
of Environmental Conservation and Forestry; and 

(b)  Submit the draft and final Initial Environmental Examination to the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry in the format and timeframe as may be 
prescribed by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry. 

 
CHAPTER IV 
Scoping 

 



10.  At the scoping stage of the environmental impact assessment, the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry shall have the following powers and functions relating to scoping:‐ 
(a)  developing and promulgating guidelines for scoping; 
(b)  identifying in cooperation with the project proponent any issues and concerns related to 

the project that are likely to have a significant environmental impact; and 
(c)  providing guidelines for, advising on, and approving the terms of reference for the 

investigation of environmental impacts and for preparation of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Report and the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan. 

11.  All project proponents for projects that are required to carry out a full Environmental Impact 
Assessment, either by virtue of Schedule II or III, or by order of the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry shall first conduct a scoping process which shall involve the following:‐ 

(a)  providing full disclosure to the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry of 
all relevant information regarding the likely environmental impacts of the proposed 
project; and 

(b)  failing to disclose information that is, or should have been, known to the project 
proponent shall be an offence under the Law and may also be grounds for rejection of 
the proposed project. 

 
CHAPTER V 
Investigation 

 
12.  During the investigation of a proposed project’s environmental impacts, the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall have the following powers and functions:‐ 

(a)  To supervise the investigations carried out by the project proponents and their certified 
or approved experts, and where necessary call on the assistance and support of relevant 
Ministries, agencies and institutions for this purpose; and 

(b)  To call for and receive interim reports on the progress of the investigation from the 
project proponent, and recommend remedial steps as necessary. 

13.  (a)  On the basis of the terms of reference, as approved by the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry, the project proponent shall carry out a full analysis and 
investigation of all the potential environmental impacts, both adverse and beneficial, of 
the proposed project; 

(b)  The investigation shall also include an analysis of feasible alternatives, mitigation 
measures, and the costs and benefits of both, and identify the likely residual 
environmental impacts after all mitigation measures are implemented; 

(c)  The investigation shall be carried out by experts in the field of environmental impact 
assessment, who are certified and approved by the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry and appointed by the project proponent; and 

(d)  The environmental impact assessment team shall include qualified national experts 
and/or any other experts, as deemed necessary by the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry. 

 



CHAPTER VI 
Reporting, Review and Approval 

 
14.  (a)  Every project proponent required to carry out an Environmental Impact Assessment in 

respect of a proposed project shall prepare an Environmental Impact Assessment 
Report detailing every stage of the assessment and its conclusion in a format and 
timeframe as may be prescribed by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and 
Forestry; and 

(b)  The project proponent shall prepare an Environmental Management and Monitoring 
Plan in a format prescribed by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
and shall submit it with the Environmental Impact Assessment Report. 

15.  (a)  Upon receipt of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report and the Environmental 
Management and Monitoring Plan from the project proponents, the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall invite relevant agencies, institutions, civil 
society organizations, and project‐affected persons to provide comments and 
suggestions on the reports; 

(b)  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall, within the timeframe as 
may be prescribed, review and evaluate the Environmental Impact Assessment Report 
and the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan on the basis of the prescribed 
guidelines and the approved terms of reference; 

(c)  Upon review and evaluation of the Environmental Impact Assessment Report and the 
Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan, and consideration of the comments 
and suggestions from relevant agencies, institutions, civil society organizations, and 
project‐affected persons, if it is determined by the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry that any of these documents do not fulfill the requirements 
as prescribed by the guidelines and the specific terms of reference, then the project 
proponent shall be called upon  to undertake the necessary amendment in accordance 
with the directives issued by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry; 
and 

(d)  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall, where it considers 
necessary, call upon the expertise of other Ministries, agencies, institutions and experts 
in the evaluation of such Environmental Impact Assessment Reports and Environmental 
Management and Monitoring Plans. Any costs or parts thereof, incurred in obtaining the 
above expertise as determined by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and 
Forestry shall be borne by the project proponent. 

16.  (a)  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry after approving the Initial 
Environmental Examination or upon receipt of the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Report and the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan, including all 
prescribed amendments conforming to the requirements of the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry, if any, the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry shall submit all documents with comments and 
recommendations to the Environmental Impact Assessment Committee; 



(b)  The Environmental Impact Assessment Committee shall:‐ 
(i)  grant environmental approval for implementation of the proposed project 

either as proposed or subject to any conditions as may be prescribed; or 
(ii)  refuse to issue environmental approval for the proposed project and cite the 

reasons for doing so. 
(c)  If the project has received environmental approval, the Environmental Impact 

Assessment Committee shall issue a certificate to the project proponent conferring 
environmental approval and specifying the terms and conditions of implementation and 
operation of the project, as well as advising the Myanmar Investment Commission or 
other relevant agencies of the decision and publicizing the decision in appropriate 
media; 

(d)  The certificate issued pursuant to sub‐rule (c) above shall include the duties imposed on 
the project proponent by virtue of the Environmental Management and Monitoring 
Plan; 

(e)  Upon receiving environmental approval from the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Committee, the project proponent will include the certificate of environmental approval 
in submitting any application to the Myanmar Investment Commission or other relevant 
agency for a permit to proceed with implementation of the project; and 

(f)  When the Myanmar Investment Commission or the relevant authority has given 
approval to an environmentally approved project, it shall communicate such approval to 
the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry.  Upon receipt of the approval 
by the Myanmar Investment Commission or relevant authority the project proponent 
may commence implementation of the project according to the conditions attached to 
the approval and the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan, within the 
timeframe as may be prescribed by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and 
Forestry.  

17.  A project proponent whose Environmental Impact Assessment Report has been rejected 
pursuant to these Rules shall have the right to take necessary remedial measures and amend or entirely 
redraft the Environmental Impact Assessment Report and the Environmental Management and 
Monitoring Plan in conformity with the comments made by the Environmental Impact Assessment 
Committee on the submitted report, and shall have the right, within a given timeframe, to resubmit the 
report to the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry for their re‐consideration as 
prescribed by these Rules. 

 
CHAPTER VII 
Monitoring 

 
18.  (a)  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall, where necessary in 

collaboration with other Ministries, agencies and institutions, carry out monitoring 
according to the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan prepared by the 
project proponent; 



(b)   During all stages of implementation and operation of a project, the project proponent 
shall comply with the terms and conditions of the approval certificate issued pursuant to 
Rule 16, sub‐rule (c) including the specific obligations under the Environmental 
Management and Monitoring Plan; and 

(c)  Failure to comply with the terms and conditions of the approval certificate shall be an 
offence under the Law and the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry 
shall have the authority to assess penalties as may be prescribed or to order the project 
to suspend construction or operation until such time as the project complies with the 
provisions of the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan and provide 
necessary compensation for the environment or project‐affected people damaged by 
non‐compliance with the terms and conditions of the approval certificate. 

19.  (a)  If, after approval has been granted for a project, there are proposals for any alterations, 
extensions, or modifications to the project which either cause or are likely to cause 
significant environmental impacts or require modification of the Environmental 
Management and Monitoring Plan, the project proponent shall notify the Ministry of 
Environmental Conservation and Forestry of such changes, within the timeframe as may 
be prescribed. The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall review the 
alterations, extensions, or modifications and send them with its comments and 
recommendations to the Environmental Impact Assessment Committee for its 
consideration; 

(b)  The Environmental Impact Assessment Committee shall determine the scope and 
format of any supplemental documentation that may be necessary before such changes 
can be implemented; and 

(c)  The Environmental Impact Assessment Committee shall, upon consideration of the 
application and any supplemental documentation, if any, make a decision on the 
alteration, extension or modification proposed by the project proponent.  

20.  (a)  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry, if deemed necessary, may 
establish an independent panel of experts in the field of environmental impact 
assessment who shall conduct an audit of the Environmental Impact Assessment 
process in a manner and time prescribed that shall focus on:‐ 
(i)  the effectiveness of Environmental Impact Assessment as a decision making and 

planning tool; 
(ii)   the environmental changes arising from project implementation; 
(iii)  the accuracy and utility of predictive techniques by comparing predicted against 

actual impacts; 
(iv)  the methods and approach adopted during the Environmental Impact 

Assessment study; and 
(v)  any other matters prescribed by the Ministry of Environmental Conservation 

and Forestry. 
(b)  The panel of experts shall prepare a report on their findings and submit it to the 

Minister of Environmental Conservation and Forestry and the Environmental Impact 
Assessment Committee for their consideration for the purpose of effecting any 



necessary changes to the current Environmental Impact Assessment process as 
necessary to make it more effective. 

21.  All costs incurred by the designated authorities in the performance of functions pursuant to 
these Rules and directives made hereunder shall be borne by the project proponent and shall be 
provided to the Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry before the commencement of 
project implementation, or such other times as may be prescribed by the Ministry of Environmental 
Conservation and Forestry. 
22.  The Ministry of Environmental Conservation and Forestry shall have the authority to make 
regulations and to issue notifications, orders, directives and instructions prescribing:‐ 

(a)  any activities that may require an Environmental Impact Assessment not covered by 
these Rules; 

(b)  the format of the Statement of No Significant Impact to the Environment, the Initial 
Environmental Examination Report and the Environmental Impact Assessment Report; 

(c)  the format of the Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan; and 
(d)  any other matters as may be necessary in implementing the provisions of these Rules. 
 
 
                       _____________________________ 
Minister responsible for Environmental Conservation and Forestry 

  



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ေ ထူဵ ရငံဵ  ီဵ မ မ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စ ီမဳက ိန ံဵ     

၁ မ ပ ညံေ ထာငံစ ုလေေံေ ေ ာံ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ 
မ ပ ညံေ ထာငံစ ုေ စုိဵရ ေ ဖးဲ  ဴ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ 
 ိုငံင ဳေ ေ ာံသ မ  ေက ေ ေ ညံမပ   ဆဳုဵမ ဖ ေံ 

ခ ့ကံမဖ င ံဴ ေ ဆာငံရးကံေ သ ာ ရင ံဵ  ီဵမ မ   ပံ  ဳမ  
စ ီမဳကိန ံဵက ကီဵမ ့ာဵ 

 ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   

စ းမ ံဵေ ငံက  ဖ းဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေရဵစီမ ဳကိ န ံဵ     

၂ ေ ရေ ာဵလ ပ ံစ စံထုေံလုပ ံေ ရဵစ ီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ၁ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ   ငဴံ ေ ထကံ  

၁၅ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ ေ ေ ာကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ကန ံေ ရမပ ညဴံသ ိုေ လ ာငံပ မ ာဏ 

ကုဗ မ ီော ၂ ၀,၀၀၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ရေလ ာငံေမ ဳဧရယိ ာ  ၄၀၀ 

ဟကံော ေ ေ ာကံ 

၁၅ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ  ငဴံ ေ ထကံ 

 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ရသ ိုေ လ ာင ံပ မ ာဏ 

ကုဗ မ ီော ၂ ၀,၀၀၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံ ေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ရေလ ာငံေမ ဳဧရယိ ာ ၄၀၀ 

ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

  

၃  ့ ကလီဵ ယ ာဵစ းမ ံဵေ င ံသ ုဳဵ 

လ ပ ံစ စ ံဓ ာေံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵစကံရဳု  

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   

၄ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေံေ င း သဴ ုဳဵ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ  ီ ဝ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း သဳုဴဵ လ ပ ံစ စံ ဓ ာေံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵစကံရဳု  

၅ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံေ ေ ာကံ 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထ ကံ IFC Thermal Power 

Plant 

 

၅ ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵသ ုဳဵလ ပ ံစ စ ံဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵ 

စ ကံရဳု 

၁ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ ေ ထကံ 

၁၀ မ ီ ါဝ ပံေ ေ ာကံ 

၁၀ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ  ငဴံေ ထကံ IFC Thermal Power 

Plant 

 

၆ ေ ပူေ င း သဳုဴဵ လ ပ ံစ စ ံဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵစ ကံရဳု ၅ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ ၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ IFC Thermal Power  

က န ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵက ့င ံဆ နံဵစ စ ံမ ခ ငံဵ(IEE) သ ိုမဴ ဟ ုေံ ပ ေံဝ န ံဵက ့င ံထိခ ိုက ံမ  ဆ နံဵစ စ ံမ ခ ငံဵ(EIA) ေဆ ာငံရ းက ံ ရန ံလုိေ ပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ီမ ဳက ိနံဵ  င ံဴ သ ေံမ ေ ံခ ့က ံမ ့ာဵ 

ေန ာက ံဆ က ံေးဲ "က" 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

(ေ မ  ေံစ  ံ ၄   င ံဴ ၅   ငဴံမ သ ကံဆုိင ံေ သ ာ 

ေ မ ခ ာဵေမ ့ိ ဵေ စ ာဵ) 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံေ ေ ာကံ Plant 

၇ ေ လစးမံဵေ င ံသဳုဵ လ ပ ံစ စ ံ ဓ ာေံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵ 
စ ကံရဳု  

၁ ၀ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ   င ံ ဴေ ထကံ  

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ ေ ေ ာကံ 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ IFC Wind Energy  

၈ ဘူမ ိေ ပ ူစးမ ံဵေ ငံသ ုဳဵလ ပ ံစ စ ံဓ ာေံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵ 

စ ကံရဳု 

၅ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ   ငဴံ ေ ထကံ  

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ ေ ေ ာကံ 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ   

၉ ေ ပ ါငံဵစ ပ ံစ းမံဵေ င ံ(ဓ ာေံေ င း  ဴ င ံဴေ ပူစ းမံဵေ င ံ)
သ ုဳဵ လ ပ ံစ စံဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵစကံရဳု 

၅ မ ီ ါဝ ပံ   ငဴံ ေ ထကံ  

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ ေ ေ ာကံ 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ   

၁၀ ေ န ေ ရာငံမခ ညံသဳုဵ ဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵေ ပ ဵစကံရဳု ၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

 စ းန ံ ပဴ စံပ စစညံဵမ   လ ပ ံစ စံဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵထုေံလုပံ 

မ ခ ငံဵစ ကံရဳု 

၅ ၀ မီ ါဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၁ ၁ ေ ရနဳ  င ံဴ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေံေ င း  ဴ ပ ိုကံလုိင ံဵ 

သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ မ ဖ န ံ မဴဖ  ဵမခ ငံဵစ န စံ 

၁၀ ကီလုိမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

၅ ၀ ကီလုိမ ီော ေ ေ ာကံ 

 

 

 

၅ ၀ ကီလုိမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 

 

 

 

IFC Gas distribution 

systems 

Oil or Gas 

transmission 

pipeline: 4930 

Transport via 

pipeline 

Gas distribution: 

3520 Manufacture of 

gas;  

Distribution of 

gaseous fuels through 

mains 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၁ ၂ ေ ရနဳခ ့ကံစ ကံ ရဳု သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ သ ဘာဝ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း စဴ ကံရဳု (ေ ရန ဳဓ ာေံေ င း ရဴညံ (LPG)၊ 
စ ကံေ မ ာငံဵဆီ(Mo Gas)၊ ေ ရန ဳဆီ၊ ဒ ီ ယ ံ၊ 
မ ီဵထိုဵဆီ၊ ဓ ာေံဆီ၊ ကေတ ရာေ စ ဵ၊  ိုင ံလးနံ 

ကေတ ရာ၊ ကန ံ)ဴ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Petroleum 

Refining 

1920 Manufacture of 

refined petroleum 

products 

၁ ၃ ေ ရနဳ  င ံဴ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေ ံေ င း ေဴ လုပ ံရဳု  - ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Cruid Oil and 

Petroleum Product 

Terminals 

5210 Warehousing 

and storage 

၁ ၄ စ ကံသ ုဳဵဆီေ ေ ရာင ံဵဆုိင ံ 
(ဓ ာေ ံေ င း ရဴညံ(LPG)၊ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေ ံေ င း  ဴ
(CNG)ေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံ) 

သ ိုေ လ ာငံ ိုင ံမ  ပ မ ာဏ ၁၀ 

ကုဗ မ ီော (လေီ ာ ၁၀၀၀၀) 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Retail Petroleum 

Networks 

 

၁၅  ေ ရနဳသ ိုေ လ ာင ံကန ံ သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ သ ဘာဝ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း  ဴေ လ ာငံကန ံ ေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ 

ေ ရနဳ သ ိုေ လ ာငံ ိုင ံမ  ပ မ ာဏ  

ေ နံ ၁၀၀၀ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း သုိဴေ လ ာငံ ိုင ံမ  
ပ မ ာဏ ေ န ံ ၂ ၅ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရနဳ သ ိုေ လ ာငံ ိုင ံမ  ပ မ ာဏ  

ေ နံ ၁၀၀၀ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း သုိဴေ လ ာငံ ိုင ံမ  
ပ မ ာဏ ေ န ံ ၂ ၅ ၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 522 Support 

activities for 

transportation 

၁ ၆ ၂ ၃၀ ကီလုိဝ ပ ံေ ေ ာကံ လ ပ ံစ စံ ဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵ 
လိုင ံဵ သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ  

၅ ၀ ကီလုိမ ီောေ ေ ာကံ ၅ ၀ ကီလုိမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ IFC Electric Power 

Transmission and 

Distribution 

 

၁ ၇ ၂ ၃၀ ကီလုိဝ ပ ံ  င ံဴ ေ ထကံလ ပ ံစ စ ံဓ ာေံ 

ေ ာဵလုိင ံဵ(မ ဟာဓ ာေံေ ာဵလုိင ံဵ) 

သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ 

 ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Electric Power 

Transmission and 

Distribution 

 

၁ ၈ ဗ ိုေဴ ာဵမမ ငဴံ ဓ ာေ ံေ ာဵခးဲရဳု ၁၀ ဟကံောေ ေ ာကံ ၁၀ ဟကံော   င ံဴေ ထကံ IFC Electric Power 

Transmission and 

Distribution 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၁ ၉ ဘူမ ိရူပ ေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵန ညံဵလမ ံဵမ ဖ ငဴံ ေ ရနဳ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေံေ င း  ဴ စ မံဵသ ပံ 

ရ ာေ ဖးမခ င ံဵ 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၂ ၀ ကုနံဵေးငံဵေရနဳ  ငဴံသဘာဝဓာေံေငး ဖဴးဳ ဴ ဖိ ဵေရဵ 
(ေ မ မ ေုန ံခ ါမ  မဖ ငဴံ စ မ ံဵသ ပံရ ာေ ဖ းမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ စ မံဵ 

ေ းင ံဵေ ူဵမ ခ ငံဵ၊ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ပ ိုကံလုိင ံဵ 

သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံသ ယံယ ူ ပ ိုေဴ ဆာငံ 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ မ ေံထုေံမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ိုငံဵေ ာမ ခ ငံဵ၊ သ ေတ   
ေခ့ာငံဵမပ လုပံမခငံဵ၊စုပံေငံမခငံဵ  ငဴံ သုိေလ ာငံ 

မ ခ ငံဵ လပု ံင န ံဵမ ့ာဵ ၊ ေ ေ ထာကံေ ကူမပ   
လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံမ ့ာဵ၊ရပံဆုိင ံဵမ ခ င ံဵ လပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ ၊ 

က ကိ ေင ံခးင ံဴမပ  ခ ့ကံမဖ ငဴံ 

ေ မ မ ေုန ံခ ါမ   င ံဴ စ မ ံဵသ ပံ 

ရ ာေ ဖးမခ င ံဵ၊ ေ စ မံဵေ းင ံဵ ေ ူဵ 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ သ ယံယ ူပုိေဴ ဆာင ံမခ ငံဵ၊ 
မ  ေံထုေံမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ိုင ံဵေ ာ မ ခ ငံဵ 

(IEE လပံုင န ံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵပ ါက  

EIA ေ ဆာငံရးကံရမ ညံ) 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ပုိကံလုိင ံဵ 

သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ ေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံ 

သ ေတ  ေ ခ ့ာငံဵမ ပ  လုပံမခ ငံဵ၊ 
စ ုပံေင ံမခ ငံဵ  ငဴံ 

သ ိုေ လ ာငံမခ ငံဵလပု ံင န ံဵမ ့ာဵ၊ 
ေ ေ ထာကံေ ကူမပ  လုပံင န ံဵ

စ  ံမ ့ာဵ၊ ရပ ံဆုိင ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ 

လပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ 

IFC Onshore Oil and 

Gas Development 

 

၂ ၁ ကမ ံဵလးန ံ ေ ရနဳ  ငဴံ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေံေ င း  ဴ
ဖ းဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေ ရဵ 

(ေ မ မ ေုန ံခ ါမ  မဖ ငဴံ စ မ ံဵသ ပံရ ာေ ဖ းမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ စ မံဵ 

ေ းင ံဵေ ူဵမ ခ ငံဵ၊ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ပ ိုကံလုိင ံဵ 

သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံသ ယံယ ူ ပ ိုေဴ ဆာငံ 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ မ  ေံထုေံမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ိုငံဵေ ာမ ခ ငံဵ၊ စုပ ံေငံ 

မ ခ ငံဵ  င ံဴ သ ိုေ လ ာငံမခ ငံဵ လပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ၊ 
ေ ေ ထာကံေ ကူမပ  လု ပံင န ံဵစ  ံမ ့ာဵ၊ရပ ံဆုိင ံဵ 

မ ခ ငံဵလပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ 

က ကိ ေင ံခးင ံဴမပ  ခ ့ကံမဖ ငဴံ 

ေ မ မ ေုန ံခ ါမ   င ံဴ စ မ ံဵသ ပံ 

ရ ာေ ဖးမခ င ံဵ၊ ေ စ မံဵေ းင ံဵ ေ ူဵ 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ သ ယံယ ူပုိေဴ ဆာင ံမခ ငံဵ၊ 
မ  ေံထုေံမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ိုင ံဵေ ာ မ ခ ငံဵ 

(IEE လပံုင န ံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵပ ါက  

EIA ေ ဆာငံရးကံရမ ညံ) 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ပုိကံလုိင ံဵ 

သ းယံေန ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ ေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံ 

စ ုပံေင ံမခ ငံဵ  ငဴံ 

သ ိုေ လ ာငံမခ ငံဵလပု ံင န ံဵမ ့ာဵ၊ 
ေ ေ ထာကံေ ကူမပ  လုပံင န ံဵ

စ  ံမ ့ာဵ၊ ရပ ံဆုိင ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ 

လပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ 

IFC Offshore Oil and 

Gas Development 

 

၂ ၂ ေ ရနဳ ေ ေ မ ခမ ပ   ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စ ံ ဓ ာေ ုေ ဗဒ ပ စစညံဵ 

မ ့ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Large Volume  

Petroleum-based 

Organic Chemical 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

Manufacturing 

၂ ၃ သ ဘာဝ ဓ ာေံေ င း ထုဴေံကုန ံပ စစညံဵထေု ံလုပ ံ 
မ ခ ငံဵလပု ံင နံဵ၊  
(Naphtha, gasoline, kerosene, disel 

fuel, waxes, lubes ေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံ ေ ရနဳ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း ရဴညံထုေံကုန ံပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵသ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
မ ကံသ ေ န ာ) 

 ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Natural Gas 

Processing 

 

၂ ၄ သဘာဝဓာေံေငး ရဴညံထုေံလုပံမခငံဵလုပံငနံဵ  ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Liquefied 

Natural Gas(LNG) 

Facilities 

 

စ ိုက ံပ ့ိ ဵေ ရ ဵ ၊ ေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ   င ံဴ သ စ ံေ ေ ာေ ရဵရာ 

ဖ းဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေ ရဵစ ီမ ဳက ိနံဵ 

    

၂ ၅ သီဵ  /ဳစကံမ ကုနံကကမံဵစုိကံပ့ိ ဵထုေံလုပံမခငံဵ
(ေ ရာံဘာ၊ ဆီေ ုန ံဵ၊ ကုိကုိ ဵ၊ လကံဘ ကံ၊ 
ေ ကာံဖ ီ၊ င  ကံေ ပ ့ာ၊ က ကဳ စ ညံမ ့ာဵ) 

ဟကံော ၂ ၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ဟကံော ၅ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ  

၅ ၀၀ ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ IFC Plantation Crop 

production 

 

၂ ၆ ရာသ ီသ ီဵ  ဳစ ိုကံပ ့ိ ဵထေု ံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ 

(cereals၊ pulses၊ roots၊ tubers၊ oil-

bearing crops၊ fibre crops၊ 
vegetables၊ and fodder crops) 

ဟကံော ၅ ၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 ဟကံော ၃၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

၃၀၀၀ ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ IFC Annual crop 

production 

 

၂ ၇ ေ ေ မ ပ ာငံရ င ံဵစ န စံမဖ ငဴံ သ စ ံထုေံမ ခ ငံဵ ဟကံော ၅ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ ဟကံော ၅ ၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ   

၂ ၈   စံေ ကန ံ ေဴ သ ေံမဖ ငဴံ သ စံေ ေ ာမ ပ  စုထိန ံဵ 

သ ိမံဵမ ခ င ံဵ 

ဟကံော ၁၀၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ ဟကံော ၁၀၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၂ ၉ ဆညံေ မ မ ာင ံဵစ န စံမ ့ာဵ ဟကံော ၁၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ  

ဟကံော ၅ ၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ဟကံော ၅ ၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၃ ၀ ေ ိရ စ  ာန ံေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ ( းာဵ၊ က ဲ၊ မ မ ငံဵ၊ ဆိေံ၊ 
သ ိုဵ  ငဴံ ေ မ ခ ာဵ) 

Livestock Unit (LSU) 

၅ ၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ  

၃,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

LSU ၃,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ IFC Mammalian 

Livestock Production 

0141 Raising of 

cattle and buffeloes, 

and 0142 Raising of 

Horses and other 

equines, and 0144 

Raising of sheep and 

goats 

၃ ၁ က ကကံ၊ ဘဲ  င ံဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵ စီဵပ းာဵမ ဖ စ ံ င  ကံ 

ေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ 

ကကကံ၊ ဘဲ၊ ကကကံဆငံ  

ေေကာငံ ၅,၀၀၀   ငဴံေထကံ  

ေေကာငံ ၂၀,၀၀၀ ေောကံ 

လညံပ င ံဵ/ေ မ ခေ ထာကံရ ညံ 

င  ကံေ က ကီဵစ ာဵ ေ ေ ကာငံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ ေ ကာင ံ ၂ ၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

င ုဳဵ ေ ေ ကာငံ ၂ ၅,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ ေ ကာင ံ 
၁၀၀,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ကကကံ၊ ဘဲ၊ ကကကံဆငံ  

ေေကာငံ  

၂၀,၀၀၀   ငဴံေထကံ 

 

လညံပ င ံဵ/ေ မ ခေ ထာကံရ ညံ 

င  ကံေ က ကီဵစ ာဵ ေ ေ ကာငံ 

၂ ၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

င ုဳဵ ေ ေ ကာ ငံ ၁၀၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Poultry 

Production 

0146 Raising of 

poultry 

၃၃ ဝ ကံေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵမ ခ ဳ ေ ေ ကာငံ ၂,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ေ ေ ကာငံ ၅,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ေ ကာငံ ၅,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Mammalian 

Livestock Production 

0145 Raising of 

swine/pigs 

၃ ၄ င ါဵသာ ဵေပ ါကံ  င ံဴင ါဵေမးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ(ေ ရကန ံ ေ
ေ းင ံဵ င ါဵသာ ဵေဖ ာကံမခ ငံဵ)၊ ပ ု းန ံေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ  

ကန ံဧရယိ ာ ၁၀ 

ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Aquaculture 032 Aquaculture 

၃ ၅ င ါဵသာ ဵေပ ါကံ  င ံဴ င ါဵေမ းဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ(မ မ စံေးငံဵ 

ေ လ ာငံကန ံ ေ ညံေ ဆာကံ ၍ ေ မ းဵမ မ  မ ခင ံဵ) 

ေ လ ာငံကန ံ ဧရယီ ာ ၁၀၀၀ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ ေ န ံ ၁၀၀ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ  

  



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ မ းဵမ မ   

ထေု ံလုပ ံ ိုငံသ ညဴံ လပု ံင နံဵ 

၃ ၆ ဒ ီေ ရေေ ာခ ုေံထးင ံရ င ံဵလင ံဵ၍ ကုန ံဵေ းင ံဵ ု
င ါဵ/ပု းန ံ ေ မ းဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ  

ဧရယိ ာ ဟကံော ု ၁ ၀ ေ ထကံ 

၁ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာ ကံ 

ဧရယိ ာ ဟကံောု ၁ ၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၃ ၇ မ ုေံေ ကာငံေ မ းဵမ မ  မ ခ ငံဵ၊ ပ ုလဲထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧရယိ ာ ဟကံော ု ၅ ၀ု ေ ထကံ - 

၂ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ဧရယိ ာ ဟကံော ု ၂ ၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၃၈ ေ ေ ာရုိင ံဵေ ိရ စ  ာန ံမ ့ာဵ ေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ  ငဴံ 

ေ စ ာငဴံေ ရ ာကံေ ရဵ လပု ံင နံဵ 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ 
ေ က ကဳမ ပ  ထာဵသ ညဴံ 

စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၃ ၉ ေ းာဵသ းာဵသ ေတ ဝ ါ ေ မးဵမ မ  ေ ရဵ မ ိေ က့ာင ံဵ ၊ ေ ေ ရခးဳမ ာ၍ ေ မ ခ 

လကံ ေ ေ ိုေ လဵေ ခ ့ာငံဵ   င ံဴ 
ေ  မီဵရ ညံပ ါ ေ းာဵသ းာဵ 

သ ေတ ဝ ါ  င ံဴ ေ  မ ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵ 

ေ ေ ကာငံ ၁,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ  မ   င ံဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵေးာဵသ းာဵ 

သ ေတ ဝ ါ ေ ေ ကာင ံ ၅,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

မ ိေ က့ာင ံဵ၊ ေ ေ ရခးဳမ ာ၍ ေ မ ခ 

လကံ ေေ ိုေ လဵေ ခ ့ာငံဵ   င ံဴ 
ေ  မီဵရ ညံ ပ ါ  

ေ းာဵသ းာဵသ ေတ ဝ ါ  င ံဴ 
ေ  မ ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵ ေ ေ ကာင ံ 

၁,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ေ  မ   င ံဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵေးာဵသ းာဵ 

သ ေတ ဝ ါ ေ ေ ကာင ံ ၅,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

စ ကံမ  က  ဖ းဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေရဵစီမဳက ိန ံဵ     

ေ စ ာဵေ စ ာ  င ံဴေ ေ ဖ ့ာံယ မ ကာ     

၄၀ ေ သ ာဵထုေံလုပံမခ ငံဵလပု ံင န ံဵ( းာဵ၊ ဝ ကံ၊ 
သုိဵ  ငဴံေမခာဵသာဵသေံရဳုေညံေဆာကံမခငံဵ) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ့င ံ ၁၅ ေ န ံ  င ံဴ 
ေ ထကံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ့င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ  

IFC Meat Processing 

IPPC 2008 Annex 1: 

6.4(a) 

1010 Processiing and 

preserving of meat 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

 

၄၁ က ကကံ၊ ဘဲ ေ သ ာဵထုေံလုပံမခ င ံဵ(က ကကံ၊ 
ဘဲ  င ံ ဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵ စ ီဵပးာဵမ ဖ စ ံေ မးဵမ မ  ထာဵေ သ ာ 

င  ကံမ ့ာဵ ေ သ ာဵထုေံစ ကံရဳု) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ့င ံ ၁၅ ေ န ံ  င ံဴ 
ေ ထကံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ့င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ  

 

IFC Poultry 

Processing IPPC 

2008 Annex 1: 6.4(a) 

1010 Processing and 

preserving of meat 

၄၂ င ါဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ (fish, crustaceans, 

gastropods, cephalopods, and 

Bivalves, includes by products such 

as fich oil and fich meals) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ့င ံ ၁၅ ေ န ံ  င ံဴ 
ေ ထကံ ၇၅ ေ န ံေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ့င ံ ေ န ံ ၇၅ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Fish Processing 

IPPC Annex 1: 6.4(b) 

1020 Processing and 

preserving of fish, 

crustaceans and 

molluscs 

၄၃ ေစာဵေစာ  ငဴံေေဖ့ာံယမကာထုေံလုပံမခငံဵ 
(ေ သ ာဵ  င ံဴ ေ သ ီဵေ ရးကံ ကုန ံကကမ ံဵမ ့ာဵမ   
ေ နံဖ ိုဵမ မ ငဴံစ ာဵေ သ ာကံကုန ံထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

၁၀ ေ နံ   ငဴံ ေ ထကံ ေ န ံ ၂ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ နံ ၂ ၀   င ံ ဴေ ထကံ IFC Food and 

Beverage Processing 

 

၄၄  ို ဴ င ံဴ  ိုထဴးကံပ စ စညံဵထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

(ကုနံကကမံဵမ ကုနံေခ့ာထုေံလုပံမ ေဆငဴံဆငဴံ) 

  စံစ  ံထုေံလုပ ံမ ေ ေ ပ   

ေ ေ မ ခခဳ၍ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ နံ 

၂ ၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

/၅ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Dairy Processing 

IPPC 2008 Annex 1: 

6.4(c) 

 

၄၅ ေ ိရ စ  ာန ံေ စ ာဵေစ ာထေံုလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ေစံရကံလ ငံ ေနံ ၃၀၀ 

ေောကံ 

< 600 t/d if the production 

is operating a maximum 

of 90d/a 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

> 600 t/d if the 

production is operating 

a maximum of 90d/a 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

1080 Manufacture of 

prepared animal 

feeds 

၄ ၆ ကစ ီဓ ာေ ံပ ါေ သ ာ ေ စ ာဵေစ ာ  င ံဴ ထေု ံကုန ံ 
မ ့ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

< 600 t/d if the production 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

> 600 t/d if the 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

1062 Manufacture of 

starches and starch 

products 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

is operating a maximum 

of 90d/a 

production is operating 

a maximum of 90d/a 

၄ ၇   ဳစ ာဵသီဵ  ဳကုန ံကကမ ံဵမ ့ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ 

(ဆန ံ  င ံဴ  ့ ဳမ  န ံ ၊ဴ ေ မ ပ ာငံဵဖ ူဵမ  န ံ ၊ဴ ေ ကာံဖ ီမ  န ံ ၊ဴ 
ေ ကးကာမ  န ံ ၊ဴ ပဲမ  န ံ ၊ဴ င ရုေံသီဵမ  န ံ ၊ဴ သ ီဵ  ဳ 
ေ မ န ံ ဴေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ လပု ံင နံဵ) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

< 600 t/d if the production 

is operating a maximum 

of 90d/a 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

> 600 t/d if the 

production is operating 

a maximum of 90d/a 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

1061 Manufacture of 

grain mill products 

၄ ၈ ေ သီဵေ ရးကံမ   စ ာဵသ ုဳဵဆီထုေံ လပု ံမခ င ံဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

< 600 t/d if the production 

is operating a maximum 

of 90d/a 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

> 600 t/d if the 

production is operating 

a maximum of 90d/a 

IFC Vegetable Oil 

Processing 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

1040 Manufacture of 

vegetable and animal 

oils and fats 

၄၉ ေ ခ ့ိ မ န ံ စဴ ကံရဳု ေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ မ   ေ နံ 

၁ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၁ ၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၅ ၀ သ က ကာဵစ ကံရဳု ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ သ န ံ စဴငံ ပ ီဵ ေ နံ 

၃၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

< 600 t/d if the production 

is operating a maximum 

of 90d/a 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ သ န ံ စဴငံ ပ ီဵ 

ေ နံ ၃၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

> 600 t/d if the 

production is operating 

a maximum of 90d/a 

IFC sugar 

manufacturing  

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 

၅ ၁ ေ ရကံ၊ ဝုိင ံ၊ ဘီယ ာ၊ ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

< 600 t/d if the production 

is operating a maximum 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

> 600 t/d if the 

production is operating 

IFC Breweries 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

of 90d/a 

ေစံ  စံလ ငံ လီော ၅၀၀,၀၀၀ 

ေောကံ 

a maximum of 90d/a 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ လေီ ာ 

၅ ၀၀,၀၀၀  င ံဴ ေ ထကံ  

၅ ၂ ေ ရကံမ ဟုေံသ ညဴံ ေ ဖ ့ာံရညံ ထေု ံလုပံု
သ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု (ဆုိဒ ါ၊ ေ ခ ့ိ ရညံ၊ သ ဘာဝ ေ ရ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ လေီ ာ ၁ ၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ 
ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵသ ညဴံ 

စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၅ ၃ ေ ရခဲစ ကံ ေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၃ ၀၀   င ံ ဴ
ေ ထကံ ေ နံ ၁,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၁,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၅ ၄ ေ ရသ န ံ ထုဴေံလုပံမခ င ံဵ  င ံဴ ေ ရသ န ံ ဗူဴဵ/ပ ုလငံဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ ရသ န ံ ဴ 
လေီ ာ ၅ ၀,၀၀ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံု 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ ု
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၅ ၅ ေ ဆဵရးကံကကီ ဵ  င ံဴ ေ ဆဵရးကံကကီ ဵေ သ ုဳဵမ ပ   
ထေု ံကုန ံေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ထေု ံကုန ံ 
၁၅ ေ န ံေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ထေု ံကုန ံ 
၁၅ ေ န ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

  

ေ ဝ ေံေ စ ာဵ၊ ေ ထညံေ လပိ ံ  င ံဴ သ ာဵေ ရ     

၅ ၆ ခ ့ညံမ  င ံ  င ံဴေ ထညံထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

(ရကံလုပ ံေ ထညံ၊ ခ ့ညံမ  င ံ  င ံဴ ခ ့ညံမ  င ံ 
ေ ေ ုေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ) 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Textile 

Manufacturing 

13 Manufacture of 

textile 

၅ ၇ သ ာဵေ ရထညံပ စ စညံဵထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ(သ ာဵေ ရ
ေ စ စံ  ငဴံ သ ာဵေ ရေု လကံ ဆးဲေ ိေံ၊ လကံဆးဲ 
ေ သ ေတ ာ၊ ထိုင ံခဳု၊ ရ  ဵဖ ိန ပံ၊ စ သ ညံမ ့ာဵ)  

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ထေု ံကုန ံ 
ေ နံ ၁၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ ေ ရေ ေးကံ 

၅၀၀,၀၀၀-၁,၀၀၀,၀၀၀ ေောကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ ေ ရေ ေးကံ 

၁,၀၀၀,၀၀ ၀   င ံဴ ေ ထကံ 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၅ ၈ သ ာဵေ ရန ယံစ ကံရဳု ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ကုန ံေ ခ ့ာ 

၁၂ ေ န ံေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ကုန ံေ ခ ့ာ  

၁၂ ေ န ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IFC Tanning and 

Leather Finishing 

IPPC 2008 Annex 

1: 6.3 

1511 Tanning and 

dressing of leather; 

dressing and 

dyeing of fur 

သ စ ံေ ေ မ ခခဳပ စ စညံဵ     

၅ ၉ သ စံစ ကံ  င ံဴ သ စံေ ေ ခ ့ာထညံပ စ စညံဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သ စံစ ကံမ ့ာဵ- ေ စံ  စ ံလ င ံ 
ကုန ံကကမ ံဵကုဗ မ ီော ၃၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၅ ၀,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ  

သ စံေ ေ ခ ့ာထညံပ စ စညံဵ- 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော ၁၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၁၅,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

သ စံစ ကံမ ့ာဵ- ေ စံ  စ ံလ င ံ 
ကုန ံကကမ ံဵကုဗ မ ီော 

၅ ၀,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

သ စံေ ေ ခ ့ာထညံပ စ စညံဵ- 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၁၅,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 

IFC Sawmilling and 

Manufactured Wood 

Products 

 

၆ ၀ ေ ထပံသ ာဵ  င ံဴ သ စ ံေ ပုိင ံဵေ စ ေ ေမ ခခဳ 

ထေု ံကုန ံပ စ စညံဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

(သ စ ံသ ာဵမပ ာဵ  ငဴံ ပ ါေ ကဵ၊ ေ ထပ ံသ ာဵ၊ 
သ စံပ ါဵလောခ ့ပ ံ မ ့ာဵ၊ က ကဳ၊ ေ လ ာံေိုမဴ ဖ ငဴံ 

မ ပ  လုပံေ သ ာ ဘုေံမ ပ ာဵမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော ၆ ၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာ ကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၄၂ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၆ ၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၄၂ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Board and 

Particle-based 

Products 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 

၆ ၁ စ က  ေ ပ ့ာဴဖ ေ ံ   င ံဴ စ က  ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ ပ ့ာဴဖ ေံ ေ နံ 

၂ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ ပ ့ာဴဖ ေံ 

ေ နံ ၅ ၀   င ံဴ ေ ထကံ 

IFC Pulp and Paper 

Mills 

1070 Manufacture of 

pulp and paper and 

paperoard 

၆ ၂ ပ ုဳ  ိပ ံလုပ ံင နံဵ  င ံဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ေ လ ဆင ံလုပ ံင နံဵ 

(ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စ ံ ေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စစညံဵသ ုဳဵစ းဲ၍ ေ လ  
ဆင ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ပ ုဳ  ိပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ဖ ုဳဵေ ုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ဆဵခ းာ 

ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံ ေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စစညံဵ 

သ ုဳဵစ းဲသ ညဴံပ စစညံဵ- 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၆ ကီလုိ ရမ ံ 

ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံ ေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စစညံဵ 

သ ုဳဵစ းဲသ ညဴံပ စစညံဵ-  ၁၅ ၀ 

ကီလုိ ရမ ံေ ထ ကံ 

IFC Printing 

IPPC 2008 Annex 

1: 6.7 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ရစ ိမံခ ဳမပ  လုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ မ ဖ ေံေ ေ ာကံမခ ငံဵ၊ 
ေ ဆဵသုေ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ သ န ံ စဴ ငံမခ ငံဵ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ 
မ ဖ ညဴံေငံဵမ ခ င ံဵ) 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ၁၅ ၀ 

ကီလုိ ရမ ံေ ေ ာကံ 

 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၂ ၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

ဓ ာေ ုပ စစည ံဵ     

၆ ၃ ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ ဓ ာေ ုပ စစညံဵ ပ မ ာဏ 

မ့ာဵမပာဵစးာထုေံလုပံမခငံဵ  ငဴံေက့ာကံမီဵေသးဵ 

ကေတ ရာခ ့ကံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ၊ (ေ မုိဵန ီဵယ ာဵ၊ 
 ိုကံထရစ ံေ ကံစ စ ံ၊ ဟုိကံဒ ရုိ ကလိုရစ ံ 
ေ ကံစ စ ံ၊ ဆာလဖ ့ ရစ ံေ ကံစ စ ံ၊ ဟုိကံဒ ရုိ 

ဖ ေ လာရစံ ေ ကံစ စ ံ၊ ေ ဖ ာဴစ ေ ဖ ာရစံေ ကံစ စံ 

  ငဴံ ကလိုေ ယ ံကာလိုင ံဵ (ကလိုရင ံဵ၊ 
ေ ကာဴစ ေ စံဆုိဒ ါ၊ ဆုိဒ ါေ ကံရ ံ စ သ ညံမ ့ာဵ)၊ 
ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵကေတ ရာ(န ကံဖ ကံသ လင ံဵ၊ 
ဖ ီန နံသ ရငံဵ၊ ေ ငံသ ာရာ င ံဵ) 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IFC Large volume 

Inorganic 

Compounds 

Manufacturing and 

Coal Tar Distillation 

 

၆ ၄ ေ ရနဳ ေ ေ မ ခ မပ   ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ ေ ပ  လီမ ာ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 

IFC Petroleum-based 

Polymers 

Manufacturing 

 

၆ ၅ ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵ မ ပ  မပ ငံသ န ံ စဴ ငံမခ ငံဵ 

(ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵမ  ဓ ာေ ံေ င း မဴ ့ာဵ၊ ေ လာငံစ ာ 

ဆီမ ့ာဵေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံဓ ာေ ုေ ရညံမ ့ာဵထုေံလုပ ံ 
မ ခ ငံဵ) 

 ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 

IFC Coal Processing  

၆ ၆ ဓ ာေုဓ ာေ ံေ မ မ ကသ  ာထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ - ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   

၆ ၇ ပ ိုဵသ ေံေ ဆဵ ေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ ထေု ံလုပံမခ င ံဵ၊ 
ေ ဖ ာံစ ပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ထညဴံသ းင ံဵ ထပု ံပုိဵမ ခ င ံဵ၊ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵ ေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Pesticide 

Manufacturing 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

သ ိုေ လ ာငံမခ ငံဵ Formulation, and 

Packaging 

၆ ၈ ေ ိုလီယ ိုဓ ာေုပ စစညံဵထေု ံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ 

(ဖ ကံေီဵေ ကံစ စ ံ၊  ရစံစ လင ံဵ၊  ီဝ ဒီ ယ ံ 
ေ သဳုဵမ ပ  ၍ ေ သီဵေ ရးကံ  င ံဴ ေ ိရ စ  ာန ံမ ့ာဵမ  
ေ ဆီ၊ ဆီထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ) 

 ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Oleochemicals 

Manufacturing 

 

၆ ၉ ေ ဆဵဝ ါဵေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ  င ံဴ  ီဝ န ညံဵပ ညာ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

(Viet Nam) 

IFC 

Pharmaceuticals 

and Biotechnology 

Manufacturing 

 

၇၀ ေ ဆဵဘကံ ဆုိင ံရာေ ဆဵရဳု ဵသုဳဵပ စ စညံဵ  င ံဴု
ေ ိုင ံဵေ ာေ ရဵကိရိယ ာ၊ မ ့ကံမ  န ံ၊ န ာရီု
ေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ 
ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵသ ညဴံ 

စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၇၁ ရာဘာ  င ံဴေ စ ဵကပ ံေ သ ာပ စစညံဵ 

(ေ ကာံေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ) ထေု ံလုပံမခ င ံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၂ ၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ 
ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵသ ညဴံ 

စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၇၂ ေ ပ ါကံကးဲေ စ ေ ေ ံေ သ ာပစစညံဵမ ့ာဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ  2029 Manufacture 

of other chemical 

products 

၇၃ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ေ ေ မ ခ ခဳ ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံဓ ာေုပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IPPC 2008 Aneex 

1: 4.1 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၇၄ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ေ ေ မ ခ ခဳေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ ဓ ာေု 

ပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵ ထုေ ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IPPC 2008 Aneex 

1: 4.2 

 

၇၅ ေ မ ခ ာဵဓ ာေံေုပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ 

(သုေံေဆဵ၊ မ ငံ၊ ေေရာငံေငံဆီ၊ ဆပံမပာခဲ၊ 
ဆပ ံမပ ာမ န ံ ၊ဴ ေ ရေမေဵ၊ မ ီဵရ  ဵမ ီဵပ န ံဵ  ငဴံ 

ဓ ာေံပ ုဳလုပ ံင နံဵဆုိင ံရာ ဓ ာေ ုပ စစညံဵ) 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၅   င ံဴ ေ ထကံ  

၁၀ ေ နံေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၁၀ 

ေ နံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 202 Manufacture of 

other chemical 

products 

၇၆ မ ီဵသ ေံေ ဆဵဗ ူဵ  င ံဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵမီဵသ ေံ 

လပု ံင နံဵသ ုဳဵပ စ စညံဵစ ကံရဳု 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၇၇ ကာဗ းန ံဒုိင ံေ ေ ာကံဆုိဒ ံဓ ာေ ံေ င း  ဴ ထေု ံလုပံ 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ မ ဖ ညဴံသ းင ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ  င ံဴ စ ကံမ   လပု ံင နံဵသ ုဳဵ 

ဓ ာေံေ င း ရဴညံထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၁၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ န ံ ၃၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၃၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

ေ ိမ ံသ ုဳဵပ စစည ံဵ     

၇၈ မ  နံ  င ံဴ မ  န ံထညံပ စ စညံဵစ ကံရဳု ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Glass 

Manufacturing 

2310 Manufacture 

of glass and glass 

products 

၇၉ ေ  ကထညံေ မ မ ထညံ၊ ေ  ကမ ပ ာဵ  ငဴံ သ န ံ ရဴ ငံဵ 

ေ ရဵသ ုဳဵပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ င ံဵ 

ေ  ကထညံေ မ မ ထညံ ပ စစညံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၁၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ  

ေ  ကမ ပ ာဵ ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံေ နံ 

၁၀၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Ceramic Tile 

and Sanitary Ware 

Manufacturing 

(Typical 

production levels 

for ceramic 

manufacturing 

facilities vary from 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

10 to 50 tons/day 

for fine ceramics 

and 450 to 500 

tons/day for 

ceramic tiles) 

၈ ၀ TSR သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ Block ေ ရာဘံာ ပ စ စညံဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   

ေ ဆာ ကံလုပ ံေ ရဵစ က ံမ လ ုပ ံင နံဵ     

၈ ၁ ဘိလပ ံေ မ မ   င ံဴ ထုဳဵ ထေု ံလုပံမခ င ံဵစ ကံရဳု ဘိလပ ံေ မ မ ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ေ န ံ 
၃၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ထုဳဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ဘိလပ ံေ မ မ- ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ 
ေ နံ ၃၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

ထုဳဵ- ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Cement and 

Lime Manufacturing 

 

၈ ၂ ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵေ ခ ့ာံ စ ကံရဳု ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၈ ၃ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ေ ဆာကံလုပ ံေ ရဵလပု ံင န ံဵ သဳုဵပ စ စညံဵ 

မ ့ာဵ၊ ကုန ံကကမ ံဵမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၃၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၈ ၄  ိုငံလးန ံကေတ ရာ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၁၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံေ နလဴ င ံ ေ နံ ၁၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Pertoleum 

Refinery 

 

သ ေတ  ၊ စ ကံပ စစည ံဵ  င ံဴ လ ပ ံစ စ ံပ စစည ံဵမ ့ာဵ     

၈ ၅ သ ေတ  ၊ ပ လေံစ ေ စံ၊ ဖ ိုကံဘာ   င ံဴ 
ေ ရာံဘာပ စ စညံဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

(စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵမ ့ိ ဵစ ုဳေးင ံ သ ေတ  ၊ ပ လေံ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ ဧရယိ ာ ၁၀၀၀ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စ စညံဵ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Metal, Plastic, 

and Rubber Products 

Manufacturing 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

စ ေ စံ၊ ဖုိကံဘာ   င ံဴ ေ ရာံဘာပ စ စညံဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ   င ံဴ ေ ေးကံ ေ သ ုဳဵမ ပ   ုိင ံရနံ 

ကုန ံကကမ ံဵပ စ စညံဵထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵေ ဆင ံဴဆင ံဴ) 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၆ 

ကီလုိ ရမ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

သ ုဳဵစ းဲမခ ငံဵ 

၈ ၆ ေေမခခဳသေတ  ေရညံက့ိ ခ့ကံမခငံဵ  ငဴံ 

သနံစဴငံမခငံဵ စ ကံရဳု 

(ေ ေ မ ခ ခဳသ ေတ  ကုိ ေ ရညံက့ိ ခ ့ ကံ ၍ ခဲ၊ သ းပ ံ၊ 
ေ က ကဵန ီ၊ န စ ံကယ ံ  င ံဴ ေ လမီူန ီယ ဳထုေံလုပံ 

သ န ံ စဴ ငံမခ ငံဵ) 

သ ဳသ ေတ   ေ စံရကံလ  င ံ ေ နံ 

၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သ ဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ သ ေတ   
ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရညံက့ိ ထ ုေံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ ၊ 
ခ ဲ   င ံဴ ကကံဒ မ ီယ ဳ မ ဟုေံေ သ ာ 

သ ေတ   ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၄ 

ေ နံေ ေ ာကံ ေ ရညံက့ိ  
ထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ 

သ ဳသ ေတ   ေ စံရကံလ  င ံ ေ နံ 

၂ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သ ဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ သ ေတ   
ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၂ ၀   ငဴံ 

ေ ထကံ ေ ရညံက့ိ  
ထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ၊ 

ခ ဲ  င ံဴ ကကံဒ မ ီယ ဳ 
မ ဟုေံေ သ ာ သ ေတ   

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၄ 

ေ နံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ေ ရညံက့ိ ထ ုေံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ ၊ 

IFC Base Metal 

Smelting and 

Refining 

 

၈ ၇ သ ဳမ ဏိစ ကံရဳု (သဳရုိင ံဵ၊ ကုန ံကကမ ံဵ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ရာစ ပံမ   န ညံဵေ သ ာ သဳမ ဏိ) 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၂.၅  ေ နံ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၂.၅  ေ နံ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

IFC Integrated 

Steel mills 

 

၈ ၈ ေ ရညံက့ိ စ က ံရဳု 

(သ ဳ၊ သ ဳမ ဏိ၊   င ံ ဴ သဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ 

ေ လမူ ီနီယ ဳ၊ ေ က ကဵန ီ၊ ခ ဲ၊ န စံကယ ံ၊ သ ဳမဖ  ၊ 
မ   န ီဆီယ မ ံ   င ံ ဴ ေ ိုင ံေ ေ ဵနီယ မံေ ေ မ ခခဳ 

သ ေတ  ေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ ေ ရညံက့ိ မခ င ံဵ) 

သ ဳသ ေတ   ေ စံရကံလ  င ံ ေ နံ 

၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ၊ 
သ ဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ သ ေတ   

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရညံက့ိ ထ ုေံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ ၊ 
ခ ဲ   င ံဴ ကကံဒ မ ီယ ဳ မ ဟုေံေ သ ာ  

သ ဳသ ေတ   ေ စံရကံလ  င ံ ေ နံ 

၂ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ၊ 
သ ဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ သ ေတ   

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၂ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ ရညံက ့ိ  

IFC Foundries 

IPPC 2008 Annex 

1: 2.4 and 2.5(b) 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ေ ဖုိဵေ န ံ သ ေတ   ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ 
၄ ေ န ံေ ေ ာကံ ေ ရညံက ့ိ  

ထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ၊ 
 

ထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ၊ 
ခ ဲ  င ံဴ ကကံဒ မ ီယ ဳ 

မ ဟုေံေ သ ာ 

ေ ဖုိဵေ န ံ သ ေတ   
ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၄ 

ေ နံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ေ ရညံက့ိ ထ ုေံ လပု ံ မ ခ ငံဵ ၊ 
၈ ၉ ဆီမ ီဵကးန ံဒ ေ ံော  င ံဴ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ေ ီလကံ 

ထေရာန စံပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

(ဆီမ ီဵကးန ံဒ ေ ံော၊ ဆာဵကစ ံမပ ာဵ(Printed 

Circuit Boards-PCBs)၊ ဝ ိုင ံယ ာဘုေံ 

(Pronted Wiring Assembles-PWAs)၊ 
ေ စ ံဆင ံဴခဳ ပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵ   င ံ ဴ လ ပ ံစ စ ံသ ဳလုိကံ 

ပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵထုေံလ ုပ ံမခ ငံဵ) 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ ဧရယိ ာ ၁၀၀၀ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

ေ ေ ာံ ဲန စံေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၆ 

ကီလုိ ရမ ံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

သ ုဳဵစ းဲမခ ငံဵ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC 

Semiconductors & 

Other Electronics 

Manufacturing 

 

၉ ၀ လ ပ ံစ စ ံ  င ံဴ ေီလကံထေ ရာန စ ံ ကိရိယ ာမ ့ာဵ 

ေ ိမံသ ုဳဵလ ပ ံစ စ ံပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံလ ုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

(ကးန ံပ ့ ေ ာ၊ ဆကံသ းယ ံေ ရဵစ ကံပ စ စညံဵ၊ 
ေ မ ့ာဵသ ုဳဵေ ီလကံထေ ရာန စံပ စ စညံဵ၊ 
ဓ ာေံခ းဲခ နံဵသ ုဳဵပ စ စညံဵ၊ လ ပ ံစ စ ံေ မ ာံော၊ 
လ ပ ံစ စ ံမီဵသ ီဵ/မ ီဵေ ခ ့ာငံဵမ ့ာဵ) 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ ဧရယိ ာ ၁၀၀၀ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ေ ာ ဲန စံေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၆ ကီလုိ ရမ ံ 
  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ သ ုဳဵမ ပ  သ ညဴံ 

လပု ံင နံဵ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 261 Manufacture of 

electronic 

components 

271 Manufacture of 

electric motrs, 

generators, 

transformers and 

electricity 

distribution and 

contiol apparatus 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

274 Manufacture of 

electric lighting 

equipment 

၉ ၁ ဘကံထရ ီ  င ံဴ လ ပ ံသ ိုပ စစညံဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ 

လပု ံင နံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၃၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ  

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၃၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ  

 272 Manufacture of 

Batteries and 

accumulators 

၉ ၂ စ ကံပ စ စညံဵ၊ ယ ာ ံ  ငဴံ စ ကံကိရိယ ာပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ မ ့ိ ဵမ ့ိ ဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ ဧရယိ ာ ၁၀၀၀ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ေ ာ ဲန စံေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၆ ကီလုိ ရမ ံ 
  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ သ ုဳဵမ ပ  သ ညဴံ 

လပု ံင နံဵ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 

 

 

 

28 Manufacture of 

machinery and 

equipment 2910 

Manufacture of 

motor vehicles 

၉ ၃ လကံန ကံ၊ ခ ဲယ မံဵမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ - ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ  2520 manufacture 

of weapons and 

ammunition 

၉ ၄ သ ဳ၊ သေတ  ၊ လ စ ံစ စ ံမဖ ငဴံ မ ပ  လုပံေ သ ာ 

ေ  တရာယ ံရ ိပ စ စညံဵ၊ သ ဳဆူဵက ကိ ဵ၊ သ ဳပ ိုကံကးန ံ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ   င ံဴသ ဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ 

ေ ရညံက့ိ ပ ုဳသ းန ံဵလပု ံင န ံဵ၊ ပ နံဵပ ဲလုပ ံင နံဵ၊ 
န နံဵဆးဲလုပ ံင န ံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ထေု ံကုန ံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၂ ၀ 

ေ ထကံ 

  

၉ ၅ သ ေ ဘ ာက့င ံဵ  င ံဴ သ ေ ဘ ာေညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ 

လပု ံင နံဵ 

သ ေ ဘ ာက့င ံဵ ဧရယိ ာ ၁ 

ဟကံောေ ေ ာကံ  င ံဴ 
ဆးဲေင ံ ိုငံမ  ေန ံခ ့ိနံ  

သ ေ ဘ ာက့င ံဵ ဧရယိ ာ ၁ 

ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ဆးဲေင ံ ိုငံမ  ေန ံခ ့ိနံ 

 301 Building of 

ships and boats 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၂ ၀,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ ၂ ၀,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

၉ ၆ ေ ိမံသ ုဳဵပ စ စညံဵထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု 

 

(ေ မ  ေံစ  ံ ၉ ၀   င ံဴ ေ မ ့ိ ဵေ စ ာဵ ေ ူညီသ ညံ 

ဟု ယ ူဆရပ ါသ ညံ) 

(ေမပညံမပညံဆုိငံရာလုပံငနံဵေ မ ့ိ ဵေ စ ာဵ 
စဳသေံမ ေံခ့ကံ မ ေူညီပ ါ) 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ ဧရယိ ာ ၁၀၀၀ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ေ ာ ဲန စံေ ပ ့ာံဝ ငံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံန ာရီလ င ံ ၆ ကီလုိ ရမ ံ 
  ငဴံေ ထကံ ေ သ ုဳဵမ ပ  သ ညဴံ 

လပု ံင နံဵ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံ ေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 
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ယ ာ ံမ ့ာဵ     

၉ ၇ ရထာဵစ ကံေ ခ ါင ံဵမ ့ာဵ၊ ေ းဲမ ့ာဵေညံေ ဆာကံ၊ 
မ ပ ငံဆင ံ၊ ေ ပံဆင ံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ းဲဆုိင ံဵ ၁၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၉ ၈ ယ ာ ံေ ိေု ဟာင ံဵ မ ့ာဵ မ ီဵရ  ဴ ေ မ ခ မး ဖ ့ကံဆီဵ 

မ ခ ငံဵလပု ံင နံဵ 

ေ စ ံေ နလဴ င ံ ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံယ ာ ံ 

၁၀ စ ီဵေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံဆုိင ံကယ ံ ေ စီဵ ၅ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံေ နလဴ င ံ ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံယ ာ ံ 

၁၀ စ ီဵ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံဆုိင ံကယ ံ ေ စီဵ 

၅ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 ကညန 

၉ ၉ ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံယ ာ ံမပ  မပငံထိန ံဵသ ိမ ံဵေ ပ ံဆင ံ 
ေ ရဵေ လပု ံရဳု 

ေ သဳုဵမ ပ  ဧရယိ ာ စ ေုရန ံဵမ ီော 

၁၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 ။ 

၁၀၀ ေမာံေောံဆုိငံကယံ၊ ေမာံေောံယာ ံေမ့ိ ဵ မ့ိ ဵ  

ေ ပံဆင ံထုေံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု 

- ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ 
ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံဆုိင ံကယ ံ ေ စီဵေ ရ 

၁ ၀,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ/ 

ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံယ  ံ ေ စီဵေ ရ 

၅ ၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 ။ 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၁၀၁ ေမာံေောံယာ ံ  ငဴံပေံသကံေသာေပုိပစစ ညံဵ၊ 
ဆကံစ ပ ံ ကိရိယ ာ ေ စိေံေ ပုိင ံဵ  င ံဴ ေ င ံ ့ငံ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု 

- ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၁,၀၀ ၀ 

ေ ထကံ 

 ။ 

၁၀၂ ေ ာယ ာထုေံလုပ ံသ ညဴံ စ ကံရဳု (ေ ရာံဘာ 

ေ ာယ ာမ ့ာဵ  င ံဴ က ေ ံ/ဖ လပံမ ့ာဵ) 

- ေ မ ာံေ ေ ာံယ  ံ(က ကီဵ/ေ သ ဵ) 

ေ ာယ ာ ေ စံ  စ ံလ င ံ 
ေ လုဳဵေ ရ  ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ  

ဆုိင ံကယ ံ  င ံဴ 
စ ကံဘီဵေ ာယ ာ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ လုဳဵေ ရ 

၁ ၀၀,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 ။ 

စ းန ံ ပဴ စ ံပ စစည ံဵမ ့ာ ဵ     

၁၀၃ ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယံမ ရ ိေ သ ာ စ းန ံ ပဴစံပ စ စညံဵ 

စ းန ံ ပဴ စံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ မ မ ဖုိမဴ ခ ငံဵ ေ စံရကံလ  င ံ ၁၀ 

ေ နံ ေ ေ ာကံ  ငဴံ  

စ းန ံ ပဴ စံပ စစညံဵ ေ နံ ၂ ၅ ၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ မ ခ ာဵစးန ံ ပဴစံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ မ မ ဖုိမဴ ခ ငံဵ ေ စံရကံလ  င ံ ၁၀ 

ေ နံ  င ံဴ ေ ထကံ 

စ းန ံ ပဴ စံပ စစညံဵ ေ နံ ၂ ၅ ၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

ေ မ ခ ာဵစးန ံ ပဴစံပ စ စညံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Waste 

Management 

Facilities 

IPPC 2008 Annex 1: 

5.3 and 5.4 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 

၁၀၄ ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယံမ ရ ိေ သ ာ စ းန ံ ပဴစံပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵ 

မ ီဵရ စဴ ကံရ ုဳ 
ေ စ ံန ာရီ ၃ ေ န ံ ေ ေ ာကံ ေ စ ံန ာရီ ၃ ေ န ံ  ငဴံေ ထကံ IFC Waste 

Management 

Facilities 

IPPC 2008 Annex 1: 

5.2 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

၁၀၅ ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယံမ ရ ိေ သ ာ စ းန ံ ပဴစံပ စ စညံဵ 

မ ့ာဵေ ာဵ မ ပ နံလညံရယ ူမခ င ံဵ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ 
မ ပ နံလညံေ သ ုဳဵ မ ပ  မခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ေ န ံ ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Waste 

Management 

Facilities 

IPPC 2008 Annex 1: 

5.3  

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 

၁၀၆ ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယံမဖ စ ံေ စ ေသ ာ ေ စုိင ံေ ခဲ 

စ းန ံ ပဴ စံ ပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵ စးန ံ ပဴ စံမခ ငံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Waste 

Management Facilities 

 

၁၀၇ ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယံရ ိေ သ ာ စ းန ံ ပဴစံပ စ စညံဵ 

မ ့ာဵေ ာဵ မ ပ နံလညံရယ ူမခ င ံဵ သုိမဴ ဟုေံ 
မ ပ နံလညံေ သ ုဳဵမ ပ  မခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၁၀ ေ နံေ ေ ာကံ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ၁၀ 

ေ နံ  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IFC Waste 

Management 

Facilities 

IPPC 2008 Annex 1: 

5.1 

DK: Environmental 

Permitting Decree 

 

၁၀၈ စ းန ံ ပဴ စံေ ရ မ ့ာဵေ ာဵ စ ုေ ပ ါငံဵစ န စ ံမဖ ငဴံ မ ပ  မပငံ 

သ န ံ စဴ ငံသ ညဴံစ ကံရဳု (Waste water 

treatment plant- centralized system) 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Water and 

Sanitation 

 

၁၀၉ စ းန ံ ပဴ စံေ ရ  ငဴံ ေ ရဆုိဵမ ့ာဵ စုေ ဆာင ံဵမ ခ ငံဵ 

စ န စံေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ 

ေ ရသ းယံေ မ မ ာငံဵ ေ ရ ညံ ၁ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ ၁၀ 

ကီလုိမ ီောေ ေ ာကံ  

ေ ရသ းယံေ မ မ ာငံဵ ေ ရ ညံ ၁၀ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IFC Water and 

Sanitation 

 

ေ ရေပ ဵေဝ ေ ရဵ     

၁ ၁၀ စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ၊ စုိကံပ ့ိ ဵေ ရဵလပု ံင န ံဵ ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော ေ စ ံရကံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော IFC Water and 3600 Water 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

(သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ)  မိ မဴ ပ ေ ရေ ပ ဵေဝ ေ ရဵေ ေးကံ 

ေ မ မ ေေ ာကံေ ရ ဖ းဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေ ရဵလပု ံင နံဵ 

၄,၅ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ ၄,၅ ၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ Sanitation collection, treatment 

and supply 

ေ ေ မ ခ ခဳေ ေ ဆာကံေ ေ ုဳ  ငဴံ ဝ န ံေ ဆာင ံမ  ဖးဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေ ရဵလ ုပံင န ံဵစ ီမ ဳကိန ံဵ    

၁ ၁၁ ေ မ ့ာဵမပ ညံသ ူကုိထိခ ိုကံေ စ  ိုငံေ သ ာေ ရကန ံ၊ 
မ မ စံ၊ ေ ခ ့ာငံဵ၊ ေူဵေ မ မ ာငံဵမ ့ာဵ၊ စ မိ ံဴေ မ မ၊ 
ရေဳ  ဴးဳေ မ မ ၊ ေ ရဝ ပံေ မ မမ ့ာဵ ေ မ မဖုိမဴ ခ င ံဵ စ ီမ ဳကိန ံဵ 

ဟကံော ၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ ဟကံော ၅ ၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ   

၁ ၁၂ ဆညံ (သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ) ေ ရေလ ာင ံေမဳမ ့ာဵ ေ မဳေ မ မ ငဴံ ၁၅ မ ီောေ ေ ာကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ရေလ ာငံဧရယိ ာ ဟကံော 

၄၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ မဳေ မ မ ငဴံ ၁၅ မ ီော 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ ရေလ ာငံဧရယိ ာ ဟကံော 

၄၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၁၃ သ ေ ဘ ာသ းာဵလာေ ရဵ 

(ကုန ံစ ညံ  င ံဴ ခ ရီဵ သညံ ပ ိုေဴ ဆာင ံေ ရဵ 
ေ ေ းကံ ေ ရယ ာ ံမ ့ာဵ ေ မ ပ ဵဆးဲမခ ငံဵ၊ မ ပ  မပငံ 

ထနိ ံဵသ ိမံဵမ ခ င ံဵ) 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ 
ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵသ ညဴံ 

စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Shipping  

၁ ၁ ၄ ဆိပ ံကမ ံဵေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ (ကုန ံပ စ စ ညံဵ 

ေ ငံေ ဆာင ံရန ံ  ငဴံ ခ ရီဵသ ညံ ပ ိုေဴ ဆာင ံေ ရဵ 
ယ ာ ံမ ့ာဵဆုိကံ ကပ ံရန ံ ဆိပ ံကမ ံဵ၊ ဆိပ ံခဳ 

ေ ဳောဵ၊ ကုန ံေ လ ာင ံရဳု) 

ဧရယိ ာ ၂ ၅ ဟကံောေ ေ ာကံ ဧရယိ ာ ၂ ၅ 

ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

 

IFC Ports, 

Harbours and 

Terminals 

 

၁၁ ၅ ေ ဆဵရဳုေညံေ ဆာ ကံသ ညဴံစ ီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လပံုရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

IFC Health Care 

Facilities 

 

၁၁ ၆ ေ  ါကံကးင ံဵ ၉ က့င ံဵ ကးင ံဵ ၁၈ က့င ံဵကးင ံဵ   



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၁၁ ၇ ေ ထူဵ စီဵပ းာဵေ ရဵ ုန ံ၊စ ကံမ   ုန ံ၊ေ ညံေ ဆာကံ 

ေ ရဵ  ငဴံ ဖ းဳ ဴ ဖ ိ ဵေ ရဵစ ီမဳကိန ံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   

၁၁ ၈ ဟုိေယ ံ  ငဴံ ခ ရီဵ သးာဵဖ းဳ ဴ ဖိ ဵေ ရဵလပု ံင န ံဵ ေ ခ နံဵ ၈ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ ေ ခ နံဵ 

၂ ၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ သဳုဵမ ပ  ဧရယိ ာ စ ေုရန ံဵမ ီော 

၄,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

၁၀,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ သဳုဵမ ပ  ဧရယိ ာ ဟကံော ၂ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ဟကံော ၅ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ခ နံဵ ၂ ၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 

ေ သဳုဵမ ပ  ဧရယိ ာ 

စ ေ ုရနံဵမ ီော ၁၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ  
ေ သဳုဵမ ပ  ဧရယိ ာ 

ဟကံော ၅ ၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Tourism and 

Hospitality 

Development 

 

၁ ၁ ၉ သ ု န ံေညံေ ဆာကံမခ ငံဵ(ေ မ မ မမ  ပ ံရန ံ၊ 
မ ီဵသ   ိ လံရန ံ  ငဴံ ေ မ ခ ာဵပဳုစ ဳမ ့ာဵ) 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ    

၁ ၂ ၀ ေ မ ခ ာဵကကီဵမ ာဵေ သ ာ  မ ိ မဴ ပေ ညံေ ဆာကံေ ရဵ 

လပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ 

(မ မ စံေ ရ၊ ပ ငံလယ ံေ ရထိန ံဵနဳရဳ ေ ညံေ ဆာကံ 

မ ခ ငံဵ၊ ကမ ံဵလးန ံ ပ ငံလယ ံေ ရောဵဆီဵမ ခ ငံဵ 

လပု ံင နံဵ) 

ေ ရ ညံ ၂ ကီလုိမ ီော ေ ေ ာကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ဧရယိ ာ ၂ ၅ ဟကံောေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရ ညံ ၂ ကီလုိမ ီော 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ဧရယိ ာ ၂ ၅ 

ဟကံော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၂ ၁ ေ သ ာငံေူဵမခ ငံဵ ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၁၀,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ကုဗ မ ီော ၂ ၀၀,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ကုဗ မ ီော ၂ ၀၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၂ ၂ မ မ စံေ က ကာင ံဵ ထနိ ံဵသ ိမံဵမ ခ င ံဵ(ေ ရမ ့ကံ  ာမ ပ ငံ
ထနိ ံဵခ ့ ပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ ေ ရထုထညံထိန ံဵခ ့ ပ ံမခ ငံဵ) 

 ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 

  



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ပ ိုေဴ ဆာင ံေ ရဵ     

၁ ၂ ၃ ရထာဵပ ိုေဴ ဆာင ံေ ရဵ 

(ရထာဵပ ိုေဴ ဆာင ံေ ရဵလပု ံင နံဵေ ေ းကံေ ေ မ ခ ခဳ 

ေ ေ ဆာကံေ ေ ုဳမ ့ာဵမဖ စံေ သ ာ ရထာဵလမ ံဵ 

ေ ဖ ာကံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ၊ မ ပ  မပ ငံထိန ံဵသ ိမံဵမ ခ ငံဵ၊   ငဴံ 

ရထာဵပ ိုေဴ ဆာ င ံေ ရဵလပု ံင နံဵမ ့ာဵ) 

ေ ရ ညံ ၅ ကီလုိမ ီေ ာ ေ ေ ာကံ ေ ရ ညံ ၅ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IFC Railways  

၁ ၂ ၄ ေ လဆိပ ံ   ငဴံေ လယ ာ ံေ မ ပ ဵလမံဵ 

ေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ 

ေ လယ ာ ံေ မ ပ ဵလမံဵ မ ီော 

၂ ၁၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ လယ ာ ံေ မ ပ ဵလမံဵ မ ီော 

၂ ၁၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Airports 

EBRD 

 

၁ ၂ ၅ ေ ဳောဵ၊ မ မ စံကူဵေ ေဳ ာဵကကီဵမ ့ာဵ 

ေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ 

၁၈ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ 
ေ နံ ၆ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ေ ရ ညံ ၁၈ ၃ မ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 ေဆာကံလုပ ံေရဵ 

ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန 

၁၂ ၆ ေ ေ ာငံကကာဵမဖ ေ ံေဳေ ာဵေညံေ ဆာကံမခ ငံဵ ေ ရ ညံ ၀.၈ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

၁၀ ကီလုိမ ီောေ ေ ာကံ 

၁၀ ကီလုိမ ီ ေ ာ  ငဴံေ ထကံ   

၁ ၂ ၇ ေ ေ ဝ ဵေမပ ဵလမံဵမ ေ သ စံေ ဖ ာကံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ လမ ံဵေ ိုဵခ ့ဲ မဴ ခ င ံဵ 

ေ ရ ညံ ၁၀ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

၅ ၀ ကီလုိမ ီောေ ေ ာကံ 

၅ ၀ ကီလုိမ ီော  ငဴံေ ထကံ IFC Toll Roads  

၁ ၂ ၈ ဥ မ ငံလုိဏံေ ခ ါင ံဵေ ဖ ာကံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ေ ရ ညံ ၁ ကီလုိမ ီောေ ေ ာကံ  

 

ေ ရ ညံ ၁ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၂ ၉ လမ ံဵမ ့ာဵေညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵ (မ ပ ညံေ ထာငံစ ု၊ 
ေ ိုင ံဵေ ဒ သ က ကီဵ/မ ပ ညံန ယံ/ ခ ရုိင ံ   င ံဴ  မ ိ မဴပ 

လမ ံဵမ မ ့ာဵ)  

ေ ရ ညံ ၅ ၀ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ  ၁၀၀ 

ကီလုိမ ီောေ ေ ာကံ 

၁၀၀ ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ   



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

၁ ၃၀ လမ ံဵမ ့ာဵ ေ ဆင ံဴမမ င ံဴေငံမခ ငံဵ 

(မ ပ ညံေ ထာင ံစု၊ ေ ိုင ံဵေ ဒ သ က ကီဵ/မ ပ ညံန ယံ/ 

ခ ရုိင ံ   င ံဴ  မိ မဴ ပ လမံဵမ မ ့ာဵ) 

ေ ရ ညံ ၅ ၀ 

ကီလုိမ ီော  င ံဴေ ထကံ  

IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

၁ ၃၁ ေ စ ံစိေံေ စ ံပုိင ံဵ (သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ) ေ စံခ ုလဳုဵု
ပ ါဝ ငံေ သ ာ ေ မ ့ိ ဵသ ာဵေ ဆင ံဴ၊ ေ ဒ သေ ဆငဴံ 

ကာကးယ ံထာဵသ ညဴံေ န ရာ၊ သ မ ိုငံဵေ ေ မး ု
ေ   စ ံ (သုိမဴ ဟုေံ) ယ  ံေ က့ဵမ  ေ ေ မး 
ေ   စ ံေ ဒ သ (သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ) ေ ရ ဵ ေဟာင ံဵေ န ရာ 

(သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ) ေ ဒ သ ေ ာဏာပုိင ံ ေ ို၏ဴ 

ရ ာဵပ ါဵေသ ာ ေ မ မ ယ ာရ ခ င ံဵ (သုိမဴ ဟုေံ) 
ထနိ ံဵသ ိမံဵေ ရဵန ယ ံေ မ မ ကုိသဳုဵစ းဲသ ညဴံစ ီမ ဳကိန ံဵ 

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   

၁ ၃၂ က ကီဵမ ာဵေ သ ာေ မ မနံသ ယ ံယူပ ိုေဴ ဆာင ံေ ရဵ ု
လပု ံင နံဵေ ညံေ ဆာကံမခ င ံဵမ ့ာဵ 

Construction of Mass Rapid 

Transport Projects 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IEE လပု ံင နံဵစ  ံေ ရ  EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ 
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

 

  

သ ေတ  ေူဵေ ဖ ာံေ ရဵ  ငဴံ ထ ုေံလုပ ံေ ရဵလပု ံင န ံဵ     

၁ ၃၃ မ မ စံ သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ ပ င ံလယံ မ  ေ က့ာကံေုဳဵ၊ 
ေ က့ာကံစ ရစ ံ၊ သ ဲမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံယူမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော ၁၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ ၅,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၅,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၃ ၄ ေ ဆာကံလုပ ံေ ရဵလပု ံင န ံဵေ ေးကံ ကုန ံကကမ ံဵ 

ပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵ ထေု ံယ ူမခ ငံဵ (ထုဳဵေ က့ာ ကံ၊ 
သ ငံပ ုန ံဵေ က့ာကံ၊ သဲ၊ ေ က့ာကံစ ရစ ံ၊ ရေဳ ေဴ စ ဵ၊ 
ေ  ါေ နံေ က့ာကံ၊ ဖ ဲလံစ ပ ါဵ၊ သ ေဲ က့ာကံ ၊ 
သ လငံဵေ က့ာ ကံ၊ ထေု က့ာ ကံေုဳဵ က ကီဵမ ့ာဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၁၀၀,၀၀၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ကုဗ မ ီော 

၁၀၀,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Construction 

Materials 

Extraction 

 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ထေု ံယ ူမခ ငံဵ 

၁ ၃ ၅ ေ ေ ပ  ယဳေ မ မ လောမ  ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၁၀၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ 

၁၀၀,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Mining  

၁ ၃ ၆ ေ မ မ ေေ ာ ကံမ   ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵ ေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၁၀၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ 

၁၀၀,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Mining  

၁ ၃ ၇ ေ ေ ပ  ယဳေ မ မ လောမ  စ ကံမ   ေ းင ံဵထးကံ 

လပု ံင နံဵသ ုဳဵ ကုန ံကကမ ံဵ (Industrial 

Mineral)  ပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵ ေူဵေ ဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၇၅,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာ ကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၇၅,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

IFC Mining  

၁ ၃ ၈ ေ မ မ ေေ ာကံမ   စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵသ ုဳဵ ကုန ံကကမ ံဵ 

ပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵ ေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံမခ ငံဵ 

(မ ီဵခ ဳေ က့ာကံ၊   မံဵဖ ေ ံေ က့ာကံ၊ ေ  ကမ  န ံ ၊ဴ 
ေ ဖ ာဴစ ဖ ိေံ၊ ယ မ ံဵစ ိမံဵ၊ ဆာဵ၊ ကန ံ ဴ
စ သ ညံမ ့ာဵ) 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၁၀၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ 

၁၀၀,၀၀၀   ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၃ ၉ ေ ေ ပ  ယဳေ မ မ လောမ သ ဳသ ေတ  ၊ သဳမ ဟုေံေ သ ာ 

သ ေတ    င ံဴေ ဖုိဵေ န ံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵထုေံယူမခ င ံဵ 

(မ ီဵခ ဳေ က့ာကံ၊   မံဵဖ ေ ံေ က့ာကံ၊ ေ  ကမ  န ံ ၊ဴ 
ေ ဖ ာဴစ ဖ ိေံ၊ ယ မ ံဵစ ိမံဵ၊ ဆာဵ၊ ကန ံ ဴ
စ သ ညံမ ့ာဵ) 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 (သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန) 

၁ ၃၆ ေ ေ ပ  ယဳေ မ မ လောမ  သဳသ ေတ  ၊ သ ဳမ ဟုေံ 

ေ သ ာ သ ေတ    င ံဴ ေ ဖုိဵေ န ံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ 

ထေု ံယ ူမခ ငံဵ 

(သ ကံ ုေ က့ာကံ ရုိင ံဵမ ့ာဵေ ပ ါေ ဝ ငံ) 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၇၅,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၇၅,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

 (သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန) 

၁ ၃၇ မ မ စံေ ခ ့ာငံဵ  င ံဴ ေ ရဝ ပံဧရယိ ာ  ုနံဵေ မ မ မ ့ာဵမ  ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀  သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝနံကကီဵ  ာန



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ေ ရေ၊ ေ မ ခ ာဵသ ေတ   သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ ေ က့ာကံမ ့ကံ 

မ ့ာဵ ထေု ံယ ူမခ ငံဵ 

ေ ေ ာကံ   ငဴံေ ထကံ ၏ ၂ ၈-၃-၂ ၀၁၂ ရကံစးဲပ ါ 

ေမ ိန ံ ေဴကကာံမင ာစ ာေမ  ေံ 

၂ ၆/၂ ၀၁၂ မဖ ငဴံ ထ ုေံမပ န ံ 

ောဵ မမ စံထာဵ 

၁ ၄၀ ေ းင ံဵထးကံသ ေတ   ေ ရုိင ံဵ ထုေ ံလုပ ံေ ရဵ 
စ ီမဳကိန ံဵ (ဓ ာေုပ စစညံဵသ ုဳဵစ းဲမခ င ံဵမ မ ပ  ) 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵဧက ၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ ေ မ ခ ာဵု
ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ ု

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၅ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံု 
 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၂ ၀   ငဴံ 

ေ ထကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ု
ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵု

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၁ ၄၁ ေးငံဵထးကံပစစညံဵသေတ  ရုိငံ မဵပ မပငံသနံစဴငံမခငံဵ 
စ ီမဳကိန ံဵ (ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယ ံရ ိမဒ ပံပ စ စညံဵ ု   ငဴံု
ဓ ာေုပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵသ ုဳဵစ းဲမခ ငံဵ မ မ ပ  ) 

သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ ု
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမ   ကုဗ မ ီ ေ ာ 

၅ ၀,၀၀၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ 

ဓ ာေံသ ေတ   ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵ ု
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ  

  

၁၄ ၂ ေ ဘဵေ  တရာယံရ ိ ဓ ာေုပ စစညံဵမ ့ာဵသ ုဳဵစ းဲ၍ 

ေးငံဵထးကံသေတ  ပစစညံဵေရုိငံဵထုေံလုပံမခငံဵု
  ငဴံ မ ပ  မပင ံသ န ံ စဴ ငံမခ ငံဵ 

- 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵဧက ၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ ေ မ ခ ာဵု
ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ ု

ထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ ဧက ၅ ၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၂ ၀   ငဴံ 

ေ ထကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ု
ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵု

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၅ ၀   ငဴံ 

  



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ေ ထကံ 

၁ ၄ ၃ ေ က့ာကံေူဵေ ဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵ 

(llmenite, rutile, zircon and monazite) 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ စ ံ  စ ံလ င ံ ေ နံ ၅ ၀,၀၀၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၁၄၂ ေ ရညံေ ဖ ့ာံခ ့မ ခ ငံဵ(In situ Leaching)  ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ IFC Mining န ညံဵ စ  ံောဵ 

သ ုဳဵ စးဲမခ ငံဵ မ ရ ိပ ါ။ 

(သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန) 

၁၄ ၄ သ ေတ  ေူဵေ ဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵ သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵဧက ၂ ၀ ေ ေ ာ ကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ 

ေ မ ခ ာဵဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ 

ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက 

၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ု ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၂ ၀   ငဴံ 

ေ ထကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ု
ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵု

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၅ ၀ 

  ငဴံေ ထကံ 

  

၁၄ ၅ ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံထုေံလု ပ ံမခ ငံဵ သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ က့ာကံမ ီဵေ သ းဵေ က ကီဵစ ာဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

  

၁၄ ၆ မ ပ ာဓ ာေံု သဲဆပ ံမပ ာု (Soda ု Ash)ု ေူဵေ ဖ ာံု
ထေု ံလုပ ံ မ ခ ငံဵ 

သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

 (သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန) 

၁၄ ၇ ဆာဵု ေ က့ာကံု ေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵ သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ  (သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန) 



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

၁၄ ၈ ထုဳဵေ က့ာကံေူ ဵေဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵ သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ထုဳဵေ က့ာကံေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံ
လပု ံမခ ငံဵ 

သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ထုဳဵေ က့ာကံေ က ကီ ဵစာ ဵထုေံ
လပု ံမခ ငံဵ 

  

၁၄ ၉ သေတ  ေူဵေဖာံရနံခး ငဴံမပ ခ့ကံေပဵထာဵသညဴံု
ေဒသေေးငံဵေးငံဵထးကံပစစညံဵမ့ာဵေူဵေဖာံမခငံ  ဵ

- ဟကံော ၂ ၅ ၀   င ံဴေ ထကံ   

၁၄၉ ဘိလပ ံေ မ မ စ ကံရဳုေ ေ းကံ 

သ ေတ  ပ စစညံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ ေ ူဵေ ဖ ာံမ ခ ငံဵ 

သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ 
န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ မ ့ာဵေ ရ 

သ ေ ံမ ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

 (သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵ ဝ နံကကီဵ  ာန) 

၁၅ ၀ ေ ရ ဵ ေဟာင ံဵန ယံေ မ မ ၊ ေ ရ ဵ ေဟာင ံဵသ ုေ ေ သနု
ေရငံဵေမမစံမ့ာဵ၊ ေ ရ ဵေဟာငံဵေထိမံဵေမ ေံု
မ့ာဵေမဖစံသေံမ ေံထာဵသညဴံသမုိငံဵဆုိငံရာ 

ေ ရငံဵမ မ စ ံမ ့ာဵ (သ ိုမဴ ဟုေံ) ဥ ယ ့ာ ံမ ့ာဵ၊ 
ကမ ဘာဴေ ေ မးေ   စ ံစ ာရင ံဵ ေ းငံ ပ ါဝ ငံေ သ ာ 

ကမ ဘာဴ ေ ေ မးေ   စ ံေ န ရာမ ့ာဵ  င ံဴ န ီဵကပ ံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ရေဝ ေ ရလဲ ေ ဒ သ ၊ ပ ငံလယ ံ၊ သ စံေ ေ ာု
န ယံမ ့ာဵ၊ ေ ရေိမ ံေ ဒ သ မ ့ာဵ ထနိ ံဵသ ိမံဵေ ရဵု
ကးန ံဗ ငံဵရ င ံဵေ ရစ ိမ ံဴေ မ မ ေန ရာ  င ံဴေ ဒ သမ ့ာဵ

- ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ   



 

 

စ  ံ ရင ံဵ  ီဵ မမ  ပ ံ  ဳမ  စီမ ဳကိန ံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵေစ ာ ဵ 
ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံ ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵ 

မပ  လုပံရန ံလိုေပ ံသ ည ံဴ 
ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ပ ေံဝ န ံဵ က့ ငံထိခ ိုကံမ  ဆန ံဵစ စ ံ
မခ ငံဵ မပ  လုပ ံ ရနံလ ိုေပံသ ညဴံ 

ေရးယ ံေစ ာ ဵ 

ကုိဵ ကာ ဵခ ့ ကံ 

ေမ ပ ညံမပ ညံဆ ိုင ံရာ 

စ ကံမ  လုပ ံင နံဵ ေမ ့ိ ဵ 

ေစာဵ စဳ သေံမ ေံခ့ကံ 
 

 

ေးငံေညံရ ိေသာသေတ  ေူဵေဖာံသညဴံစီမဳကိနံဵ
မ ့ာဵ 

၁၅ ၁ ေ ဖ ာကံခးဲပ စ စညံဵမ ့ာဵသ ုဳဵစ းဲ သ ညဴံသ ေတ  ေူဵေ ဖ ာံ
မ ခ ငံဵစ ီမ ဳကိန ံဵ မ ့ာဵ 

သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵ 
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၂ ၀  

ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ 

ေ မ ခ ာဵဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ 

ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက 

၅ ၀ ေ ေ ာကံ 

ေ ရေသ ေတ  ေ က ကီဵ စ ာဵ 

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၂ ၀   ငဴံ 

ေ ထကံ 

ေ ရေမ  ေ ပ ေ မ ခ ာဵ ု
ဓ ာေံသ ေတ  မ ့ာဵ ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵု

ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ ဧက ၅ ၀   ငဴံ 

ေ ထကံ 

  

၁၅ ၂ ေ မ ခ ာဵသ ေတ  ေူဵေ ဖ ာံေ ရဵ စီမ ဳကိန ံဵမ ့ာဵ  သ ေတ  ေးင ံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ ၊ န ညံဵဥ ပ ေ ဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ ေ သ ဵစာ ဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

သေတ  ေးငံဵဥပေဒ၊နညံဵဥပေဒ 

မ ့ာဵေ ရ သ ေံမ  ေံသ ညဴံ 

ေ က ကီဵစ ာဵထုေံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

  

၁၅ ၂ သ စံေ ေ ာန ယံေ မ မ ေ ေးငံဵ သ ေတ  ေးငံဵု
ဥ ပ ေဒ ေ ရ ခးင ံဴမပ  ထာဵသ ညဴံ သ ေတ  ု ေူဵေ ဖ ာံု
ထေု ံလုပ ံမခ ငံဵ 

ေ ရးယ ံေ စ ာဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ ကန ဦ ဵပ ေံဝ န ံဵက့င ံ ု
ဆန ံဵစ စ ံမခ ငံဵက EIA 

မ ပ  လုပံရန ံ ေ က ကဳမပ  ထာဵ ု
သ ညဴံ စ ီမဳကိန ံဵေ ာဵလဳုဵ 

  

 



Appendix 1 

Requirement Projects for IEE and EIA 

No Type of Investment Projects IEE EIA Reference Remarks 

      Basic Building and Service Development Projects 
111 Can be damaging to the public pool, 

river, stick, Canals, Wetlands,  clay 
soil, Ease lands to the ground water 
project 

Less than 50 hectares 50 hectares and above   

112 Dam or dams ( Reservoirs)  Below the dam height 
of 15 meters or 
Less than 400 hectares 
of water reservoirs 

Dam height of 15 meters 
or 
Reservoir area of over 
400 hectares 

  

113 Port Setup for Ships ( Harbors )  
(Carrying goods and passengers 
transport dock port, jetty, 
warehouses) 

An area of less than 25 
hectares 

An area of 25 hectares 
and above 

IFC Ports, Harbours 
and Terminals 

 

114 Hospital building project all sizes of project According IEE  process 
is recommended EIA  for 
the project 

IFC Health Care 
Facilities 

 

115 Golf Course 9-hole pitch 18-hole pitch   
116 Special Economic Zone, industrial, 

construction and development 
- all sizes of project   

117 Hotels and tourism development An area of over 4,000 
square meters 
less than 10,000 
or 
Over an area of 20 
hectares and 50 
hectares under 

An area of 10,000 square 
meters and above 
or 
Area 
50 hectares and above 

IFC Tourism and 
Hospitality 
Development 

 

118 Building cemetery (to bury cremated, 
and other formats) 

all sizes of project    

119 Other large urban construction 
(Rivers, sea vessel wall construction, 
offshore inhibition) 

Less than 2 km in 
length 
or 
An area of less than 25 
hectares 

2 km in length and above 
or 
An area of 25 hectares 
and above 

  

120 Sand dug 10,000 cubic meters 
per year and above 
Less than 200,000 
cubic meters 

200,000 cubic meters 
and above 

  



No Type of Investment Projects IEE EIA Reference Remarks 

121 River conservation (surface water 
control, volume control) 

 all sizes of project   

122 Airport and runway construction Runway less than 
2,100 meters 

Runway 2100 meters 
and above 

IFC Airports 
EBRD 

 

123 Bridge, Building bridges over the river Length of 183 meters 
and above 

According IEE  process 
is recommended EIA  for 
the project 

 MOC 

124 Interim bridge construction Length of 0.8 km and 
above 
Less than 10 km 

10 km and above   

125 New highway construction or 
expansion 

Length of 10 km and 
above 
Less than 50 km 

50 km and above IFC Toll Roads  

126 Tunnel construction Less than 1 km in 
length 

1 km in length and above   

127 Construction of roads (national, 
regional / state / district and urban 
roads) 

between the Length of 
50 km and 100 km  

100 km and above   

128 Roads upgrade (national, regional / 
state / district and urban roads) 

Length of 50 km and 
above 

According  IEE  process 
is recommended EIA  for 
the project 

  

129 Consisting of whole or partial national 
level, Regional level protected area, 
Legacy or heritage area, or ancient 
landscape of rare or local authorities, 
land or conservation land use 
planning 

 all sizes of project   

130 Construction of Mass Rapid Transport 
Projects 

all sizes of project According  IEE  process 
is recommended EIA  for 
the project 
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Rapid Environmental Assessment (REA) Checklist      
 
Instructions: 

                 
(i) The project team completes this checklist to support the environmental classification of a project. 

( )                                                                                           
                                                  

 
(ii) This checklist focuses on environmental issues and concerns.  

( )                                                                                                  
     

 
(iii) Answer the questions assuming the “without mitigation” case. The purpose is to identify potential impacts. 

Use the “remarks” section to discuss any anticipated mitigation measures. 

( )                                                                                                         
                                                                                                              
                                

 

 
 
Country/Project Title:  

                       

 
 

Screening Questions 

                    
Yes No Remarks 

          
A. Project Siting 

                
Is the project area adjacent to or within any of the following 
environmentally sensitive areas? 

                                                     
                                                      (    ) 
                        

   

 Cultural heritage site 

      :                       

   

 Protected Area  

                  
   

 Wetland 

                 

   

 Mangrove   

             

   

 Estuarine 

        

   

 Buffer zone of protected area 

                               

   

 Special area for protecting biodiversity 

                                        

   

B.  Potential Environmental Impacts 
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Screening Questions 

                    
Yes No Remarks 

          
Will the Project cause… 

                 
 encroachment on historical/cultural areas; disfiguration of 
landscape by road embankments, cuts, fills, and quarries? 

                                                                    
                                                   
                                                          

   

 encroachment on precious ecology (e.g. sensitive or 
protected areas)? 

                                                     
         (    -                 (    ) 
                     )  

   

 alteration of surface water hydrology of waterways crossed 
by roads, resulting in increased sediment in streams affected 
by increased soil erosion at construction site? 

                                                               
                                      
                                    
                                                         

   

 deterioration of surface water quality due to silt runoff and 
sanitary wastes from worker-based camps and chemicals 
used in construction? 

                                                
                             
                                                
    ၥ                                                            

   

 increased local air pollution due to rock crushing, cutting 
and filling works, and chemicals from asphalt processing? 

                                ၥ                            
                                                              
                               

   

 risks and vulnerabilities related to occupational health and 
safety due to physical, chemical, biological, and radiological 
hazards during project construction and operation during 
project construction and operation? 

                                                        
                                           

                                                        
                         
                                                    
        ၥ         

   

 noise and vibration due to blasting and other civil works? 

                                                                
                                         

   

 dislocation or involuntary resettlement of people? 

                       (    )                            

   

 dislocation and compulsory resettlement of people living in    
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Screening Questions 

                    
Yes No Remarks 

          
right-of-way? 

                                         (     -  -   )        
                                                    

 disproportionate impacts on the poor, women and children, 
IndigenousPeoples or other vulnerable groups? 

                                                      
                                      
                                               

   

 other social concerns relating to inconveniences in living 
conditions in the project areas that may trigger cases of upper 
respiratory problems and stress? 

                                                   
                                                     
                                                        
                      

   

 hazardous driving conditions  where construction interferes 
with pre-existing roads? 

                                          

   

 poor sanitation and solid waste disposal in construction 
camps and work sites, and possible transmission of 
communicable diseases (such as STI's and HIV/AIDS) from 
workers to local populations? 

                           
                                                           

       ၥ                                                   (၁၂  
        ၄    ၁          )               -

                -                                         

   

 creation of temporary breeding habitats for diseases such 
as those transmitted by mosquitoes and rodents? 

                      
                                                  

                                  

   

 accident risks associated with increased vehicular traffic, 
leading to accidental spills of toxic materials? 

                                                   
                           ၥ                        
                ? 

   

 increased noise and air pollution resulting from traffic 
volume? 

                                                             
                         

   

 increased risk of water pollution from oil, grease and fuel 
spills, and other materials from vehicles using the road? 

                                                         
                                               ၥ        

   

 social conflicts if workers from other regions or countries are 
hired?  
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Screening Questions 

                    
Yes No Remarks 

          
                                                
                                        ၡ     ? 
 large population influx during project construction and 
operation that causes increased burden on social 
infrastructure and services (such as water supply and 
sanitation systems)? 

                                             
                                                                  
                             

   

 risks to community health and safety due to the transport, 
storage, and use and/or disposal of materials such as 
explosives, fuel and other chemicals during construction and 
operation? 

             က                                            
                              
                ၥ                                          
                                         ၥ         

   

 
Proposed Categorization (please check): 

                           
 Category 

          
Description 

           
Requirement 

           
 

[   ] Category 
A.  
 

it is likely to have significant adverse environmental impacts that are 
irreversible, diverse, or unprecedented. These impacts may affect an area 
larger than the sites or facilities subject to physical works. 

၄                                                                        
                                                                        
                                                   
                                                                 
                                                    

EIA 

[   ] Category 
B 
 

A proposed project is classified as category B if its potential adverse 
environmental impacts are less adverse than those of category Aprojects. 
These impacts are site-specific, few if any of them are irreversible, and in 
most cases mitigation measures can be designed more readily than for 
category A projects. 

                                                                   
                                                                   
                                                                   
                                                                    
                                                                      

                                                                      

IEE 

[   ] Category 
C 

A proposed project is classified as category C if it is likely to have minimal or 
no adverse environmental impacts. 

                                                              
                                                               
ီ                

Review of 
environmental 
implications 
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[   ] Category 
FI 
 

A proposed project is classified as category FI if it involves investment of 
ADB funds to or through a financial intermediary (FI) 

                                                                               
                                                                    
                   

ADB SPS paras. 65-
67 

 

A Checklist for Preliminary Climate Risk Screening 

                                                            
 

Screening Questions 

                    
Score 

      
Remarks

1
 

              

Location and 
Design of project 

                     
     

Is siting and/or routing of the project (or its components) likely to 
be affected by climate conditions including extreme weather 
related events such as floods, droughts, storms, landslides?  

                                                                     

                                                        
                   (                                )    

                                                       

  

Would the project design (e.g. the clearance for bridges) need 
to consider any hydro-meteorological parameters (e.g., sea-
level, peak river flow, reliable water level, peak wind speed 
etc)?   

             (    -                            )              
                                      (    -               
                                     )                  
                 

  

Materials and 
Maintenance 

 ၥ                      
                 

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions (e.g. 
prevailing humidity level, temperature contrast between hot 
summer days and cold winter days, exposure to wind and 
humidity  hydro-meteorological parameters  likely affect the 
selection of project inputs over the life of project outputs (e.g. 
construction material)?    

                                                       
    (    -                                                        
                                                                       
                                                   

                                                        
                                                   (     -

              ၥ       )  

  

Would weather, current and likely future climate conditions, and 
related extreme events likely affect the maintenance 
(scheduling and cost) of project output(s) ? 

                                                                 
                                                 

  

                                                 
1
 If possible, provide details on the sensitivity of project components to climate conditions, such as how climate 

parameters are considered in design standards for infrastructure components, how changes in key climate parameters 
and sea level might affect the siting/routing of project, the selection of construction material and/or scheduling, 
performances and/or the maintenance cost/scheduling of project outputs.   
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                                    (                       
           )                                   

 
Performance of 
project outputs 

                    
                      

Would weather/climate conditions, and related extreme events 
likely affect the performance (e.g. annual power production) of 
project output(s) (e.g. hydro-power generation facilities) 
throughout their design life time?  
 

                                                                 
                                       

                                                            
                  

  

 
Options for answers and corresponding score are provided below: 

Response Score 

Not Likely 0 

Likely 1 

Very Likely 2 

 
Responses when added that provide a score of 0 will be considered  low risk project. If adding all responses will result 
to a score of 1-4 and that no score of 2 was given to any single response, the project will be assigned a medium risk 
category. A total score of 5 or more (which include providing a score of 1 in all responses) or a 2 in any single 
response, will be categorized as high risk project.  
 
Result of Initial Screening (Low, Medium, High):___________ 
 
Other Comments:             
              
              
               
 
 
Prepared by: ________________ 
 
 



 

Appendix 4: Sample Outline of an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Report 
 
A typical EIA report contains the following major elements. The substantive aspects of this 
outline will guide the preparation of EIA reports, although not necessarily in the order shown. 
 
A. Executive Summary - This section describes concisely the critical facts, significant 
findings, and recommended actions. 
 
B. Policy, Legal, and Administrative Framework - This section discusses the national 
and local legal and institutional framework within which the environmental assessment is carried 
out. It also identifies project-relevant international environmental agreements to which the 
country is a party. 
 
C. Description of the Project - This section describes the proposed project; its major 
components; and its geographic, ecological, social, and temporal context, including any 
associated facility required by and for the project (for example, access roads, power plants, 
water supply, quarries and borrow pits, and spoil disposal). It normally includes drawings and 
maps showing the project‟s layout and components, the project site, and the project's area of 
influence.   
 
D. Description of the Environment (Baseline Data) - This section describes relevant 
physical, biological, and socioeconomic conditions within  the study area. It also looks at current 
and proposed development activities within the project's area of influence, including those not 
directly connected to the project. It indicates the accuracy, reliability, and sources of the data. 
 
E. Anticipated Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures  
 
This section predicts and assesses the project's likely positive and negative direct and indirect 
impacts to physical, biological, socioeconomic (including occupational health and safety, 
community health and safety, vulnerable groups and gender issues, and impacts on livelihoods 
through environmental media [Appendix 2, para. 6]), and physical cultural resources in the 
project's area of influence, in quantitative terms to the extent possible; identifies mitigation 
measures and any residual negative impacts that cannot be mitigated; explores opportunities for 
enhancement; identifies and estimates the extent and quality of available data, key data gaps, 
and uncertainties associated with predictions and specifies topics that do not require further 
attention; and examines global, transboundary, and cumulative impacts as appropriate.  
 
F. Analysis of Alternatives - This section examines alternatives to the proposed project 
site, technology, design, and operation—including the no project alternative—in terms of their 
potential environmental impacts; the feasibility of mitigating these impacts; their capital and 
recurrent costs; their suitability under local conditions; and their institutional, training, and 
monitoring requirements. It also states the basis for selecting the particular project design 
proposed and, justifies recommended emission levels and approaches to pollution prevention 
and abatement. 
 
G. Information Disclosure, Consultation, and Participation  - This section: 
 

(i) describes the process undertaken during project design and preparation for 
engaging stakeholders, including information disclosure and consultation with affected 
people and other stakeholders;  



(ii) summarizes comments and concerns received from affected people and other 
stakeholders and how these comments have been addressed in project design and 
mitigation measures, with special attention paid to the needs and concerns of vulnerable 
groups, including women, the poor, and Indigenous Peoples; and  
(iii)  describes the planned information disclosure measures (including the type of 
information to be disseminated and the method of dissemination) and the process for 
carrying out consultation with affected people and facilitating their participation during 
project implementation.   

 
H. Grievance Redress Mechanism - This section describes the grievance redress 
framework (both informal and formal channels), setting out the time frame and mechanisms for 
resolving complaints about environmental performance.  
 
I. Environmental Management Plan - This section deals with the set of mitigation and 
management measures to be taken during project implementation to avoid, reduce, mitigate, or 
compensate for adverse environmental impacts (in that order of priority). It may include multiple 
management plans and actions. It includes the following key components (with the level of detail 
commensurate with the project‟s impacts and risks):  
 

(i) Mitigation: 
(a) identifies and summarizes anticipated significant adverse environmental 
impacts and risks;  
(b) describes each mitigation measure with technical details, including the 
type of impact to which it relates and the conditions under which it is required (for 
instance, continuously or in the event of contingencies), together with designs, 
equipment descriptions, and operating procedures, as appropriate; and  
(c) provides links to any other mitigation plans (for example, for involuntary 
resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, or emergency response) required for the 
project. 

 
(ii) Monitoring: 

(a) describes monitoring measures with technical details, including 
parameters to be measured, methods to be used, sampling locations, frequency 
of measurements, detection limits and definition of thresholds that will signal the 
need for corrective actions; and 
(b) describes monitoring and reporting procedures to ensure early detection 
of conditions that necessitate particular mitigation measures and document the 
progress and results of mitigation.  

 
(iii) Implementation arrangements: 

(a) specifies the implementation schedule showing phasing and coordination 
with overall project implementation; 
(b) describes institutional or organizational arrangements, namely, who is 
responsible for carrying out the mitigation and monitoring measures, which may 
include one or more of the following additional topics to strengthen environmental 
management capability: technical assistance programs, training programs, 
procurement of equipment and supplies related to environmental management 
and monitoring, and organizational changes; and  
(c) estimates capital and recurrent costs and describes sources of funds for 
implementing the environmental management plan. 

 



 

(iv)  Performance indicators: describes the desired outcomes as measurable events  
to the extent possible, such as performance indicators, targets, or acceptance 
criteria that can be tracked over defined time periods.  

 
J. Conclusion and Recommendation - This section provides the conclusions drawn from the 
assessment and provides recommendations.   
 



Appendix 5: Sample Outline of an Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) Report 
 
A typical IEE report contains the following major elements and may have a narrower scope than 
an EIA depending on the nature of the project. The substantive aspects of this outline will guide 
the preparation of IEE reports, although not necessarily in the order shown. 
 
A. Executive Summary - This section describes concisely the critical facts, significant 
findings, and recommended actions. 
 
B. Policy, Legal, and Administrative Framework - This section discusses the national 
and local legal and institutional framework within which the environmental assessment is carried 
out. It also identifies project-relevant international environmental agreements to which the 
country is a party. 
 
C. Description of the Project - This section describes the proposed project; its major 
components; and its geographic, ecological, social, and temporal context, including any 
associated facility required by and for the project (for example, access roads, power plants, 
water supply, quarries and borrow pits, and spoil disposal). It normally includes drawings and 
maps showing the project‟s layout and components, the project site, and the project's area of 
influence.   
 
D. Description of the Environment (Baseline Data) - This section describes relevant 
physical, biological, and socioeconomic conditions within the study area. It also looks at current 
and proposed development activities within the project's area of influence, including those not 
directly connected to the project. It indicates the accuracy, reliability, and sources of the data. 
 
E. Anticipated Environmental Impacts and Mitigation Measures  
 
This section predicts and assesses the project's likely positive and negative direct and indirect 
impacts to physical, biological, socioeconomic (including occupational health and safety, 
community health and safety, vulnerable groups and gender issues, and impacts on livelihoods 
through environmental media [Appendix 2, para. 6]), and physical cultural resources in the 
project's area of influence, in quantitative terms to the extent possible; identifies mitigation 
measures and any residual negative impacts that cannot be mitigated; explores opportunities for 
enhancement; identifies and estimates the extent and quality of available data, key data gaps, 
and uncertainties associated with predictions and specifies topics that do not require further 
attention; and examines global, transboundary, and cumulative impacts as appropriate.  
 
G. Information Disclosure, Consultation, and Participation  - This section:  
 

(i) describes the process undertaken during project design and preparation for 
engaging stakeholders, including information disclosure and consultation with affected 
people and other stakeholders;  
(ii) summarizes comments and concerns received from affected people and other 
stakeholders and how these comments have been addressed in project design and 
mitigation measures, with special attention paid to the needs and concerns of vulnerable 
groups, including women, the poor, and Indigenous Peoples; and  
(iii)  describes the planned information disclosure measures (including the type of 
information to be disseminated and the method of dissemination) and the process for 
carrying out consultation with affected people and facilitating their participation during 
project implementation.   



 

 
H. Grievance Redress Mechanism - This section describes the grievance redress 
framework (both informal and formal channels), setting out the time frame and mechanisms for 
resolving complaints about environmental performance.  
 
I. Environmental Management Plan - This section deals with the set of mitigation and 
management measures to be taken during project implementation to avoid, reduce, mitigate, or 
compensate for adverse environmental impacts (in that order of priority). It may include multiple 
management plans and actions. It includes the following key components (with the level of detail 
commensurate with the project‟s impacts and risks):  
 

(i) Mitigation: 
(a) identifies and summarizes anticipated significant adverse environmental 
impacts and risks;  
(b) describes each mitigation measure with technical details, including the 
type of impact to which it relates and the conditions under which it is required (for 
instance, continuously or in the event of contingencies), together with designs, 
equipment descriptions, and operating procedures, as appropriate; and  
(c) provides links to any other mitigation plans (for example, for involuntary 
resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, or emergency response) required for the 
project. 

 
(ii) Monitoring: 

(a) describes monitoring measures with technical details, including 
parameters to be measured, methods to be used, sampling locations, frequency 
of measurements, detection limits and definition of thresholds that will signal the 
need for corrective actions; and 
(b) describes monitoring and reporting procedures to ensure early detection 
of conditions that necessitate particular mitigation measures and document the 
progress and results of mitigation.  

 
(iii) Implementation arrangements: 

(a) specifies the implementation schedule showing phasing and coordination 
with overall project implementation; 
(b) describes institutional or organizational arrangements, namely, who is 
responsible for carrying out the mitigation and monitoring measures, which may 
include one or more of the following additional topics to strengthen environmental 
management capability: technical assistance programs, training programs, 
procurement of equipment and supplies related to environmental management 
and monitoring, and organizational changes; and  
(c) estimates capital and recurrent costs and describes sources of funds for 
implementing the environmental management plan. 

 
(iv)  Performance indicators: describes the desired outcomes as measurable events  
to the extent possible, such as performance indicators, targets, or acceptance 
criteria that can be tracked over defined time periods.  

 
J. Conclusion and Recommendation - This section provides the conclusions drawn from the 
assessment and provides recommendations.   
 
 



Appendix 6: Sample Outline of an Environmental Audit Report 
 
An environmental audit is an instrument to determine the nature and extent of all environmental 
areas of concern at an existing facility, including i) compliance of existing facilities and 
operations with relevant laws and regulations, and applicable SR1 requirements; and, ii) the 
nature and extent of significant adverse environmental impacts, including contamination of soils, 
surface and ground water, and structures as a result of historical activities.  
 
An environmental audit report typically includes some or all of the following items, although not 
necessarily in the order shown. 
 
A. Executive Summary - A concise discussion of all environmental areas of concern, 
recommended mitigation measures and their priority, the cost of mitigation, and a schedule for 
compliance. 
 
B. Facilities Description - A concise description of the project facilities, including both past 
and current operations, focusing on aspects or components with potential environmental 
impacts. 
 
C. Regulatory Setting - Tabular summary of host country national, local and any other 
applicable environmental and occupational health and safety laws, regulations, guidelines, 
environmental permits, licenses, and policies as they may directly pertain to the facilities. 
 
D. Audit and Site Investigation Procedure - Brief overview of the approach used to 
conduct the audit. A discussion of the records review, site reconnaissance, and interview 
activities; a description of the site sampling plan and chemical testing plan; a description of field 
investigations, environmental sampling and chemical analyses and methods. 
 
E. Findings and Areas of Concern - Detailed discussion of all environmental areas of 
concern, including summary of complaints from residents living in the project area.  The areas of 
concern should be discussed in terms of both existing facilities and operations and 
contamination or damages due to past activities, including the affected media and its quality and 
recommendations for further investigation and remediation. Areas of concern should be 
prioritized into one of three categories: immediate action; mid-term action; and long-term action. 
 
F. Corrective Action Plan, Costs and Schedule (CAP) - For each area of concern, provide 
specifics on the appropriate corrective actions to mitigate the areas of concern and why they are 
necessary. Indicate priorities for action. Provide estimates of the cost of implementing the 
corrective actions and a schedule for their implementation. Schedules should be recommended 
within the context of any planned capital expenditure for the facility. Each site CAP should be 
formatted as a table with columns for area of concern, corrective action, priorities, schedule, and 
cost estimates. 
 
Annexes - These should include references, copies of interview forms, any details regarding 
the audit protocol not already included, and data obtained during the audit but not included 
directly above. 
 



 

Appendix 7: Sample Outline of an Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 
 
It is sometimes advantageous to prepare a „stand-alone‟ EMP (e.g. when the EMP must be 
updated after the EIA is approved; when the EMP is part of contractor documents).  In these 
cases, the following format may be of use:  
 
A. Introduction - A concise description of the project, environmental review process, and 
status of EMP development, implementation and/or revision (as relevant) 
 
B. Environmental Impacts and Risks, and Mitigation Measures 
 

1. Environmental Impacts and Risks - Identifies and summarizes anticipated 
significant adverse environmental impacts and risks. 
 
2. Mitigation Measures - Describes each mitigation measure with technical details, 
including the type of impact to which it relates and the conditions under which it is 
required (for instance, continuously or in the event of contingencies), together with 
designs, equipment descriptions, and operating procedures, as appropriate. 
 
3. Other Mitigation Plans (if relevant) - Provides links to any other mitigation 
plans (for example, for involuntary resettlement, Indigenous Peoples, or emergency 
response) required for the project. 

 
C. Environmental Monitoring 
 

1. Monitoring Program - Describes monitoring measures with technical details, 
including parameters to be measured, methods to be used, sampling locations, 
frequency of measurements, detection limits and definition of thresholds that will signal 
the need for corrective actions. 
 
2. Reporting and Follow-up - Describes monitoring and reporting procedures to 
ensure early detection of conditions that necessitate particular mitigation measures and 
document the progress and results of mitigation. 

 
D. Implementation Arrangements 
 

1. Implementation Schedule - Specifies the implementation schedule showing 
phasing and coordination with overall project implementation. 
 
2. Institutional Arrangements - Describes institutional or organizational 
arrangements, namely, who is responsible for carrying out the mitigation and monitoring 
measures. May include one or more of the following topics to strengthen environmental 
management capability: technical assistance programs, training programs, procurement 
of equipment and supplies related to environmental management and monitoring, and 
organizational changes. 

 
E. Budget - Estimates capital and recurrent costs and describes sources of funds for 
implementing the environmental management plan (see sample budget template, below). 
 
 
 



Sample EMP Budget 
Items Cost Lead Agency Description 

1. Environmental Mitigation Measures 

e.g. Water 
Pollution 
Control 

 e.g. Local Health 
and Sanitation 
Department 

e.g. Fees for provision of temporary toilets and sewage 
collection and disposal for worker camp 

Other    

 
 

   

 
 

   

2. Environmental Monitoring 

Mitigation 
Compliance 
Inspections 

 e.g. Independent 
Research Center 

e.g. Cost for undertaking site visits, preparing monitoring reports 

Point Source 
Emission 
Monitoring 

   

Ambient  
Monitoring 

   

Other    
3. Capacity Building, Other 

Mitigation 
Design 

 e.g. Design 
Institute 

e.g. Ecological and other surveys, detailed mitigation design 
and planning  

Training and 
Capacity 
Building 

   

Other    
4. Contingency    
5. Total    

 
F. Performance Indicators - Describes the desired outcomes as measurable events to the 
extent possible, such as performance indicators, targets, or acceptance criteria that can be 
tracked over defined time periods. 
 
Annexes - As relevant, including other mitigation plans. 
 
 



 

Appendix 8: Sample Impact Assessment and Mitigation Matrices 
 
Impact assessment and mitigation matrices may be useful in assessing potential project impacts and risks, and developing mitigation 
and compensation measures. Two examples are presented, a simplified form, and a more detailed form. These are examples only, 
and can be adapted as necessary. 
 

Sample 1: Simplified Impact Assessment and Mitigation Matrix 
Project Stage Project Activity 

 
Potential 

Environmental 
Impacts 

Proposed 
Mitigation 
Measures 

Institutional 
Responsibilities 

 

Cost 
Estimates 

 

Pre- 
Construction 
Phase 

     

Construction 
Phase 

 

     

Operation and 
Maintenance 
Phase 

     

 
Sample 2: Detailed Impact Assessment and Mitigation Matrix 

Phase/ 
Activities 

Potential Impacts Significance of Impacts* Mitigation 
Measures 

Residual Negative 
Impacts 

Responsible 
Agency 

Est. 
Budget 

Direction 
(- / +) 

Magnitude 
(L / M / H) 

Probability 
(L / M / H) 

Duration 
(S / M / 

L) 

 Impacts Compensation 
Measures 

Environmental Issues Associated with Project Siting / Preconstruction 

Siting 
Activities 

e.g. Resettlement, 
encroachment into critical 
habitats, agrosystems, etc 

         

           

           
Environmental Issues Associated with Project Construction 

Construction 
Activities 

e.g. Hydrology, water 
quality, air quality, noise, 
biodiversity (flora, fauna, 
critical habitats), natural 
resources, pollution 
discharges, worker safety 
and health, etc 

         

           

           



Environmental Issues Associated with Project Operation 

Operation 
Activities 

e.g. Hydrology, water 
quality, air quality, noise, 
biodiversity (flora, fauna, 
critical habitats), natural 
resources, pollution 
discharges, worker safety 
and health, etc 

         

Other items as required (e.g. Emergency Response Procedures) 

           

           

 
*Impact Significance Direction, Magnitude, Probability and Duration Coding (Indicative examples only) 
Parameter / 
Code 

Definition 

  Predicted Impact Direction 
- = Negative Impact is unfavorable, and will cause a reduction in the value or quality of environmental and social resources 
+ = Positive Impact is favorable, and will cause an increase in the value or quality of environmental and social resources 

  Predicted Impact Magnitude 
L = Low Above typical background conditions or concentrations, but within established / accepted protective standards 

  or: 

Causing no detectable biological, social or economic parameter changes 
M = Moderate Considerably above background conditions or concentrations or established / accepted protective standards, but below established criteria or 

scientific effects thresholds associated with potential adverse effects 
  or:  

Causing detectable biological, social or economic parameter changes, but within the range of natural variability 
H = High Above established criteria or scientific effects thresholds associated with potential adverse effects 

  or:  
Causing (a) detectable change(s) in biological, social or economic parameters that is outside the range of natural variability 

  Predicted Impact Probability 
L = Low Less than 10% likelihood of occurring over the duration of the impact 
M = Moderate Between 10% and 90% likelihood of occurring over the duration of the impact 
H = High More than 90% likelihood of occurring over the duration of the impact 

  Predicted Impact Duration 
S = Short Effects are significant for less than one year 
M = Medium Effects are significant for one to ten years 
L = Long Effects are significant for greater than ten years 

 



 

Appendix 9: Sample Monitoring Templates 
 
Monitoring involves measuring, tracking, evaluating and reporting compliance with action items and outcomes specified in the EMP. 
An effective system will include performance indicators or targets that can be tracked over defined periods. Provided below are 
sample templates that may be utilized (and adapted as needed) to assist in designing environmental monitoring programs.  

 
1. Mitigation Compliance Inspection Monitoring 

Project Phase Mitigation Compliance 
Inspection Activities 

Location  Frequency Responsibility Budget 

Pre-construction       

Construction  
 

     

Operation  
 

     

Closure  
 

     

 
2. Point Source Emission Monitoring 
Project Phase Mitigation Monitoring Location Frequency Responsibility Budget 

Parameter Sampling and 
Analysis  Method 

Result Standard Comparison with 
Standard 

    

Pre-
construction 

          

Construction  
 

         

Operation  
 

         

Closure  
 

         

 
3. Ambient Monitoring 
Project Phase Mitigation Monitoring Location Frequency Responsibility Budget 

Parameter Sampling and Analysis  
Method 

Result Standard Comparison with 
Standard 

    

Pre-
construction 

          

Construction  
 

         

Operation  
 

         

Closure  
 

         



Appendix 10: Sample Site Environmental Compliance Inspection and Monitoring Form 
 
Provided below is a sample form which may be utilized (and adapted as needed) to record the results of a compliance inspection or 
source or ambient monitoring at a project site. 
 
Project :   Implementing Agency :    
 
Sub-Project :  Monitoring Agency  :    
 
Location :   Enforcement Agency :     
 
Date :  Contractor(s) :    
 
Reporting Period :  Implementation Phase: Preconstruction / Construction / Operation 
  

1. Contractor(s) 

Contractor(s) Environmental Awareness 
  

Yes / No 
  

Actions Required 
  

Contractor Response / Comment 
  

Contractor(s) aware of mitigation requirements?    

Contractor(s) have a copy of EMP?   
 

 

 
2. Mitigation Compliance Inspection 

Impact / 
Mitigation 
Measure 

(From EMP) 
 

Mitigations 
Implemented 

(Yes, No) 
 

Mitigations 
Effective?  

(1 to 5)* 
 

Impact Observed / 
Location 

 

Action Required 
 
 

Contractor 
Response / 
Comment 

Endorsed by: 

Implementing 
Agency 

Monitoring 
Agency 

        

        
        

        

 
* Mitigation Effectiveness Rating Criteria (Indicative examples) 
 

1. Very Good (all required mitigations implemented) 
2. Good ( the majority of required mitigations implemented) 
3. Fair (some mitigations implemented) 
4. Poor (few mitigations implemented) 
5. Very Poor (very few mitigations implemented) 

 
 
 



 

3.   Emission Discharge Monitoring (if relevant)  
Parameter 

 
 

Date / 
Location 

 

Measured 
by 

Monitoring 
Equipment 

 

Result Standard % 
Exceedence 

Action 
Required 

Contractor 
Responses / 
Comments 

Endorsed by: 

Implementing 
Agency 

Monitoring 
Agency 

           

           

           

           
 

4.   Ambient Monitoring (if relevant)  

Parameter 
 
 

Date / 
Location 

 

Measured 
by 

Monitoring 
Equipment 

 

Result Standard % 
Exceedence 

Action 
Required 

Contractor 
Responses / 
Comments 

Endorsed by: 

Implementing 
Agency 

Monitoring 
Agency 

           
           

           
           
 

5.  Environmental Incidents During Reporting Period (if relevant) 
Environmental Incidents  

(accidents, spills, complaint) 
Date / 

Location 
Reported 

by 
Description / 

Location 
Action Taken Further Action 

Required 
Endorsed by: 

Implementing 
Agency 

Monitoring 
Agency 

 

 

       

 

 

       

 

 

       

 
6.   Summary of Actions Required and Follow-up (if relevant) 

Action Required 
 

Timeframe  
(e.g. within one week)  

Responsible Parties Follow-up  
(to be completed if inspection/monitoring indicates actions are required) 

 

 

  Required Action Taken: 
 

 

 

 

  Effectiveness: 
 

 

 

 

  Further Action Required?: 
 

 

 

 

  Prepared by: 
Date 



 
Inspection Completed by:_____________________________________            Date:_________________ 
        

Signature: 
 

 

Notes: 
 
Attachments: 
(e.g. laboratory reports, photographs)  
 
 
 

 



 

Appendix 11: Sample Grievance Intake Form 
 
A grievance redress mechanism is a process for receiving, evaluating and addressing project-
related grievances from affected people at the level of the project. Except in the simplest cases, 
a grievance mechanism typically includes a procedure for receiving grievances, 
recording/documenting key information (e.g. the name of the individual or organization; the date 
and nature of the complaint; any follow up actions taken; the final decision on the complaint; 
how and when relevant project decision was communicated to the complainant; and whether 
management action has been taken to avoid recurrence of community concerns in the future), 
and responding to the complainants in a reasonable period of time. 
 

Grievance Intake Form 
 
Name of Project:             

Project ____ welcomes complaints, suggestions, comments and queries regarding the project implementation and its 
stakeholders. We encourage persons with grievance to provide their name and contact information to enable us to 
get in touch with you for clarification and feedback.  
 
Should you choose to include your personal details but want that information to remain confidential, please inform us 
by writing/typing "(CONFIDENTIAL)" above your name. 
 

Thank you. 

 

Contact Information: 
  

Name   Gender     □ Male 
    □ Female 

Home Address  
 

  Age  

  Phone No.  

City/Province    Email  

Complaint/Suggestion/Comment/Question Please provide the details (who, what, where and how) of your grievance 
below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How do you want us to reach you for feedback or update on your comment/grievance?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



Portion to be filled in by the staff:  

Date received: 
 

 

Received through: 
 

__  In person          __ mail            __ email            __ fax            __ phone            __ sms 

Name of staff who 
receive comment/ 
complaint 

 

Position of staff: 
 

 

Type of Grievance: 
 

  

Remarks  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

of staff 
 

 

 
 
Update on the case: 

Date: Update 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 



 

Appendix 12: Sample Outline of Environmental Assessment and Review Framework  
 
A. Introduction - This section briefly describes the project, its subprojects, and/or its 
components, and explains why the environmental assessment and plans of some subprojects 
and/or components cannot be prepared before project approval.  
 
B. Assessment of Legal Framework and Institutional Capacity - This section assesses 
the adequacy of the applicable national and local laws, regulations, and standards on 
environmental assessment and management, including applicable international environmental 
agreements. This section clarifies the objective and relevant principles governing subproject 
and/or component preparation and implementation. This section also assesses the adequacy of 
the borrower‟s/client‟s institutional capacity in implementing national laws and Asian 
Development Bank (ADB) requirements and identifies capacity development needs. 
 
C. Anticipated Environmental Impacts - This section provides information on project 
activities to be supported, and their anticipated impacts on the environment.  
 
D. Environmental Assessment for Subprojects and/or Components - The section 
provides a plan for carrying out environmental assessment and planning for subprojects and/or 
components, including requirements and schedules for (i) screening and classification; and (ii) 
preparation of environmental assessments and environmental management plans (see ADB 
SPS Annex to Appendix 1). This section may also outlines specific environmental criteria to be 
used for subproject selection, for example, exclusion from environmentally sensitive areas or 
negative lists for procurement. 
 
E. Consultation, Information Disclosure, and Grievance Redress Mechanism -  This 
section establishes a framework for ensuring meaningful consultation with affected people 
during project preparation and implementation. It discusses information disclosure 
arrangements, including disclosure of subproject EIAs to be prepared under this framework. 
This section also discusses arrangement for addressing grievances. 
 
F. Institutional Arrangement and Responsibilities - This section specifies the 
responsibilities and authorities of the borrower/client, ADB, and government agencies in relation 
to the preparation, submission, review, and clearance of environmental assessment reports of 
subprojects and/or components. This section estimates the staffing requirements, and 
recommends a capacity development program, where necessary. It also provides the cost 
estimates for implementing the environmental assessment and review framework, and 
budgetary requirements.  
 
G. Monitoring and Reporting - This section specifies monitoring and reporting 
arrangements, including mechanisms and report submissions to ADB, appropriate to the 
project. 
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